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MUTERAL l',;\lt.\GE~'fESIS MlD TRACE EUl1EUJ: DIST!tiBUTION 
IN TIIE TRI-STATE ZINC·L~~ DISTRICT 
HISSOURI, KANSAS, OKL..lliCM.:\ 
A review of the literature pertaining to the mineral paragenesis 
and trace element distribution in the Tri-State zin:-lead district of 
Hissouri, Kansas, and Oklahoma re,Tealed inconsistencies in observation 
and in interpretation and divergent hypotheses regarding the origin of 
the ores. In an attempt to reconcile the data collected by many in• 
vestigators over nearly three-quarters of a century, the 'Writer obsarved 
~~orking faces in 37 mines, collected over 2,000 specimens for binocular 
examination and prepared and studied 110 polished surfaces and 60 thin 
sections of the ores and associated rocks utilizing mineralographic, 
petrogr41phic_, and x-ray techniques. This detailed study resulted in 
the determination of a general paragenetic sequence of the minerals 
in Tri-State ore involving 7 periods of mineralization, each charac::er• 
ized by its own mineral suite and sequence~ and each separated from 
the next by a period of tectonic activity, a period of sohttion, a 
hiatus of dapoaition or by 3. return to the crystallization of earlier 
formed minerals. Local deviationa from the gener3l paraganetic sequ~nce 
have been no.ted, but. the recurrence of. crystallization of several minerals 
has been found to be mora frequent than pre11iously ·believed. Chalcopyrite 
and pyrite ~Jere f.c•lnd to have been deposit ad during 8 in :ertals; s~>halerite 
nn.d ma·rcasite during 6, and galena and quartz du1:ing 5. Fifty-one min• 
erals ha·ve been d~scribed from Tri-State ores, three ·for the .. first time 
2. 
in this ther is. Fcur mineral relationships previously bel ie,1ed to be 
absent in Tri-StE.te ores have been observed and clescribed. No signifi·· 
car .. t vari2.tions in per~.£enetic sequence vere detected either 'l.t."ith 
respect to areal or £.trct.irrspbic dirtribution, contrary te> thE: otinionr 
c,f some \-:rho h&ve l-Jorked in the cli.strictJ but in. accord with tbe results 
of previous studies of trace element distributior~. 
Previous tr&ce elentent anulyses have been made of rocks, crcs, 
soil and vegetation in the Tri-St~te district. Since these analyses 
failed to reveal any significant variation in trace element distribution, 
the present investigation involved spectrographic analyses cf the single 
minerals: dolomite, galena, and sphalerite, especially selectE-d fc·r 
their freedom. from included impurities as revealed under ~ stere.otcopic 
microscope. Of the man}' elements detected spectroscopically, cr..ly 
silver in g&lena and cadmium~ gallium, germanium, and ineium in sphsler-
itc were considered worthy of detailed study. In galena, silver l<as 
found to vary from 0.2 to 1.6 p.p.m, ln sphalerite, cadmium varied 
from 4,000 to 7,000 p.p.m., gallium from 15 to 480 p.p.m., germanium 
from 25 to 380 p.p.m. and indium from 10 to 30 p.p.m. \\'!'hile such 
v·ariations are la~ge, they a1:·e wholly unrelated to ereal, stratigraphic 
or puragenetic position, and substantiate the conclusion based on p<c4ra-
genetic studies that the ore-forming sclutions in the Tri•State district 
~ere remarkably uniform and not significantly different from the ground 
wet:er circulating in the di.strict today. Incleed, the 6ulfide minerals 
which constitute the ores of the district are still being fonued todey. 
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This f.AVH tigation of pa.rqenetic a~\HmCe and trac.e element 
•iiatribution in the Tri-State d.uc-lead 41stric.t of ~as, Mi&s.ouri, 
ancl Okl&bom.a V'U auggesUd to the writer by Dr. O. ll. Grave, who 
pof.ated out the lack of agree.ent amoog previous i~ti&ators re-
aucting the par ague tic •ec:tueace of the aitaerala ccapris ing the ore. 
He kli.eved that thla d.ia&&rMIMtnt might have b6au due to etuCii&a cf 
too few apeci-.ue, which clid not aMq,uately reprecent the -entire 
cU.stric.t, .uui that th.ese were not always stu.tied thoroush!.y, cr th.Gt 
the paragenetic aequnee aight not be the same throughout the diatrict. 
The writer unclertook. to ruolve tbe di.verae interpretations of p£ra• 
gane5io by combining extensive field work with both e:&teneive and iu• 
teuaive •icro•copic i...utt&ation, to aote loeal 'V&rLations from t.he 
vaual paragcutic,-.q1MD.ce. ad to correlate theae ftl':le.tLons with 
areal, 'atr&.tigraphic and structu.r~l potition. The uace -element COt'l• 
te.nt of aiagle ainerals was iJWeaU.gated to a.eertain if a correlation 
aight ed.st ktween vu:l.ati.ons in trace el•ent coctent and varia.tiotts 
ill paratenetie ••qv.cace and to detemi.ne vltat changes might have taken 
place in the character of the ore~foraing aolutiona which would account. 
for compositional c.ud aiaaral •ariations .and what Maring thia miBht 
ha•e on the oriain cf the ore. 
2. 
METHOD OF INVESTIGATION 
To obtain material for this study, during the summexs of 1957 
and 1958, the writer visited thirty-seven mines and worked more inten-
sive1y in the Grace B, Jarrett, Lucky Jew, Big Elk, Netta,. Nette 
White, St. Joe, Crawfish, ~~itebird, Piokee and lenoyer ~inesl. 
Sp~cfmens ~ere collected for paragenetic studies and for spectre-
graphic analycis. Each·spectmen was £ssigned a field number &nd data 
pertinent to the specimens such as the location and stratigraphic 
horizon and structural environment were recorded. The exact location 
of each spec~en was recorded on a mine map scaled one inch to three 
hundred feet. Specimens for spe-ctrographic analysis were carefully 
bagged to prevent contamination. 
Paragsnetic study 
In the laboratory each speetmen was first studied m£gascopically, 
and then with the aid of a stereoscopic microscope. The mineral se• 
quence was Tecot'ded and all observable features were noted, If the 
relt.tions were uncertain or concealed• the &pecimer~ w·e.s cut and polieheG. 
to reveal the mineral relationships. Sixty thin sections and more th&l 
one hundred polished apec~ens were prepared by the writer. Each thin 
lEecause of the larse number of mines in the Tri .. Stete diEtrict 
and the t~ndency.to rename the mines, Figure86, a map showing the 
locations an4 names currently used for mines in the Picher field end 
nearby area has been included in AppendixC 1 through the courtesy of 
the Eagle•Picher Company. 
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section and polished specimen was described iudivi4ually aud numerous 
photographs were taken to illustrate the features and relationship 
obsetved. 
From the detailed etudy of the individual specimens e ~eneraliEed 
paragenetic sequence was developed. Particular note was taken of vari-
ations from the usual sequence. and correlations were sought between 
these variations and other factors. such as: g60graphic'distribution, 
stratigraphic position, and structure in the Picher fie14. 
'When i.t became apparent that such correlations were absent in 
the Picher field, the writer, upon Dr. 0. R. Grawe•s advice, expanded 
his studies beyond the Picher field to include other areas withi~ the 
Tri•State district. For these studies the following collections were 
available fc'}: megascopic and microscopic study: 
1} The University of Missouri, School of Mines and Metallurgy, 
Depar~ent of Geology Museum Collection~ Rolla, Mis&ouri. 
2) The Schifferiecker Fark Mineral Museuci Collection, Joplin, 
Missouri. 
3) The E. J. Palmer Collection, Webb City, Mb.6;ouri. 
•. 4) The 11Dana11 ·Collection, University of Mbsourit School of 
Mines and Metallurgy. Rolla, Missouri. 
. . 
5) ~.e E. T. McKnight Collection, University of Misaouri, 
School of Mines and Metallurgy, i1olla. Missouri. 
6) Dr. o. R. Grawe's pex·~ona.l collection, University of 
Missouri, School of Mines and Metallurgy, Rolla, lUsscuri. 
7) The Mineragraphic Collection. University of Missouri, 
School of MinEo and Metallurgy. Rolla, Mis£oari •. 
8) •fbe Boodle Lan.e Collection, Galena, ~ansas .. 
9) The &agle-Picher Collection, Cardin, OklahOMa. 
10) TheW. A. Tarr Collection, University.of Missouri, 
Columbia, Missouri. 
The parageuetic sequence was observed in each spac~en, and 
4. 
the sequence tn each individual field within the Tri•&tate district 
was worked out. The types of correlation ~ou&ht in the Picher field 
were now sought throughout the whole Tri•State district. 
Trace element study 
For spectrographic aaalysisa clean cleavage fragments of 
dolomite, galenaand·aphalerite were selected from coarsely crushed 
minerals. The elements Al, Cu, Fe, Mri, Ra, Pb, Si, V and 7.n were 
detected in dolomite; .Ag, Al 1 Ca, Cr, Cu,Fe, Mg 11 Sb, Si, and·Zn were 
detec:~ed J,n galeaaj Ag, Al, ·. Ca, Cd, Cr, Cu, Fe, Ca, Ge, In, Mg, Kn, 
Ph, Si, and Ti were ieteeted in sphalerite. The elements which showed 
significant variations in concentration .and are ~elieved to be present 
not as contaminant· phases are: Cd, Ga, Ge, and· In in sphalerite and 
Ag in galena.. 
The trace element content of Ag in galena.end Cd, Ga, Ge, end 
In in sphalerite were plotted on overlays of Picher field maps to 
lnveatigate areal &Oning; and on vertical sections to investigate 
stratigraphic zoning. The Ge and Ga content of sphalerites of 
different eges was investigated to determine possible paragenetic 
relationships. Similarly, the trace element content of gray dolomite 
was compared with that of pink dolomite to determine if differences 
exist between the two varieties of this mineral. 
5. 
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CHAPTER II 
GENERAL GEOLOGY OF THE TRI-STATE DISTRICT 
LOCATION AND P&ODUCTIVITY 
The Tri-State &inc-lead district, in a broad sense, consists 
of an area of about 2000 square miles in southwest Missouri, northeast 
Oklahoma and southeast Kansas. Its longest axis from Springfield, 
Missouri to Miami. Oklahoma is .about 300 miles. 
Mining began in the Tri-State district near Joplin, Missouri, 
in 1848. During most of its history, and as late && 1949, this 
district was the world's greatest zinc producer and generally ranked 
third or fourth in world lead production. Up to &1d including 1945 1 
the Tri•State district had produced 20,755,020 tons of zinc concen-
trates and 3,334,057 tons of lead concentrates, together value~ at 
over one billion dollars2. Zinc concentrates averaged 58.67 per cent 
zinc and the lead concentrates averaged 78.46 per cent leed for the 
period 1907 to 194.5.3 From 1944 to 1948 the district produced an 
average of 132,552 tons of zinc and 25,224 tons of lead per year.4 
2A. J. Martin, uswanarized Statistics of production of Lead 
and Zinc in the Tri-State (Missouri-Xansas-Okl&homa) Mining District11 , 
u. s. Bur. Mines Inf. Cire. 7383, p. 3, 1946. 
__.. - - ------
3tb!d., PP• 20-21. 
4o. M. Bishop and R~ L. Kentch, Chapte:rs on Lead and on Zinc: 
"Mineral Facts and Problems", J!.!. b ~Mines Bull. 556, p. 454 and 
983, 1956. 
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While mining began in the Joplin field, most of the production in 
recent years has came from the Picher field of Oklahoma and ~&na&s. 
Mining was curtailed in 1957 and at the present time, due to the 
depressed prices of zin.c and lead, u:.ining ·in the district is curtei le:c. 
PHYS ICLi.L GKOGP.APIIY 
Physiographically the Tri-State district occupies parts of 
the Springfield Plateau of the Ozark Plateaus province, and tl:te 
Cherokee Lowland portion of the Osage Plains section of the Central 
Lowlertd province.~ The former, mainly in Missouri, is hilly_and 
its surface is underlain by Mississippian formations; the latter section, 
mostly in Oklah~a and Kansas, is flat cud is underlain by Pe~nsylv&nian 
fo~ations. Altitudes in the district vary from about 780 to about 
1200 feet above sea level. The surface is drained principc.lly by the 
southward flowing Neohso and Spring Rivers. 
STRATIGRAPHY 
The youngest consoliQated formations of the Tri-State district 
ere of Pe.nnsylve.niatt at,e. The ore deposits in these form~tions were 
not studied by the writer, and therefore the stratigraphy of the 
Ptmnsylvanis.n syster.1 is not considered here. These are underlain by 
Mississippian formations which like the Pennsylvanian are Exposed in 
numerous places within the district. Older formations ere not exposed, 
5N. M. Fennema.n, Physio~raphy of Eastern United States, McGraw-
Hill, New York, 714 pp., 1938. 
9. 
but have been encountered in deep drill holes. These are of Devonian, 
Ordovician, Cambrian, and Precambrian ~ge. The oldest of these fo~a-
tions are granites which have been reached in deep drill holes at the 
following localities: 1) the Bird Dog mine in Oklahoma (SW~, SE~, SE~, 
&ec. 13, T. 29 N., R. 22 £.) at 1245 faet,G 2) the John Beaver mine in 
Oklahoma (SW-\:·, S'W-k. SE\. Sec. 19, T. 29 N., R. 23 E.) at about 177 5 
feet,7 3) a deep water well at the c~ty of Miami. Oklahoma (SE~. S~~. 
sw.t, Sec. 24, T. 28 _N., R. 22 £.) at 1055 feet, 8 _ 4) a deep well at 
Carthege, Mi&aouri (SW-k, SWt, NE.k, Sec. 3., T. 28 1~ •• R. 31 W.) at 
. . . . . . . 
1745 feet~9 .At the northwest margin of the district, granite was 
reached in a well at Columbus, Iansas (NI-\:, ~~. ~~. Sec. 13, T. 
33 s., R. 23 E.} at 1770 feet.10 Although WeiO.Uanll believed the 
granite encountered in the Bird Dog well and that which outcrops at 
Spavinaw, Oklahoma about 40 miles south of the Tri-State district, to 
be intrusive, most geologists consider them to be Precambrisn.l2 
6samuel Weidman, "The Miami-Picher Zinc-Lead District, Okl&homa," 
~· £!.2!. Survey~·. 56, p. 26, 1932.. 
7g• A. Ireland, 11 Pre•Cambrian Surface in Northeastern Oklahoma 
and Parts of Adjacent States", ~· Assoc. Pet. Geol. Bull., vol. 39, 
P• 478, 1955. 
srbid. 
9n. G. Bain, C. R. Van Rise, and George I~ Adams, ''Preliminary 
Report on the Lead end Zinc Deposits of the Ozark Region", U. !• Q.eol. 
~~. 22d Ann. Rept., pt• 2, p. 77, 1901. 
lOweidmsn, Ql!• ill· • P• · 6~ 
lltbid., pp. 77~78. 
12Irelaud, ~· ~ •• p. 482. 
10. 
J?aleozoic pre-Mississippian formations recognized by incolublc 
residue studies by the Hiesouri Geclogica.l Survey f~om cutt!t::.gs frc;:n 
c:leep drill holes in or nc:.:r the cis trict in.clude the fcllm-lir-t: 
Otda'\rician Gunter SE.ncstor<e• Gar:ccnade-Van Buren Dolomite, l!cubidoux 
Sa..-,.dsto .. -..e, Jeffercon City Dolomite, and Cotter :DolcU~.ite. Silurien . 
forills.tions ~u:e missing in the Tri..:state dis trict.l3 Devono-l~iad.f)sip ... 
pis.n (Chattanooga.) Shale vas re:ported to be present l!.t ·cept.h in E:o:ne 
parts of the district by Siebentha.l]-4 
·The l.fisa:tssippisn system consists of the Kinderhookian, Caegean, 
l!eraraecian and Chesterian Series. , The top of the HissiseiprS.e.:l. System 
contains the. Carterville Formation vchich belongs to tiie Che& tericn. 
SerimJ.. The principal ore bodies lie within the 1-ferCJec::ian and 
OsageC:.U Scri~s. Th~se he.ve l:<eer.. subdivided by Fowler end ·Ly-.:' . .;:.rr,15 
-who he.ve designated the subdivisions, whi.ch they commonly refer to 
es beds, by letters. c through J were assigned to successiv.~ly 
lm:er subdivisions of the Meramecian Uar_se!w Formation; the ~etter I 
'\vas not utilized; K through 1'1 were used for Eubdivisionz Ctf the 
Osegee.n ·Keokuk Formation which under-lies the Warsaw. A prominent 
13n.z)"Ulond C. Hoare, et al., "The 'Ka.."'lsas Rock Columnn 1 ~~ 
~· Surve~.r ]Ell. 89, pp. 116-117, 1951. 
l4c. E. Sie'benthal, 11Miners.l Resources of l~orthcastarn Ol' ... Jr.homa11 , 
l!.!, b £s.£1• §_Ur.VC_l .!l?.ll• 340, pp. 25•26, 1908. 
15Georce 1~. Fqy;ler., and Josf:ph P. Lyden, ~~~he Ct·e Depos1.ts of 
the Tri-State District", !!::!• ~· ~· ~· J:ng. Tr~., vol. 102, 
p. 218, 1932. 
oolite in the Keokuk Formation, the Short Creek oolite, is placed 
at the top of ti bed by Lyden.l6 It is cororr:nnly ueed as a roarker 
11. 
for surface and subEurfc:ce strat:!.grephic emd structurcl stucii(;~;. The 
presence of the .Burlington Formation between the Keckui< snd Grand ralls 
For~ation is uncertain. Other investigators have not found ths Burl~ 
ington Formeticn in this area.l7 N through Q encompass the Gre1.nd F'.alls 
:t:on:,<:~tion of the Csageun Series .18 R wa£ a~.signeci to the Reeds Spring. 
Formation of the Osagean Series. The St. Joe formation st the basu of 
the Osagean Series was not assigned a letter. Only one mine, the 
Riverside mine, is kno-vm to have produced ore from this fr.na;;.ti<m. 
The Kin<ierhookian Series, which incluC:es the Northview Shale: .n:a.d the 
Compton Limestone cccurs princi.pally on the eo.st margil:-. of tbc dintt:i.c·.::, 
but is not encountered in the mines. 
A generalized stratigraphic colum.."l cf the Carboniferous fon, . c.tim:s 
ncdified after Lyden19 is given in Table I. 
l6Joseph P. Y .. yden) "Aspects of Structure and Mineraliz.?.tion 
Used as Gu:f.de-s in the ltevelopme.r.t of the Pichr:r field", l:E:.· I.nst. !i!..ll• 
f~· En&• Trans., vol. 187, p. 1253, 1950. 
17R8ymond c. Hoore, George H. Fowler. ~nd Jos~r·h P. Lyde.n) in 
''Contributionn to a K.'1o\;ledge of the Lead s.nd Zinc Depcsi ts of the 
l"iisE;issippi. Valley Region" eoited bv E. S. Bc.stin, Geol. Soc. 111"£r::_c.:. 
Spec. Fepcr 24, p. 9, 1939; L. ~~. ciina, 11 0sa:;e Fo~onS(;f ~:Crn 
Ozark Region~ !JlisGouri, .t..rkam:as, and Oklahoma11 , f::E!• Aseoc. h.!:· f£21. 
Ettll. vel. 18, p. 1153, 1934; and L. R. Lsudcn, llStratit,rapr.y of Os2.gc 
Subseries of Northeastern Oklahou:a.", A-n. Assoc. Pet. ~eol. Bull., vol. 
?.1, p 'l?C 19'~9 - -- - - -
... _ . ... ...... , ... . . 
lBGeorge M. FcMle~, !E. al., "Chertification in the Tri-State 








STPv!iTIGP..APIIIC' COLUMN OF CARBONIFEROUS FORMATIONS IN THE TRI-STATE DISTRICT 
Series Formation Bed Thick• Lithology Im.portsnce as a.n 
ness Ore Hor.:tzon 
De3moines1an Several 0-300 Dark shale, sandstone !Iinor i!llportance 
Mol:ro".-;ran & Atokan ~ 
Chesterian Carter- o:...1oo Limestone con.glomerate, · Minor ir~por tance 
ville shale and sandstone 
.... ..-. 
St. Louis R o-20 Limestone UnL.ilpor t .:_:ln t 
_(7)_ 
~ 
c. 0-32 t.iroes tone and chert nodules Unimport~nt · 
D 18-22 11 Cot ton rockn and chert Minor importance 
.·£ S-8 Limel3tone mtd chert nodules Uinor im_portan.ce 
r· 12-15 •~cotton rock" and chert . Uni.r!lport·nnt 
:Heramecian Y.Jarsaw G 30-40 Thin bedded chert and lime- Import8J":t · H ston.e 
J 0-40 Glauconitic, shaly l~e- Unimport~nt 
stone e.nd chert 
.. 
,..._ ~ ..... 
X 0;,..40 Limestone and chert nodules Very ili'J:.'2rtnnt_ 
L o .. Js Chert Un1mpor:trnt 
Keokuk 2-.5 Short Creek oolite Member l!ost important 
M 0-70 Limestone and chert n.odules 
N 20-30 Chgrt Minor iJTI:EI'}rtance 
0 8-10 Thin bedded shert and lime- Important 
Osages.11. ston~ 
Crc..nd p 0-10. Chert Uinor imr_:,.,r tanee 




Reeds R 50-100 Limestone and dark chert Important 
Spring nodules 
------St. Jrye, 50 j.im£·s tone and chert nodules l-finor ilr!l!~rtan~'i' 
Kinder- Nor thvi e~t 5-10 Shnle Uniropor t~, t 





The Tri-State di.strict is located on the northwest flank of the 
akis of the Ozark dome. The regional dip in the district is toward the 
northwest et fifteen to twenty feet per mile. 
Structures of lesser magnitude in and near the Tri-State district 
·are: the Horse Creek anticline, the Seneca fault. the Joplin anticline, 
the Lawton trough, and the Cow Creek anticline. as shown in Figure 1. 
The Horse Creek anticline, fifteen miles south of the district~ 
was' described by Siebenthal20 as an asymmetrical fold with a gentle 
not'thw~st. limb dipping two degrees and a st.aeper southeast limb dipping 
from five to eighteen degrees. The structure.is observed about ten 
miles east of Tiff City, Missouri, from whence it trends due west to 
the Missouri-Oklahoma line and then west-southwest to the vicinity of 
~ig Cabin, Oklahoma. 
The Sen.eca fault or syncline, which crosses the RorBe Creek 
anticline about fifteen miles south of the district. was described 
by Siebenthal2l and by Weidman.22 Siebenthal called the structure a 
double fault, but Weidman believed the structure to be a syncline with 
associated fa~lting. Tne structure extends from Sen~ca, Misoouri, 
20c. I:. Siebeo.thal, 11Minetal Resources of Northe.aGtern Oklahomat', 
.Y• .§.~ ~· Scrv~:r: ~· 340, p. 198, 1908. 
2l!bid., p. 197. 
22samuel Weicblan, "The Miami· Picher Zinc-Lead District~ Oklehoma", 

















MAJOR STRUCTURAL FEATURES OF THE TRI-STATE AREA 
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southwestward to Coweta~ Oklahoma. Displacement along this structure 
is reported to vary from 90 to 140 feet, causing Chester and Pennsyl-
vanian rocks to be preserved within the structure. 
Smith and Siebenthal23 described the Joplin anticline and con· 
structed a structure contour map of the Joplin field based ou the top 
of the Short Creek Oolite. this fold enters the field from the south-
east and trends toward Joplint causing the Short Creek Oolite to rise 
40 to 50 feet per mile. In the vicinity of Joplin the fold flattt.ns 
out and loses its identity. but northwest of Joplin the &nticline re• 
appears. 
The Lawton trough was sho\orn by Pierce24 on a s true ture cor. tour 
map of the eastern portion of Cherokee Countyt ~sas. The f:tru.cture 
is discontinuous, and trends nearly parallel to, and £bout.three or 
four miles from, the Joplin anticline. The maximum difference in 
elevation of the base of the Cherokee Shale caused by the structure 
is about 120 feet. 
The Cow Cr&ek anticline, four miles west of the Joplin anti-
·cline~ v~s deccribed by Smith and Siebenthal. 25 It is observable £S 
a rather 6h&rp. northwest trending fold in the Cherokee Shale south\:est 
of. C~ Creek~ near Lawton, Kansas. 
2Jw. S. Tangiel~ Smith, and C. E. Sieben.thnl, "Descripticm o£ the 
Joplin Distric.t", in Geologic Atlas of the United States, !!· .§.. Q£..gl. 
Survey fc.•lio 148, p. 9, 1907. 
24w. G. Pierce, "Contour Map of the Ba£e of the Cherokee £hale 
in the Zinc and Lead District of Southeastern iC.ancas", Dept • .£! ~ 
Interior, Kemoranduml2! ~Press, 1935. 
25smith and Siebenthal, .!2£. ill• 
16. 
In the Picher field the largest £truc~~ree arc the Miami and 
Bendelari troughs. Thece structures are known both from drilling s.nd 
from their occurrence in iome minec. 26 The trend of these £tructures 
is best illustrated on a. tectonic mep of the Picher field by l<"ol.Vlr.:::-.27 
The Mi.emi structure trends northeast-north· through the "'~estern portion 
of the Picher field snd the .Bendeleri structure trends north..,est from 
the Uiemi structure toward the northwest portion of the Picher field. 
The limbs of these s true tures appear as. dis ti~_c t fau 1 ts in &ome minec, 
as shown in Fisure 2, but occur as brecci& zones in other mines. cS 
illus trat~d. il.l Figure 3• Whil~ J!ow1En:28 and Lyd4!tt~9 . believed that these 
$t~eture~ are a s~rie~ of graben fault blocks or troughs. Weidmen3° 
thought that the M.i2mi structure. was D. eyD.cline with nosociated f<mlt-
ing, ·and Siebentha.l31 believed that this structure 'Was formed by unc.er-
.sroun.d solution;, Pierce.32 believed tha.t·all three processes were in 
;26Fowle.r e.nd Lyden~ .£1!.• cit., p. 228. 
2iGeorge M. FoWler, ••structural Deformation and Ore Deposits", 
§_ng. Mining ~·• vol. 161, no. 6, pp. 184-185, 1960,. 
28George M. Fowler, 11Structural Control of Ore Deposits in the 
Tri•State Ziuc and Leac District11 1 Eng. !.fining~·, vol. 139 t no. 9, 
P• 46, l93S. 
29tydenj £2• £!£., p. 1254. 
30Samuel W~idman, "The Miami-Picher Zinc-Lec.d Distri~t, Okl&hom.a", 
Okla. Geol. Survey ~·, 56, pp. 31-35, 1932. 
3lc. E. Siebenthal, •1sub-Shale of Picher Lead and Zi~c District", 
J!. !• Geol. Survey Ci:rc. 17288, p. 4, 1927, cited by Samuel Weichr.an, 
"The Micmi-Pid;.er Zinc-Lead District. Oklahoma.10 • .Qlli. ~· Survey .fu:!!· 
56, ·p. 32. 1932. 
32pierce,, _g;e. cit., p. 2. 
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Fig-..tre 2. Faulted contact alor.g the l;iami trough bet\'.7 f:E:r~ 
umnineralized. Chester limestone. (left) and mineraliuci. M bed (right). 
A p,ouge ~::or..e r.bout four inchef: '\·7ide occurs 6lor.g thea contact an<.: 
beneath the pick. flue Goose No. 1 mine. 
Figure 3. Breccie.te:5 r:or:e: in. G-H beds c:loi1f: t!1e 11i.e:td. trc:u[h. 
The litriestor:.e blocks (light gray) £:re cemer.ted by j;;.cpercid (cir.:.rk r;rr.:y). 
The lower left portion of thf~ photograph :Ls (). p:Ue. of rubble reeul ting 
fran• mir..in.g. J .. una Bee.ve:t· mine. 
evidence along the structures. Naething33 thought that the Miami 
structure represented a pre-Chester erosion channel, controlled by 
pre-Chester faulting. which suffered post-Pennsylv~nian faulting. 
According to Lyden,the Miami structure: 
• • • contains along its trend a series of elongated 
graben fault blocks, 500 ft to 1200 ft wide, and one 
hal~ to three fourths of a mile long. that dropped 
vertically 100 ft to 250 ft.34 
A fault of Precambrian age in the Precambrian basement rocks ne&rly 
coincident in trend with the Miami structure and with the west side 
upthrown about 600 feet has been inferred by Irel£nd35 from studies 
of logs of deep drill holes in Kansas and adjoining stetes. Yet 
Jakosky, Dreyer and Wilson36 concluded thet the Miami trough is a 
IG. 
relatively shallow f:tructure which does not reach the basement, since 
the structure causes no discernible magnetic ~nomaly. 
Various types of slump structures in the district formed by 
solution of limestone beds have been described. Smith and Siebentha137 
described the occurrence of "''circles" in the Joplin field and concluded 
33Foster s. Nae.thing, 14 The Oklahoma•Kansas-Missouri Zinc-Lead 
Field", Eng. t!ining l2!!!•; vol. 122, no. 16. p. 605, 1926. 
34tyden, .£1!• cit., p. ·1253. 
35H. A. Ireland, ~Pre-Cambrian Surf&ce in Northeastern Oklahoma 
and Parts of Adjacent States", !Ef_. Assoc.~·~· &.!11., vol. 39, p. 
480, 1955. 
36J. J. Jakosky, R. ~1. Dreyer, and c. H. Wilson, "Geopr~ysical 
Investigations in the Tri-State Zinc ~d Lead Mining Distric~', Kansas 
~· Survey ~ull. 44, pp. 148·149, 194~. 
37smith and Siebeuthal, .£2• .£.!£., p. 11. 
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that- the most satisfactory explarL!ltion for the oritin of the 11 circles11 
'Was through the aeeucy of underground solution. They describ£d Gimlet 
circle in some detail. It had a diameter of betwQen 400 and 600 feet 
and the center consisted. of· a broken shale mass which extendEd ~"'nt:e!'c 
at least 60 feet. The outside chert wall exhibited brecciation in 
horizontal planes and -the breccia ~as cemented by jasperoid. 
Schmidt and Leonhard38 described the circular deposit at 
Oronogo snd ascribed its origin to underground solution of limestone. 
This circular structure eXhibited a diameter of •or~ than one mile 
and the brecciated central portion had slumped more than 70 feet~ 
- Lyden39 described slump structures which he attributed to 
~ettling end caving cf the beds into solution-made openings in lice-
stone. 
The writer obsc:t"\Jed slump structures filled with shale in 
some ~Dines in-- the Picher field. In some of these slumps the shale £ppe£rs 
to be simil&r to the Cherokee Shale, but other alumps are filled with a 
mt1d. It is uncertain wh~ther this material slumped .from tke overlying 
Pennsylvanian Shales. Simih:.r s true tures fillf'd with large limes tone 
block~ and shaly calcareous material were observed by the -writer in 
the Big Elk·and other mines. 
3SAdolf Scbm:i.dt, m:.d Alel:ander Leonhar9, "The Lead and Zinc 
:Regions of Southwest Kissouri11 ,· !:!g. Geol.• Survey Rept. 1£.!: 1.§1!!., pp. 
486-487 and 522, 1C74. 
39Jo£:eph P. Lyden, ';AElpects of Structure and llineraliution Used 
as Guides in the Development of the Picher Field11 , !EJ• Inst. :Kin. ~· 
Eng. Trans., ''ol. 187, PP• 1254-1255, 1950. · -
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Pipe slumps have been described recently by Lyden.4° They ex-
tend from 0 bed upward and some reach into the Cherokee Shale. They 
are cylinclrical in shape, approx~ately 100 feet in diameter, about 300 
feet in height, and they have dropped r~le~ive to the surrounding beds. 
been long recognized. Smith and ~iebenthal41 detected folding as 
depicted on structure contour maps based on the top of M bed. •1ore 
recently Fowler e.nd Lyden~2 McKnight,43 Fowler,44 and Lyden.45 have 
recognieed flexing e.s illustrated by structure contour maps based on 
the tops of various beds. They believe that the flexing is related 
to regional defo~ation of the strata. 
Vertical fracturing he.s been mapped in detail in the mines by 
Fowler and Lyden46.and by other company geologists. ~hese fractures 
are discontinuous vertically and horizontally and in places they are 
f!lled with pink dolomite. They are mapped from their exposures iu 
the working faces and in the roof. The fractures are thought by Fo;..Jler 
40Ibid., p. 1255. 
41Smi th and Sieben tbal, .2E. .£!!. , · p. S • 
42George M. Fmjler ~ ~d Joseph P. Lyc!en, 11 The Ore Deposits of the 
Tri-Stete District", J$;. ~. !:!!!!· ~· Eng. Trans., vol. 102, p. 226-
229 J 1932. 
.. 
43E. T. McKD.ight. et el., Maps Sho\-1ing Structural Geology and 
Dolomitized Areas iu Part~f~he Picher Zinc-Lead Field, U. s. Gecl. 
Survey Tri-State Zinc-Lead Investigations Preliminary Maps 1-6, 1944. 
44Georee M. ]<~owler, "Structural Control of Ore Deposits in the 
Tri..;State Zinc an<! Lead District", Enp.. ~finingl£::!., vol. 139, no. 9, 
p. 46, 19:)8. 
45tyden, .£2• cit., p. 1253-1254. 
46Fowler and Lyden, .£!?.• cit., p. 226-229. 
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and Lyden to be related to the flel~res end hence to regional deforre&tian. 
GENERAL FEATURES OF TilE ORE BODIES 
All of the ore deposits in the Tri-State district e~.hibit 
thrE::e outstanding fea.tur(;:s: 1) a close relationship to the 6urface 
of the earth, 2) a remarkilble areal extent, and 3) no associaticn ~·ith 
igneous rocks. 
The most striking features of the ore depoe:its is 'their cicse 
relationship to the surface of the eerth. All the ore depo~its are 
less than 475 feet from the 6urface. 
The deposits extend over a remarkably large ~rea covering 
more than two thous&J.d squs.re miles ~long the flank of the Ozark come. 
The igneous rocks in t;he district arc Precambrian in age. 
Crystalline Precambri~n rocks are transacted in drill ho:!.es in end 
near the district. Crystalline rocks outcrop in a Precambrian knob 
at Spavinaw, Oklahoma, forty miles south of the district. 
The ore bodies of the Tri-State district may be divided into 
two groups of different charQcter: 1) deposits loc~lized in filled 
sink ~:tructures, and 2) deposits locslized in frscture,d and brecciat£d 
Kississippian formations. 
~ deposits loc~lizcd in filled sink Btructuzes 
Ore depoEits localized in filled sink Gtructures po~sess 
roughly circular she.pes, and hence tb.ey are called "circlesll. The 
"circles" occur wl",ere the Pennsylvanian strata ere present, e.nd ha,re 
been mined princip~lly in the northeE.stern fields of the district. 
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The relation€ihip between the ore bodies and the sink etructure.s 
was excellently exhibited at the Oronogo47 and Gimlet "circles",48 
and at the Potter-Sim 1s Snapp mine49 two miles n9rthwest of Oronogo, 
Missouri. They have diameters of ss much as 800 feet and reach depths 
over 80 feet. C~ercial ore was generally confined to the bottoms 
and margins of the structures, but lesser amounts of sulfides were 
disseminated through the shale in some sinks. 
Elsewhere in the Pennsylvanian shales, as·reported by Buckley 
and Buehler,50 sphalerite occurs as small disseminated crystals, as 
seams and veinlets, as nuclei of ironstone concretions, ~s the inter-
ior of septaria, and as centers of plant stems. Haworth5l reported a 
commercial deposit of lead and zir.c in Pennsylvanian strata at 
Pleasanton, Kansas. After summarizing numerous occurrences of 
~phalerite and galena in Leavenworth, Atchison, Douglas, Miami, 
Bourbon, Anderson. Osage, Coffee, and other counties in Kansas, he 
stated that: 
47schmidt and Leonhard, op. cit., p. 484-487; Arthur Winslow, 
and .James D- Robertson, "Lead and Z~ Depoe its", Mo. Geol. Survey 
Rept •• vol. 7, pp. 573•576, 1894 • 
• 
4Ssmith an~ Siebenthal, ~· ~., p. ll. 
49Walter V. Searight. Guidebook. Field Trip, 2d Ann. Meeting, 
As6oc. Mo. Geol., Mo • .€.!£!• Survey lte:pt. ,!ny. 20, pp. ll-13, 1955. 
SOE. R. Buckley and H. A. Buehler, "The Geology of the Granby 
Area", ~ Geol. Survez Rel?J:., vel. IV, 2d ser., pp. 81-82, 1905 • 
. 51Erasmus Haworth, "Special Report on Leed and Zinc", Kansas 
~· Survey Rept., vol. VIII, part I, pp. 69-70. 1904. 
It is pTobable that similar discoveries could be made in 
almost every to~~ship in the eastern fourth of the state. 
Apparently the shale beds contain vast quantities of 
the~e ores, and the limestone a small amount.S2 
~ deposits locali~ed 1n fractured ~ brecciated ~ 
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Ore deposits located below the Pennsylvanian shale~, ere 
localized in fractured and brecciated MbsisE~ippia.."'l cher~s ttnd lima-
stones. The general shapes of these ore bodies may be grouped into 
two types: l} elongated ore 'bodies of chert breccias called urutu>", 
~hich follow the h•dding, but break through to other beds in places, 
and 2) partly broken chert bodies which follow the bedding and are 
referred to in the district as "~heet ground". These have larr,e 
horizontal extent compared with their thickness. The runs are moet 
common in M b~d, but they also are common in some beds ~hove M sr.d in 
R bed (Reeds Spring) below M. These "runsn me.y be as much as two ui.les 
long, 150 feet wide, and 80 feet lrl.gh, but "runs11 of Em~ller dimensions 
are acre common. Th~ sheet deposits are confined to o. P, and Q bee£. 
These 8re mined to a height of about ten to thirty feet, and generslly 
have a latere.l ~xtent of 1000 .feet or more. 
Tha principal gangile minerals of the ore bodies in the "r..xns" 
and "sheet ground" are jasperiod and dolomite. Dolomite :!.s more 
abunds.nt in tbe c4nter of the ore ''runs" while juperoid is more prev• 
alent at the margins of the 11 runs". 
The ore 11 runsu are related to flej{.ing and fracturing of the beds. 53 
52Ib1d .. , p. 74. 
53Joseph P. Lyden, "Aspects of Structure and Mineralization Used 
as Guides in the Development of the Picher Field", ~· ~· ~· ~· 
Ens. trans., vol. 187, PP• 1254, 1950. 
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The fracturing is best seen in the roof and vorking f&ees of the mines; 
the minor folds are best expressed by structure contour meps b&sed on 
the bottoms of the various bedz. The beds are generally most fracturEd 
on the flanks of the minor folds,. and .hence the ore ' 1run.s" generally 
follow the flenks of these folds. Yet, some ore 11 runs" app£rently do 
not follow fle:mres or fractures. and some flexur.es l!nd fractures cross 
the ore "runs';. without· any apparent control en the location cf the ore. 
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GEOPHYSICAL PROSPECTING 
No satisfactory geophysical aethod has yet been employed to 
consistently find ore tn the Tri-State district. Geophysical end geo-
chemical investigations in the·-diatrict have been summarized by 
Hambleton, Lyden s.ud Brockie;54 the most d~tailed investigations were 
those of Jakosky, Dreyer and Wilson.55 
Magnetic anomalies show no definite relationship to the ore 
c1eposits • .56 They probably are related to variations in ms.gnetic 
properties of the Precambrian rocks Tether th~·to variations in 
magnetic properties of the overlying $ed~ntary rocks. 
Gravity meter surveys for the Eagl~Picher Company 1n 1939 
and 1942 indieated that the Picher field" ••• is a terrace or be.nch 
that is aubordinate 'to a basement structure, which lies to the scutte6st".57 
In local a·ceae, Jakosky, Dreyer and V.1ilson58 .found that negative gravity 
&nOQalies were associated wi.th fractured and caverno'-ls Gr.eai, which in 
places have been mineralb.ed m1d in other places have uot. !hey found 
S4william W. Hambleton, Joseph P. Lyden, and Dougl6s c. Brockie, 
"Geophysical Invet;t{g&tions in the Tri-State Zinc and Lead Mining Di£'ltrict11 , 
Ks.nsas.Q!2.! •. Su:.vey Bull. 137, PP• 357-375, 1959. 
55J. J.' J'akosky, R. M. Dreyer, and C. H. Wilson; "Geophysical 
Investigations in the T~i-State Zinc and Lead Mining Distric~1 ; Kansa9 
~· survey~· 44,~1.51~ 1942. 
56Jakosky, Dr~yer~ and Wileon, £2• £!!., pp. 141-142. 
57 Hambleton, Lyden, and Brockie, .22• ill•, pp. 363. 
58J'akosky, Dreyer, and Wilson, .2.£• ill•, pp. 142-143. 
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that gravity minima were also related to depressions in the l~estone 
eurface. 
Geoth~rmal surveys by Jako£-ky, Dreyer and Wilson59 indicated that 
tempereture minima were releted to depressions in the limestone surface 
in a few places. but a consietent relationship between temperature 
variations end structural conditions or mineralized Eones was not found. 
aadioactive surveys coud~ct~d by.Dreyer60 have proved of no value 
in outlining ore deposits. 
Resistivity surveys by Jakosky, .Dreyer, and Wilson61 have proved 
_of value in locating weter~saturated, brecciated and fractured are&s, 
~hich may or may not contain ore. Resistivity anom&lies also were 
related to the configuration of the l~estone surf&ce. Self-potential 
surveys by the same invest1gators62 showed that high self-potential 
anom~lies were associated with low resi~tivity and with gravity minima 
in ouc nrea, but in other &reas there was no correlation between self-
potential anomaliea and structure or mineralization. 
Radio eurveys located fracture and. fault zones -which reach the 
~arth's surface, but did not reveel those which do not reach the surf&c~.63 
59 J&kosky, Dreyer, and Wilson, .BP..! cit. pp. 145-146. 
60R. M. Dreyer, "Radioactive Surveys .. in the Ks.ns&s Part of the 
Tri.-State Zinc ~d Lead Mining Di11trict, Cherokee County, Kansae", 
Ksnsas Geol. Survex ~· 76, pp. 113-120, 1948. 
61Jdc.osky,. Dreyer, end Wilson, .2£• ill·. pp. 144-145. 
62.Jakosky, Dreyez; and \alson, .21!• £!!., pp. 11..,3-144. 
63Renbleton, Lyden, and Brockie,~·~., pp. 368-369. 
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Seismic refraction aurveys were conducted by the Eagle-Picher 
Company in 1955 in an attempt to locate shale depr·eseions and slump 
, ~ 
areas at the b&se of the Pennsylvanian shale.~q Since slumping of 
sh.ale is locali£ed over areas of fracturing and solution thinnir1g of 
the underlying Miuissippien fonn~tions, theee areas may contain ore. 
Three of the anomalies outlined by this method were drilled to determine 
their cause. One anomaly was caused by shale filling of ~n erosional 
depression and the other two anomalies were due to eandstone le.nses in 
the Pennsylvanian shale. 
64tbid., pp. 370-374. 
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PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS OF PARAGENESIS 
The Tri-State-district bas been a subject of intensive geologic 
study because of ite econ(ll.;,:lc importance as one of the lea.ding zinc-
producing eress in the ~orld, but studies of paragenetic sequence 
have usually bee:t incidental to field :i.nvestigatione. Those i'tivesti-
gatcrs who dealt with paragenesis have differed in: 1) techniques 
of study, 2) areas investigated, and 3) interpretations of textures. 
As a result. ve.~ious sequences of paragenesis have been proposed and 
this bas lead to a confused state of pare.genetic interpretation. with 
the hope of clarifying this confusions the ~~iter took up the present 
study. 
PREVIOUS T~CE ELEM£~4 STUDIES 
For a long time the existence of small amounts of minor elements 
in the Tri-State ores has been known and some have been produced com-
mercially. The distribution of these trace eleme1tts in the district 
has been investigated to a slight extent by analyzing bulk rock samples, 
but no investigation has been published which deals 't~ith the e.re<:-1 end 





The tnost important minerals of the Tri•State c!istrict are few 
in number end r;imple in composition. They are: quartz, dolom.ite, 
calcite, sphalerite, galena, ~halcopyrite, pyrite and marcasite. In 
their sin:.plicity they are like other ore deposits .of the so•ca~led 
Mississippi VBlley type and are different from those of other t~~es 
found throughout. the worl,d. 
The ~ri-State minerals are •ell crystallized, and the individual 
crystals commonly reach large sizes. Crystals of calcite two or mere 
feet long have been reeorded~5 crys ta.ls of galena neaz·ly one foot on 
edge are kno~m, G6 and .crystals of sphalerite over a foot across be.ve 
been collected. fr~ the district.67 For this reason, the Tri-State 
district has been one of. the 1nost outstanding localities in the world 
for the collection of beautifully cT)rstallized Eineral sp£ctmens. 
65R. G. Bain, C. R. Van Rise, s.nd George I. Adc:mG, 11 Prelimin.ary 
Report on the Lee.d ·and Zinc Deposits of the Ozark Region11 , .!:!.:. S. ~· 
Survey, 22d An.u .• R.ept., pt. 2, p. 110, 1901; ·vr. s .. Tangier Smith aod C. 
E. Siebenthal, Description of the Joplin District in Geolcgic Atlas of 
the United States, U. §~· Geo!. svrve~ folio 148, p. 13, 19~7; Arthur 
Winslow and James D. R.obert6on, "f·tea and Zinc Deposi ts11 , !:;£. Q£sl. 
Survey Rept., vol. 7, p. 467, 1894; o. C. Farrington. "Crystal Fortils of 
Calcite frcnu Joplin, 1-iissouri", Publications of .£h.! F!cla ColutrJ·ia!_! Y~seum, Geological Series, vol. 1, no. 7, p. ~4, l90D. 
66samuel Weidman, "n1e Miami-Picher Zinc-Lead District, Oklahoman, 
~· Q!:£!. Survey M!• 56, p. 54, 1932. 
67samuel Weidman, .£1!• cit., p. 53. 
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Unlike mar.y of t h e lead- zinc.: depos its of the western Ui.;ited 
Ste tes , the JIU.ner~lt; of "the Tri-State district are not intimctely 
intergro"->n with each o ther , do not e,~ibit e xtensive replecEJmen.t of 
one ore mine~el by another, end commonly el~ib!t dru~er. or encrusti~g 
structures . The minerals in t he Tri-St <lte dietrict are relE.tively 
free fro:a contamination by as&ocic:.tec\ miners l s. Much of t he ore 
cons if- t~-; ot c:ry r;'\:<..lr. which \·:e:::-t= d~posite:d or. tlte surfaces of open 
spaces , orte: upon the other as is illustra ted in Fi gures 4 and 5. 
hlthough the later mineral s were ~eposited on slightly corroded 
surfaces of the older mineral s , usually very little intergr m-;th bas 
occurred. The uncont~iuated neture of t he mineralc auggests th~t 
each has crys t a llized alone, rather thrut with othe r mineral s . 
The important miner~ls of the ore are ubiquitous . The:y occur i n 
all of t he mines, and the general sequance of mi.r,eral deposition has 
been t he s ame throughout the district, although local repetitions '"c 
~iseions of parts of the s equence occur. 
The £:£nte minert1ls occur in both the hos t rocks &4d the ore 
~epocits . The Mississippian host rocks consis t principal ly of calci~e , 
quartz, chalcedony , dolO!l"<ite and glauconite, and ti:e Pennsylvac.i".n 
rock~ ~re cowpoeed principally of quartz anrl clay ~incrals. Tr.$ 
di fference oet:ween rock e.nd ore is t he relative abunocnce of the 
sulfi cee: pyr ite , marcas ite, sphalerite, end galena. These may be 
pt·eaent in muountz inr:ufficient to cons titute ore, or in amou::d:s ahu11daut 
enough t o fo4m ere cepoeit~. 
A list oi tho minerals four.d in the Tri-State ore rlepo~its i~ 
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Figure 4. Vug lined with pink dolomite cryrstals (light gray 
to white) surmounted by sphalerite crystals (darker gray), typicul 
of minerali£stion in open spaceo. H bed, Lav,..-yers-Chicago Ko. 2 mine. 
Figure 5. Galena crystals on pink dolomite crystals~ typical 
of mineral depoto:ition iu vu:.:;s9 G-li becls, Anna Bec:ver ;:;:;.:!.u::!. 
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given in Table II. Here the minerals are divided into two groups, 
the major minerals and the minor minerals. In each they are arranged 
according to the Dana System. 68 
68charles Palache, Harry Berman, &nd Clifford Fronde!, The System 
of MineraloSY., 7th Ed., vols. I and II, John Yiley and Sons, IDe., New 
York, 1944, 1951; Cornelius S. Hurlbut, Jr., Dana's Manual~ Mineralogy, 
.John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, p.· 609, 1959. 
TABLE II 










































































Galena occurs as disseminated crystals in jasperoid and gray 
Qcl~ite, as Veli~formed Cr3'8tAls deposited in vugs, uS anhedr~1 
grains deposited contemporaneously with ~inc sulfide in stalactites 
and q Q~a~l. crrstals deposited upon nails. 
G&l*P~.commpnly is deposited in vugs upon pink dolomite and 
othe~ mtne~als as ~s illustrated in Figure 5, page 31. 
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Gal•na occurs in crystals from microscopic sizes to nearly a 
foot in di~eter.69 .the most common form of galena is the cube, often 
modified by the octahedron. ~erely is the octahedron the dominant form. 
Some galena occurs in hopper-like crystals in which the cube faces are 
inset in the center and the sides of the hopper are octahe~ral faces. 
The larger galena crystals oommonly exhibit a·lllOsaic structure, which 
has been discussed at length by Buerger.70 
Rarely galena occurs in veins transgressing the bedding of 
ltm•sto~e and chert as shown in Figures 6 and 7. Silicification is 
associated with one of these veins. 
69S81UUel Weidman, .22.• ill·, P• 54. 
70u. J. BUerger, "The Significance of Block Structure in Crystals". 




• Figure 6. Galena (dsrk r;r£..y; 1) filling nearly vex tice1l 
fractures in Chester limestone (meoium gray; 2) bettee.th FeEnr.ylve.nie.n 
shale {lighter t;ray 3). Tbe tougu.es of galens. pinch out dm.->tv;srd. 




Figure 7. Alteration halo (center of photograph. dark gray; 2) 
around a very thin g~lens (light gray; 1) vein tranegressing the heeding. 
The galena vein and alteration hslo terminated up~ard. The rim of the 
halo is marked by discontinuous patches of calcite (white; 3). The 
alteration halo cone:ists of chert mottled l-dth j&.E::peroid, "'rJhE:;reas the 
surrounding count~y rock is chert (light gray; 4) mottled with limestone. 
E bed, Netta mine. 
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Galena disseminated in jasperoid was studied by the writer in 
polished specimens. Although-under low magnification galena e~~ibits 
its cubic outline i~ a general way, under higher magnifications the 
contact of the galena with the jasperoid appears very irre£ular with 
~he quartz grains of the surrounding jasperoid showing their OY~ out-
lines against the galena. Thia is well illustrated by Figu.re S~ page 39. 
Galena deposited in vugs rarely includes quartz. In such occur·· 
rences the quartz is euhedrcl and appears to be distributed discon-
tinuously along a fonmer crystal boundary of the galena. Very smsll 
pyrite grains occur in some of these quartz areas within galena crystals. 
Some galena crystals disseminated in jasperoid e:r.hibit hopper sh.s.pes 
similar to the shapes of some galena crystals grown in silica gel by 
this to.--ri ter. 
The relationship between galena and Ephalerite disseminated in 
jasperoid is variable even in the same polished specimen. liost comutcnly 
the rotund shape of sphalerite is exhibited against that of gal~na. 
Some bound£ries are straight and parallel to the cleavage of the talena. 
Mc·re rarely sphalerite crystals contain iuclusious of galena, especially 
when they are near larger galena crystals. Other boundaries between the 
two are wavy and suggestive of a mutual bouncla:ry te::;.:ture .• 
G~lena disseminated in jasperoid occasionally includes small 
grains of rYrite and marce.site. The iron sulfide generally shews its 
boundaries age.inst the galena, cmd rarely do ge.lena vein~ transect the 
1Mlrcuite. 
R.arely galena occurs in due sulfide stah.ctites. This galena 
l'lill be discussed under sphc::.lerite. 
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That the deposition of galena was not confined to some past 
geologic time is proved by the occurrence of galena crystals, cne-half 
to three,quarter centimeter on edge, deposited on nails. Specimens of 
this occurrence have been examined by the \<.'Titer at the Joplin Hineral 
Museum. Close examin£tion of the nails revealed that the galena cubes 
were deposited.mainly after sphalerite, but considerable intergrowth 
of the two minerals also is present. Other instances of galena de-
posited on nails and tools have been noted by other investigators.71 
Sphalerite - (Zn,Fe)S 
Sphalerite occurs as yellowish brovm, modified tetrahedral 
crystals in vugs; as light yellow crystals disseminated thrcugh 
jasperoitl and dolomite, rarely through chert and silicified lime:stone; 
as small reddiEh brow~ crystals lining fractures; and rarely as 
stalactites. 
In banded jasperoids the bending of the. bands, beth below a~d 
above the sphalerite crys tala, has been observed in a fe1r< spec:ilnenn, 
and it is pictured in Figure 9. This suggests that the jE:.Spercicl \:as 
not lithified at the titne of sphalerite crystal growth. 
In thin sections the grain si2.c of the disseminated sphalerite 
crystals may be seen to range from about 0.040 mm. to &bout 3 wm. 
71H. G. Bain, c. R. Van l!ise, end Georee I. Adams, nprelimincry 
Report on the Lead and Zinc I•eposits of the Ozark R.egicn11 , .!!· §_. GeoJ.;;.. 
§urvey, 22d Ann. Rept., pt. 2, pp. 158-159; Austin F. Rogers, pt. Iii 
in Ers.smus Havmrth, ''Specit.l Report on L-ead and Zinc", Kanscs ~· 
Surve;y: .Rept., vol. VIII, pp. 467-490, 1904; E. R. Buckley and H. A. 
Buehler, ''The Geology cf the Grar.by Area11 , !!£. Q!£1. Survey ~·, 
vol. IV, 2d series, p. 84, 1905. 
Figure 8. Galena. (bled:.) exhibiting a ragged bound£ry Hith 
jasperoid (gray, mottled). G-H bed, Tar Creek mine. 
PivJr.e 9. Geopetul fabric £hO\ving jaE:peroic bands (dark r,r::-,y 
and li£,ht gr£>y) ·va.rped over &nd under sphalerite crystds (>rhi !:r:~). 
Tbe top broad jaFperoid bc.t'.d ccntuiac fine disser.:d .. nated. sphc:.lc1:ite 
(whit~:: specks). A fe_-;,J che:rt f!'agmentt? (light gray and v7bite, bande.;!) 
are preEer:.t ne£:r the center of the specimen. M bed~ 1\ettf: nine. One-
half natural si~e. 
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Nost sphalerite crystals are betl.:een C.l•5 1::1.1:. and 0. 75 Lml. In sor.1e 
upecimens two sizes of sphalerite cryetals are present, smaller grains 
disseminated through the jasperoi:i and larger grains deposited at the 
edge of the j asperoid in vugs. Under lot;er magnifications, the in-
. dividual .sphalerite crystals· generally e~:hibit rude, euhedral shapes, 
ss illustrated by Figure 10, but at higher magnifications the sp~slerite 
crystal boundsries generally ay;e revealed to be quite irregular and 
characterized by quartz crystals of the jasperoid generally e~hibiting 
their outlines against the rsgged sphalerite boundaries, as £ho"~ in 
Figure 11. Occa~ionally sphalerite crystals include euhedral qu~rtz 
crystals as sho>m in Figure 12, page 47. Not all cphttlerite-que::-tz 
contacts are uneven, som.e sphalerite bounderies are quite straight, 
even under high magnifications. 
Sphalerite generally exhibits its crystal outline against grey 
dolomite in thin sections of dolomitic jasperoids, but the reverse is 
also observed. Sphalerite disseminated in rlclomitic jasperoid ge·nerally 
~xhibits smoother boundaries against dolomite crystals, tban it does 
against quartz. 
In b~1ded dolomitic jasperoid the more dolomitic bands frequently 
contain the greater percentage of disseminated sphaler:tt~, but the 
sphalerite crysta~s are in the quertz portions of these bands and do not 
replace the dolomite. Very rarely dolomite crystals occur within 
ophalerite. Thin sections exhibiting the transition from jasperoid 
quartz to limestone, reveal that sphalerite occurs in the jasperoid 
quartz areas rather than in the limestone areas. 
Figure 10. Euhedral sphalerite (black) in jasperoid (gray 
speckled). The small~r black, rounded grains are glaucc,ni te. K bed, 
Netta Hhite rnine. Ordinary lir,ht. 30X 
Figure 11. E'..!hedral que-rtz of the jesperoid (dcrk er.ny) 
c-ryc talli.~~ed adjacent to sphHlE'ritc (light gray). G-H be:d~, F:i.okee 
mine. lOOX 
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Sphalerite dissewinated in ~euse ~hite chert has not been 
reported previously, but the wr':i..tel· (!bserved this type of occurrence 
in the Piokee mine. The relatioiJ.ship bet"ween the sphalerite end chert, 
as observed in thin sections, is similar to the relationship hetv:een 
sphalerite and jasperoid. 
Sphalerite not only is disseminated in jasperoid but it also 
is crystallized on the walls of vugs and fractures where it frequently 
is deposited as crystals on pink dolomite, as pictured in Figure 4, 
p~ge 31. Generally these crystals are larger than the dissemin~ted 
ones. The bases of these sphalerite crystals generally conform to 
the &hape of the pink dolomite crystals while on their free surfaces 
the crystals exhibit their euhedral shapes. In sorae thin Eiecticns a 
thin coating of quartz about 0.03 mm. to 0.1 II!lll. tbick was obEierved 
on the pink dolomite beneath the sphalerite crystals. This qutJ.rtz 
conforms to the shape of the pink dolomite crystals, but e~•ibits 
nearly •uhedral quartz -hapes against the overlying sphalerite. 
Rarely the dark brown sphalerite deposited in v~gs is zoned. 
Such sphalerite usually has a more yellowish core while the rim is a 
darker yellowish brown. Usually the color zones are trauaitional, 
but in some crystals they are marked by the presence of chalcopyrite 
crystals which are deposited before the darker brown sphalerite is 
deposited. Although Smith and S1ebenthal72 stated that chalcopyrite 
72w. s. Tangier Smith and C. E. Siebenthal, Description cf the 
Joplin District in Geologic Atlas of the United States, ];!. s. Geol. 
Survey folio 148, p. 13. 1907. 
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never occurs in sphalerite, the *~iter noted this occurrence in a 
number ol polished sphalerite specimens. The chalcopyrite cryctds 
are gexters.lly anhedral at the base, where they were deposited on the 
E:phalerite, 8Ud euhedral at the top, where they grew out as pseudotetta• 
heclrons into'the open space of the vug. The darker sphalerite sub-
sequently was depovited upon the lighter sphalerite and chalcopyrite. 
Ttvinned sphalerite crystals were detected in some thin sections 
by variations in depth of color~ offset of the color zones, and the 
multiple character of the twinning. 
Zinc sulfide stalactites and stalagmites are quite rare in 
the Tri•State district, but they have been observed in specimens from 
the Firecracker~ Combination, Zig Zag and Oswego mines ne~r Joplin. 
The spectrnenf e,;:amined by the writer in the Joplin Mineral Mu&;eum have 
botryoidal ~urfaces and do not possess hollow central tubes as do 
those in the Upper Mississippi Valley zinc-lead district.73 however 
some of the stalactites examined by Siebenthat74 did e7~ibit capillcry 
tubes in the center. The largest of thoee examitted by the writer in 
four inches long and one and one-quarter inches in diameter. A series 
of sections were cut perpendicular to the length of one 6t~lactite ~nd 
polished. E);:amination of these polished surfaces showed that the 
73Allen. V. Reyl, Jr.,~ ~1.:. 11The Geology of the Upper Miss-
issippi Valley Zinc-Lead District" s J!. S. Q££1. Survey Pre-f. Paper 309, 
p. 158, 1959. 
74c. E. Siebenthal, ''Origin of the Zinc •nd Lead Deposits of 
the Joplin R.egion • Missouri. JC.ans.as, and Oklahoma'', .!!· .§.. Geol. Survez 
~. 606, p. 260• 1915. 
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stalactitic me.terial consisted of zinc sulfide £nd three to five 
per eet1t of galena. The zinc sulfide consists mostly of isotropic 
sphalerite, but some small scattered anisotropic needles. presumably 
wurtzite, are present, but x-ray analysis of the stalactitic material, 
as shown in Table III, did not confirm the presence of wurtzite, 
probably because it is present in an amount below the limit of de~ 
tection. Preparation of the specimen for x-ray analysis might slso 
have caused ~~rtzite to invert to sphalerite. 
Galena was deposited with zinc sulfide in aome stalactites 
and stalagmites. A study of the polished specimens showed that the 
center of this type of material is galena-free, but the remainder 
of the ~talactite contains salena in elongated patches aver~ging 
about 0~15 mm. wide by 1.2 mm. long, which radiate outward. The 
percentage of galena varies progressively from about three per cent 
~ . : . . . 
near the center of the stalactite to about five per cent towarcl the 
end of the specimen. The g~lena and t:ph~lerite exhibit mutu:;.l 
boundaries against one another. 
One polished specimen from the Missouri School of Mines ore 
microscopy collection is also quite certainly from stalactitic 
material. This specimen consists of isotropic zinc sulfide with 
marcasite intergrown with and coating the sphalerite. Galena is 
not present in this polished specimen. 
Stalactitic zinc sulfide was studied in two thin eecticnso 
Concentric curved bands were observed which vary in color from dark 
brownish-yellow at the inner margin of each band to a pale yellow 
TABLE III 
X-~~y DIFFRACTION DATA FOR SThtACTITIC 
ZINC SULFIDE 
(I = relative intensity of diffraction line) 
(d = interplar.ar spacings in P~gstrom units) 
( }·= 1. 5405) 
4.5. 
Stalactitic Zinc Sulfide 
SJ:·he.lerite {S~halErite} 
A.S.T.M. Index Card 
No.· 5-0566 Firecracker mine 
Synthetically Prepared 'Joplin, Missouri 
1 d I d 
100 3.123 8 3.116 
10 2.705 3 2.6S4 
51 1.912 10 1.917 
3.0 1.633 9 1.633 
2 1.561 3 1. SE/. 
6 1.351 5 1.353 
9 1.240 7 1.242 
2 1.209 3 1.211 
9 1.1034 7 1.106 
5 1.0403 5 1.043 
3 0.9557 4 0.953 
5 0.9138 5 0.916 
3 0.8543 4 0.857 
2 0.0244 • • • ••••• 
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at the outer margin of the bend. The bands at the outer edge are 
nsrrower and more scalloped •. Although the main portion of the 
stalactite is composed of is c.• tropic zinc sulfide, needles of 
anisotropic zinc sulfide m;.y be seen in the specimen un.der crossed 
nicols. 
Recently Evans and McKnight75 determined the small zinc 
sulfide crystals deposited upon the surface of sphalerite stalactites 
from the Zig Zag mine to be wurtzite. These also are intergrown 
with sphalerite, 
Rarely repetitive crystallization of small sphalerite crystalo 
was observed in specimens of late stal~ctitic marcasite deposited 
on calcite, as shown in Figure 13. The sphalerite crystals are 
concentrically erranged upon former growth surfaces of the stelae-
titic mercasite. They have flat bases but exhibit euhedrnl tops 
because they grew out into open space. Each coating of spbaleri~e 
crystals is covered by marcasite. 
Sphalerite deposited on nails has been recorded in the 
literature.76 The writer studied such s specLnen at the Jcplin 
75Howard T. Evans, Jr. ancl Edwin T. Mc.Knigi:.t, 1'l-,i.""'i-.' v'urtzite 
Polytypes from ..Joplin, Missourin, .2.:, Miner&tlc~~~ vol. 44, p. 1215, 
1959. 
76a. G. Ba.in, C. R. Van Hise, and George I. Adame, "Preliminc.-...-y 
Report on the Lead and Zinc Deposits of the Oeark Regio't.'u, J!.. E.· 
~ol. Survey, 22d Ann. Rept., pt. 2, pp. 158-159, 1901; E. R. Buckley 
and H. A. Buehler, "The Geology of the Granby Area11 , Mo. ~· ~·~ 
~·, vol. IV, 2d series, p. 84, 1905; Charles R. Keyes, ':Diverec 
Origins and Diverae Times of Formation of the Lee.d and Zinc Deposits 
of the Mississippi Valley'•, ~.m • .!E!!• .!.1!£. ~· Eng. Trans., vol. 31, 
p. 611, 1901. 
Figure 12. Quartz crystals (dark gray) included in £pbalerite 
(light gray). G-H beds, Piokee mine. lOGX. 
Figure 13. A be.r;.d of small sphalerite crystals (ruediut:I gruy) 
in stc.lactitic marc.:.site (light gr.~"Y). A seccnd band of srus.ller 
sphalerit''" cryst~ls is shov.rn in the upper left. Joplb.. :wox. 
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Mineral Museum. The head. of the nail of this'specimen is coated 
by sphalerite crystals about one-half to three-quarters of a 
centimeter across. 
White, earthy zinc sulfide '\-ras reported by Robertson77 as 
occurring at Galena, Kaneas. He believed this zinc sulfide to be 
an alteration product of normal sphalerite caused by the e.ction of 
surface waters on that mineral. 
Chalcopyrite occurs in four ways in Joplin ores~ most 
commonly as well-formed crystals deposited in \~gs on pink dolomite 
end on sphalerite; less often as crystals in or under sph2lerite; 
occasionally as crystals or grains disseminated in jasperoid and 
gray dolomite; and rarely as crystals on snd in late calcite. 
The chalcopyrite deposited in vugs on pink dolomite is well 
crystallized in simple, pseuclotetrahedral, disphenoidal crystals. 
The crystal's bases normally take the shape of the uoderlyin1; pink 
dolomite sud show little or no intergrowth with the dolomite. 
The free ends of the chalcopyrite crystals are euhedral. 
The direct association of chelccpyrite \dth sphalerite is 
more variable. Most often chalcopyrite cryE:tals occur on sphalerite, 
but they generally do not form a complete coating over the £phalerite • 
.Although Ridge78 stated that none of the four mai.n sulfides completely 
77 J8mes D. Robertson, uon a New Variety of Zinc Eulfice from 
Cherokee County, Ka.nsas11 , !~· Jour • .§.£!., vol. 40, 3d ser., pp. 160-
161, 18\iO. 
78Johu Ridge, nThe Genesis of the Tri-State Zinc and Lead Oresu, 
~· Geolosr, vol. 31, p. 303, 1936. 
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cap one unotr:er, thiv l>'riter has collected COlllplete overgrowths 
of chalcopyrite on sphalerite from the Lawyers-Chicago mine. On 
some sphulerite cryst~ls the chalcopyrite crystals are o'iented, 
but are wholly unoriented 0-:1 others. An el:.at:lin~tioll of polieh~.d 
specimens sho·w- that these chalcopyrite crystals occasionally are 
inset in the underlying sphalerite. 
Mere rarely chalcopyrite is included in sph&lerite. In such 
occurrences the chalcopyrite usually is neer the edge of the 
sphalerite crystals, having accompanied the la~t stages of the 
sphalerite deposition. More rarely the chalcopyrite is well ~ithin 
the sphalerite crystals. The included chalcopyrite crystals gen-
~rally cie:play irregular bases against the epbalerite surfeces on 
\<1hich they were deposited, but they eiiliibit eubedral tops beccuse 
they grew out into open space. The chalcopyrite crystals bec~e 
included in the sphalerite as it continued to be deposited. The 
color of this later sphalerite often is darker than that of the 
earlier Eph.aler:U:e, thus forming color zones "'ithin the sphalerite 
crystal. The chalcopyrite crystals are symmetrically distributed 
along the zoned boundary, and they outline the sphalerite crystal 
as it \-:as at the time of chalcopyrite deposition. 
Very rarely chalcopyrite crystals occur beneath sphalerite 
crystals, having been deposited before the sphalerite. The euhedral 
triangular shapes of these chalcopyrite crystals project upward into 
the sphalerite and the boundary between the two generally is straight. 
Rarely smell veinlets cf sphalerite transect the mllreins of the 
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cb&lcopyrite crystals, as is '-~ell illustrated by Figure 14. 
The chalcopyrite crystals deposited on Ephalerite ~enerelly 
ure lsrger then those c.ontainecl tdthin sphalerite. Chalcopyrite 
crystals deposited before sphalerite are 'occasionally c:s much as 
four m~llimeters on edge. Those within the sphaleri'te average ebout 
0.15 tnm. 
Chalcopyrite crystals of nearly euhedral triangular shape 
have been observed in some polished specimens of gray dolo~ite. 
When gray dolomite grades into pink dolomite the amount of chalcopyrite 
in the gray dolomite gradually increases toward the pink dolomite, 
yet the pink dolomite itself contains little chalcopyrite, although 
chalcopyrite crystals do occur upon the terminations of the piru( 
dolomite crystals which line vugs. 
The occurrence of massive chalcopyrite'within jasperoid bas 
been noted by Fowler.79 
Chalcopjrrite deposited in vugs frequently contains intimste 
i~tergrowths of cubic pyrite crystals and lath-shaped marcasite 
crystals, as revealed in polished surfaces and pictured in Figure 15. 
Polished surfaces also have permitted detection of chalcopyrite 
within calcite crystals. This chalcop)~ite occurs in various shapes: 
triangular, needle-shaped, and star-shaped. In these it is associated 
with marcasite and pyrite which were deposited on previous growth 
surfaces of the calcite crystals. 
79George M. Fowler, Oral Comm~nication, 1959. 
Figure 14. Sphalerite (dark &ray) ~eposited upon and 
replacing chalcopyrite (light gray). Joplin. 475X, oil immerfJion. 
Figure 15. Bornite (medium gray) replacing chalcopyrite. {light gray) ac.d marcasite (very light gray) along a chs.lcopyrite.-
roc.rcar.dtc interface. Marcasite end chalcopyrite ,,,ere deposited 
upon ephaleri tc (dark gray). Joplin. 47 5X, oil iintnersl.on. 
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Pyrite - FeS2 
Pyrite occurs as small crystals, pellets and anheclrc.l grains 
disseminated in jasperoid, chert, grey dolomite and limestone, as 
small.crystals intergro~~ with marcasite and chalcopyrite, as small 
~rystals deposited in '~gs on pink dolomite, sphalerite, galena, 
chalcopyrite and marcasite, and as small crystals included in calcite. 
Rarely pyrite occurs in larger masses as sb~rn in Figure 16, p&ge 53. 
Buckley and Buehler80 reported bodies of pyrite of "considerable 
quantity" at a depth of from 250 to 350 feet in the Grar.by field. 
Fowler81 noted a large mass o£ pyrite in the Southside mine, south 
of Joplin. 
Pyrite commonly is finely disseminated in jasperoid, the 
size of the pyrite grains varying from 0.01 mm. to 3 mm. with mc£t 
of the grains being between 0.02 mm~ and 0.15 mm. The pyrite grains 
usually are cubic, but frequently they are irregular• with jasperoid 
quartz crystals showing euhedral boundaries against the pyrite e.s 
seen in polished surfaces-~nd in thin sections. Less often the 
pyrite occurs intergro~~ with marcasite in nearly r~tnd grains. In 
a few polished surfaces, as show-n in Figure 17, the writer has observed 
tbese pyrite £pherules clustered tog;ether and forming a te~:ture 
described by Rust82 as framboidal. Magnified YiewG of plu:t of the 
80Buckley and Buehler, £e• ~., p. 93. 
£1Fowler, loc. cit. 
82George W. Ru£t, ''Colloidal Prime.ry Copper Ores at Cornwell 
Mines, Southeast Missouri'', ~· Geolofli, vol. 43, p. 407, 1935. 
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Figure 16. Hassive pyrite (n.eaium gray) in jasperoid {dark 
gray). Dolomite crysti:.lil (lii;.ht ~ray) are scattered throughout the 
specimen. H bed.t Lucky Jew Kine. 
E'igure 17. Rounded end frareboidal pyr:!. te and rot:::rca~ ite in 
j&speroid (<lf:r.k grs.y <mcl Llack). This texture is cJiffic-t;lt to 
recopd:'C in hit,hly polhl•t.d F:pt:ci:nc.:r,$. G-E beds, St. Jnc r.dne. 50X. 
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field shown·in Figure 17, are shown in Figures 20 and 21. page 57. 
These grains look similar to those described by other investigators 
~ho have proposed various mechanisms for their origin. 
Schneiderhoh.nS3 believed that the pyrite spheres and other 
sulfide spheres found in the Mansfeld Kupferschiefer formed by the 
reaction of m.etal dissolved in sea water 'dth sulfur prod:aced by 
sulfur bacteria. Schouten84 agreed with Schneiderhot~ ~s to the 
origin of the pyrite spheres, but argued strongly that the spherical 
shapes of the other sulfides indicated that they had replaced 
spherical pyrite. Love85 by dissolving pyrite spheres from the 
Scottish Lower Carboniferous oil shales in nitric acid revealed 
hitherto unkno~nn microfossils, observable only under magnifications 
as high as 2500 times. He believed that these microfossils lived 
in the muds beneath still, foul waters end generated hycl.rogen sulfide 
which c~sed the c~r~tallization of pyrite upon these organisms and 
in the s~rrounciing s.~climents. Rust86 ciea>cribecl. pyrite sphe::-e:9 fro~ 
the Cornwall mines in Missouri, which he believed had fo~ed from an 
83u. Schneiderhohn, "Erzfuhrung und Gefuge des Mansfelde:r 
:[upferschiefers", Metall und Jl.F_;:, vol. XIV, pp. 144-145, 1926. 
84c. Schouten, "The Role of Sulphur Sacteria in the Formation 
of the So-Called Sedimentary Copper Ores s.nd Pyritic Ore Bodies':, Econ. 
Geology, vol. 41, p. 529, 1946. 
85Leonard Gregory Love, "Micro-Organisms and the Presence of 
Syngenetic Pyrite", ~· .2.2.£• London guart. ~·• vol. 113, pp. 429-
440, 1957. 
86George w.·Rust, ££• £!!., pp. 411-412. 
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Figure l8o Hagt•ified vi.evl of part of the field sho"'!l. in 
Figure 17, p&r,e 53. Specimen has been etched with K.tfu04 and H2S04. 
Pyrite (grey) occurs in the interior and st the margins of the iron 
6ulfide masses; marcasite (vhite) occurs in radiE:.ting crystals between 
the pyrite are.o.a; the matrix is jasperoid (black). G-H beds, St. Joe 
mine. lOOX. 
Figure. 19. Mere highly magnified vie;.;; of the fielc sho~-:t in 
Figure 17, pafe 53,. ehov7ing rouncled to irregular central pyrite (mecl.ium grey), surrounded by radial marcabite crystals (light t;re.y):~ 
which are, ir;. turn~ coated by u-,ore pyrite (meciium gray). Jacpe~oid (dark gray) is shown at the tr.argins of the photomicrograph. Etchecl 
vith KMn04 and H2S04. G-H beds, St. Joe mine. 400X. 
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inorganic gel. 
Pyrite frequently oecure as very smsll grains dis5eminated 
in chert. These grains generally are irregular in shape, but some 
are euhedral, as shown in l:igure 20, page 57. Rarely the crystals 
are &oned. \rnen pyrite occurs in chert fragments cemented by 
jasperoid it is much less abundant in the chert tha:t in the surround• 
ing ja£peroid. The pyrite grains in such chert fragments [:e.nerally 
vary from 0.003 tu:l'!.. to O.:S ltllll., while tb.ose in the surrounding 
ja.speroid are larger, varying front 0.01 mm. to 3 mm. Darker cberts 
usually contain more pyrite than light cherts and some dark cherts 
contain nearly as much pyrite as the jasperoid. Kost white cbert is 
nearly void of all sulfid~s. 
The pyrite in some jasperoid, as seen in some hand spec~ens 
and in polished and thin sections, ~ihita geopetal fabrics87 in 
~hich bands of jasperoid are depressed bene&th the pyrite greine. 
In doloreitic jasperoid. the pyrite generally ie confined to 
the jasperoid and quart~ portions of the specimen, but oecasionally 
a dolomite crystal contains small pyrite grains 0.003 mm. to C.Ol mm. 
across. Pyrite is especially abundant in dolomitic bands which ~1£o 
are rich in glauecnitc. 
Pyrite is dieseminc:.ted in limestone .ss shov;ru in Figu-re 21. 
87 Bruno Sander • tra.11sle.ted by Eleal\cra Blriss Knopft •:con-
tributions to the Study of Depositional Fabrics", Am. J.E.soc. Pet. 
_Geol. Tulsa, p. 2, 1951. 
Figure 20. Euhedral pyrite (white) in chert. Dark areas 
are open spaces. M bed, Whitebi~d mine. SOX. 
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Figure 21. Rounded, irregular and stibhed:=al gr.:,:f.r,s of pyrite 
(\:~hite) in litcestone. H heel, Keuoycr mine. .:.ooJ~. 
5fL 
In some. limes tone. the pyrite is most abundant in the shaly bends, and 
in others it is associated ";ith stylolites. 
Small, euhedral pyrite crystals common.ly occur on pink dolomite, 
sphalerite, galena and chafcopyrite, ~hich line the wall of vugs. 
These crystals are dominantly cubes, less commonly cubes modified by 
the pentagonal dodecahedron, pentagonal dodecahedrons. and rarely 
cubes modified by the octahedron. All of these forms or combination 
of forms have been observed in the same hand specimen. The crystals 
often are so small that amicroscope is required to est&blish 
their presence. Rarely the pyrite crystals form nearly a complete 
coating over other minerals. Pyrite crystals generally are not inter-
gro~~ with sphalerite or galena, but commonly are intergro~~l with 
chalcopyrite and marcasite. Rarely pyrite is associated with chal• 
copyrite crystals included within sphalerite crystals, but the 
writer has not observed pyrite alone within sphalerite cryst&ls which 
were depo£itecl in VU£~. 
Late pyrite crystals were deposited on late quartz and cal-cite, 
crystals. It also is included along with marcasite in some calcite 
crystals, on which both minerals \Jere deposited simultaneously and 
then covered by more calcite. 
Stalactites of pyrite from Joplin, up to six inches long, were 
reported by Leonhard.ss 
Contrary to expectation, polished surfacesrevenled small pyrite 
88Alexander V. Leonl•ard, 11 Notes on the Mineralogy of Missouri'* • 
Trans. g. Louis ~· §.£!., vol. 4, p. 445, 1882. 
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crystals, about 0.01 mm._across, were included in hemimorphite 
formed by the a,lteration of Ephalerite. Since the unreplaeed remnants 
of sphalerite usually, do not contain pyrite, the pyrite prcbr:bly "''as 
formed at the same time as the hemimorphite. Some of the pyrite has 
been "¥7holly or partiall:y replaced by -limonite which was fol"ltl.ed more 
recently than the hemimor.phite. 
Marcasite - FeS2 
Marcasite occurs as crystals deposited in vugs on pink dolomite, 
sphalerite, galena and chalcopyrite; as crystals deposited on and in 
late calcite; as sro._all grains disseminated in jasperoid, gray dolomite 
and chert; and as intergrowths with ste.lactitic sphalerite. 
Marcc::.site most commonly occurs as small orthorhombic tabular 
crystals about 0.1 mm. long deposited in vugs on pink dolomite, 
sphalerite and chalcopyrite, but larger orthorhombic tabular and 
eockscomb-type crystals are common. Marcasite generally eXhibits 
little tc• no ir..te.rgrol-;th. with pittk dolomite an~ sphalerite, .:.lthoufh 
rarely marcasite crystals are associated with chalcopyrite in or 
beneath sphalerite. Lath-shaped crystals of marcasite commonly are 
intergrown intimately with chalcopyrite. The presence of granular 
aggregates of marcasite crystals about 0.1 mm. long he.ve been noted 
in some polished specimens of chalcopyrite. These eggregates tend 
to be spheres in which chalcopyrite fol:'nls the matrilt for the marcasite 
grains. 
l-1arcasite frequently occurs as crystals on galena in vugs. 
a somewhat favored site of cryst~llizetion being the edges of galena 
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cubes. Marcasite usually exhibits little to no intergrowth with the 
' . 
underlying galena. Although Ridge89 stated that none of the four 
~ain sulfides completely cap one another. the present writer has 
col~ected spectmens of a complete overgrowth of marcasite on galena. 
Observation of polished surfaces has revealed quartz crystals occur* 
ring at or near the contact between galena and marcasite. Those 
which are on the boundary are encrusted with marcasite and exhibit 
euhedral outlines against this mineral. 
Marcasite occurs with pyrite as disseminated grains in 
h~rizontal bands in jasperoid. In these pyrite bands, the marcasite 
grains usually have grown into open spaces formed by the breaking of 
'the pyr:f.te bands~ 
Intergrowths of fine-grained pyrite and marcasite, often 
usociated with fine-grained sphalerite~ are diueminated through 
. . . 
jaspercid. In these intergrowths~ as illustrated by Figures 18 and 
19, page 55, the pyrite occurs as roundec ptllets, avera&ing ahout 
0.07 ~. in diameter, surroUnded by marcasite crystals, averaging 
about 0.03 mm. ·long, which are intergrown with and radiate outward 
£rom the margins of the pyrit~. The radial marcasite, in turn, is 
covered by more pyrite~ This pyrite forms a coating about 0.01 mm. 
' . . . ' 
thick, and conforms to the shape of the underlying marcasite crystals, 
but in places right angles sugge-stive of the pyrite cube can be seen. 
the pyrite coating takes a better polish and etches to a lighter 
89John Ridge. ''The GenE;sis of the Tri•State Zinc e.nd Lead 
Ores11 , .!£2.:!• Geology, vol. 31, p. 303, 1936. 
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yellow~hrown color then the earlier rounded pyrite. Each area of 
iron sulfide d:Mieemination generally consists of many of these pyrite-
marcasite groups. 
Disseminated marcasit~ occurs in jaaperoidal gray dolocite, 
but in such rock it occurs in the jasperoid portion. 
Where marcasite is present in massive pyrite, p&rt of it is 
intergro--""D. with the pyrite and part is crystallized in vugs in the 
pyrite. 
Some late calcite contains small crystals of marcasite about 
' . 
0.15 mm. to 0.3 mm. long. arranged on previous growth surfaces of the 
calcite crystals. Theee mereasite crystals usually are uniformily 
distributed over the calcite crystal faces. But in some calcite 
crystals, observed in the Missouri School of Mines museum, marca£ite 
is concentrated along the edges of the calcite, and in others it is 
concentrated along the center of the c~leite faces. In some of this 
calcite, as shown in polished surfaces, the marcasite is intergr~m 
with chalcopyrite. 
Rarely stalactitic, botryoidal marcasite has been deposited 
upon late calcite. Microscopic examination of this marcasite ss 
shown in Figure 13, page 47, revealed small sph&lerite cryst~ls 
which were rep~titively deposited with the m~rcasite. 
Siebenthal90 described marcasite on stalactitic zinc 8ulfide 
in the Combination mine near Joplin. In one poli£hed specimen of 
material of this type in the Missouri School of Mines ore microscopy 
89c. E. Siebenthal, "Origin of the Zinc and Lead Deposits of the 
Joplin Region .. Misso~ri, Kansas, and Oklahoma", U. !.• ~· Surv6y Bull. 
606, P• 260, 1915. 
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collection, this type of marcasite 'tolas observed to e:~dlibit s. ~:one of 
intergrowth wi"th sphalerite and a little wurtz:ite as much as 1.5 mm. 
wide, near the margin of the stalsctite. 
Carbonates: 
Calcite .. CaC03 
Calcite was deposited as a late mineral in many forms, as 
described by Farrington91 and Rogers.92 Of these the sc~lenohedron 
is the most common, but the rhombohedron is common in places. 
Q"' 
Abundant rhombohedral calcite was noted by Winslow and RobertsonJ~ 
at Aurora. The calcite of the Tri-State district generally is 
tran~parent, nearly colorless to amber in color end occurs in 
crystals which are as much as two feet long. This mineral is 
abundant especially along the fringes of the district, as in the 
Lucky Jew mine, where ore runs reach out into limy areas. Some 
mines contain caves lined with a continuous coating of calcite 
cry6t&ls. Ti:tese cavee frequently are lent.icule.r in shape cu1c 
generally are void of sulfide deposition. 
9lo. c. Farrington, "Crystal Forms of Calcite from J"oplin, 
Missour1'1 , Publications of the Field Columbian MusP ..um., Geological 
Series, vol. l, no. 7, pp. 232-241, 1900. 
92Austin F. Rogers, pt. III in Erasmus Haworth, 11 Special 
Report on Lead and Zinc", IUmsas ~· Survey Rept., vol. VIII, 
pp. 467-490, 1904. 
93Arthur Hinslcw and James D. Robertson, "let!.d and Zinc 
Deposits''. !.!2· ~· Survey Rept., vol. 7, p. 457, 1894. 
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Calcite is a common cement for some of the breccias. Along 
with galena, sphalerite and other minerals, coarsely crystalline 
calcite partially to wholly fills the space between some breccia 
fragments of chert, jasperoid and gray dolomite • 
. Dolan1ite • Cs(Mg,Fe,Mn)(COJ)2 
Three types of dol~ite are present in the Tri-State district: 
1) fine-grained, gray dolomite occurs in beds; 2) coarse-grained, 
gray dolomite generally in massive beds and as disseminated crystals 
in jasperoid; and 3) pink dolomite usually &s crystals in vugs. 
Fine-grained Gray Dolomite 
Fine-grained gray dolomite ususlly is bedded, but also occurs 
as br.eccia fragments cemented by jasperoid and coarser-grained dolomite. 
lt is part of the normal sedimentary section of the district. This 
dolomite usually consists of intergro~~ grains less than 0.05 mm. across, 
but in places the dolomite grains are embedded in a minor chert matrix, 
as is illustrated in Figure 22 1 page 64. 
Coarse-grained Gray Dolomite 
Coarse-grained, gray dolomite is intimately associated with 
the ore and perhaps constitu~es the best ore guide in the district. 
Dolomite-rich areas usually form either the center or one wall of 
most ore runs, as is illustrated in Figure 23. It occurs in a 
variety of forms from massive beds to individu~l rhombohedral 
crystals, one-half to two millimeters on edge, disseminated in 
jasperoid. All thin sections of gray dolomite eJrsmined by the writer 
Figure 22. Fine-grained, gray dolomite (mefiiwn grc:.y) in a 
chert mG.t'l:·ix (lit;ht bruy). Small black grcins ere pyrite. St. Joe. 
Formation, Riverside mine dump. Or~inary libht. lOOX. 
Figur£.o 23. Dol01r,i Le (medium gt•ay, F;peckled) \-:all typicel 
of vre ;'ru.ns". Note. that the chert lens (v::hit.e) in the center of 
the photograph is broken~ but yet it is ·nearJ..y in place and ~e1t1ented 
by jasperoid (black). M bed, ~hitebird mice. 
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contained some jasperoid quartz between the dolomite crystals. Rather 
rapid changes in the ratio of gray dolomite to jasperoid commonly 
produce pronounced horizontal banding, as is illu:otratad in :Figur~s 
Z4 and 25, page 66, B.nd Figure 26, page 67. This is observable in 
many mines in the district. Grey dolomite, like jasperoid, frequently 
forms the Jllatri:{ of ore• bearing chert breccias. 
A study of thin sections of the gray dolomite reveals that 
individual crystals vary from 0.56 mm. ·.to 2.0 mnt. on edge; but. most 
crJstals at·e from 0.56 mm. to about 1 mm. on edge. The shape of the 
dolomite crystals varies from euhedral through subhedral to nearly 
anhedral. Usually the smaller the dolomite content of a dolomitic 
jasperoid, the greater is the tendency of the dolomite crystals to 
assume euhedral shapes and the smaller the crystals tend to be. 
Although the dolomite crystals seem to sho\<1 their crystal 
boundaries under low magnification, as shov..'!U in Figure 27, page 67, 
under higher magnification their boundaries appear more irregular, 
s..nc frequently tht> surroundir1r jE..speroid quartz crystals e;.:hibit 
their own outlines .against the margins of the dolomite rhombs. Some 
dolomite crystals include euhedral quartz crystals within their 
boundaries. Although larger cryntalG of gray dolomi~c may show un• 
dulating extinction, pink dolomite more commonly exhibit£: this property. 
Irregularly she.p.ed blocks of gray jasperoidal dolomite occur-
ring in jasperoid and dolomitic j~speroid were observed by the 
writer irL the: Lucky Jew mine and ere illustrated in Figo..~.res 2S and 
29, page 68, and Fisure 30, page 70.. The bottom margins and sides 
GG. 
Figure 24~ Brecciated chert nodulee (light grsy) in a 
jasperoid matrbr (dark gray) is Ehovm in the lmJer Otl.e-thi't·d of 
the photogn:ph. This is overlain by well banded dolomite (medium 
tray) and cl.olomit.ic jesperoid (dark gray)' grading upward into 
jaEperoidal ciolomite. This, in turn, is overlain by chert rubble 
eemeutul by jaE<peroid. K bed, Crawfish mine. 
tigm:e 2$. Ini:e.rbar1ded jaE,peroidal grey dolowi te (£rsy) 
uno jaspe.roicl (hh:ck) cut hy vugs Hued '{t,rith p:i.nk dolorr.ite cryct<,lS 
(\vhite). H becl, i\etta mine. 
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Figure 26. Typical horizontally banced, gre.y ja.sperciC:al 
clolomite (light gray) aud jasperoid tda:i:k gray). G-H beds, Piokee 
mine. 
Fi~~m:-e 27. Co.:rse-gr~ined, euhed:r·al clolon:ite (light g;n:~y 
to white) in jaspcroid (d~rk crey, speckle~). M bEd, _Netta miL~. 
Ordinary lir.ht. 50:i~. 
~~·· 





.... ,... .·.~ :.~ ·. 
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Fi~ure 28. Grey jasperoiclal clolomi. te blocks (nteC.ium gray) 
·v:ith bottom~~ and Gidos frirq;ed by pink d.ol.JI:"tite (light g~<?.y) in a 
metrix of banded dolomitic jasperoid (dar:k ~r.-ay). Jasperoicl above 
blocks cont<!ins considera.ble sphalerite (,;peckled grc,y) v.1hereas 
that beneath contains only a little sphaler:i.te. H bed, Lucky Jevr 
mine. 
Fieure 2~i. Cl:<:!rt breccia ('t;-h.i te) above blocl~s of jesperoi~al 
dcl.o1~1ite. E bee, Lucky Jc\~' n:ir:c. 
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of these blocks were rimmed by pink dol~ite, while the tops exhibited 
a marked concentration of 6phalerite. A similar concentration of 
sphalerite was noted by the writer over some chert nodules and lenses 
in the LUcky Jew and other mines, as shown in Figure 31. Some of 
the banding of the surrounding dolomitic jasperoid bent both under 
and over these oolomite blocks, as is well illustreted in Figure 30. 
~ Dolomite 
Pink dolomite occurs as saddle-shaped, rhombohedral crystals 
deposited in vugs on gray dolomite, jasperoid and chert; and as 
fracture fillings in gray dolomite, jasperoid and limestone. It 
most commonly occurs in runs near areas of gray dolomite. Very 
little pink dolomite is present in .the sheet ground. 
Pink dolomite is sharply defined against some gray dolomite, 
but it grades into other gray dolomite. It commonly forms veins 
in colomitic jasperoid. In the Grace B mine some of these veins 
are fr&ctured and offset, as is shown in Figure 32, page 71. 
Some dolomites exhibit a fabric similar to that of a rock 
'Vihich is called "zebra rock" in some otaer mining districts-94 In 
the Tri•State district this rock consists of gray dolomitic jasperoid 
cut by thin parallel bands of pink dolomite, which may contain con-
sic:!erable sphalerite. A, hend specimen which is similar to this type 
of rock is pictured in Figure 33, page 71. 
94c. F. Park, Jr., ''Dolomite and Jasperoid ·in the Metaline 
District, Northeastern Washington .. , ~· Geolo~y. vel. 33, p. 719, 
1938. 
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Figure 30. El0c.ks of grc;.y j6.spercidal dolomite (light 
gn'.y) in banded colon:itic je~peroid (dark bro.y) \o.'hich :u~ s~gt;ed 
between the dolcmite blocks. The light bancis of gray at th~m&rgin 
of ti:.e: blockr 1£ pink dclOI,iite. Calcite lined cavities are lc;,cated 
in tl','- lov;er left ar..d lo~-.:er right C(;rners of photograph. M b€d, 
Lucky Jev..• mir~e. 
f:teure :31. Sphalerite (mediuw gray) tiepositet.l upon the 
urpzr £ide of <.:.. chert nocule (l!gtt: gray). Ce:11E-nting matri:::: is 
j<::FperoicJ (clark t,rny). H bed, Keno}'f~r oine. 
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Figure 32. Pink dolomite (white) filling frectureo and vugs 
cutting je.spe:roid ( d:;;.rk grey to blc:cck). M beci, G:re.ce B ndr!e. 
Figure 33. Inte.-banJeC: pir:k dolomite (wh:i. te) ant: je.spt!l'oid 
(dark grey) pi€,t'ced by pink dolonite Fhid::. also fills fre.ctures in 
ci:.er.t (white), .:s ::;howr: in tl:e lov.E:r twlf of tte pL.ctogra?h.• M bed, 
~Jh:i.tebird mine. 
Fink dolomite is difficult to distinguish from gray dolo~ite 
under the microscope, but certain characteristico usually can be 
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used to permit this distinction to be made. Pitlk dolomite crystals 
generally are about one to two millimeters across, while gray dolomite 
crystals generally are less than one millimeter. Pink dolomite us-
ually is quite clear, while the gray ciolomite frequently is cloudy. 
Pink crystals usually exhibit undulatory extinction, while the 
gray crystals tend to e:~tinguich uniformly. 
Pink dolomite usually grades into gray dolomite toward cavity 
\7alls and exhibits its own pink dolor and euhedral form in the other 
direction, \-!here it has crystallized in an open tpace. Only rarely 
do areas of pink dolomite contain quartz, ~1hereas this is very 
c~cmmon in areas of gray dolomite. 
:t'ink dolomite foxms the mE.i.jor cexrienting material for broken 
blocks of gray dolomite and jasperoid in sOllle places as is sholm in 
Figure '34 .• 
Silicates: 
Quartz - Si02 
Quartz is the most ~bundant gangue mineral of the Tri-State 
ore deposits. It appears in four forms: chert, jasperoici., quartz 
druse, and well-formed quartz crystals. 
Chert 
Chert occurs priLcipally as: 1) ma6sive beds up to thirty feet 
thick, e~ec1p lified by the L and N beds; 2) beds tvm to six inches thick 
like those in the G-H beds, sho~~ in Figure 35, page~73 and in 36, page 75, 
Figure 34. Pink dolomite (white) cementing and veining 
breccia blocks of jasperoidal dolomite (gray). M bed, Whitebird 
mine. 
Figure 35. Horizontelly banded chert (light gray) and 
jer:peroid (black) typical cf mineralized G-Il beds. St. Joe mine. 
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and in the "sheet groutl.d" of the 0, P and Q beds, shown. in Figure 
3~ psge 75. and Figure 38, page 76; 3) nodules and lenses in zones 
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parallel to the bedding, like those in the K and M beds, as abo~~. in 
Figure 39, page 7 6 • 
The chert of the Mississippian fo~ations varies in color 
' "-' 
from white through gray to blue-blaCk •. Grobskopf and McCracken95. 
have summarized the characteristics of the cherts from insoluble 
residues of drill cuttings from Paleozoic fo~ations in Missouri. 
The youngest Mississippian formation in the district, the Carterville 
Fo~ation,is devoid of chert except that which occurs as pebbles at 
its base. The chert of the St. Louis Formation is white to light 
blue; that of the Warsaw Formation is gray and mottled to _almost ._ 
white; while ths.t of the Keokuk Formation is smooth to rough, white, 
and deuFe tc porous or tripolitic. The Grand F£lls chert is ~en-
erally gmooth, tan to cream, and may be mottled. It is less fossil-
iferous than cherts from the ~eokuk or Reeds Spring Fo~ations. 
Chert from the aeeds Spring Formation is dense, smooth, subtranslucent, 
and e1hibits a blue•black color and waxy luster. Fern Glen chert is 
smooth te~ture~, light tan to white in color. and is subtranslucent 
and waxy in luster. 
Much of the chert associated with the ore.deposits in the 
. . 
Tri-State district obviously has been altered to soft dull. porous 
95.John G. Grohskopf e.nd Esrl McCracken., "Insoluble Residues 
of smne Paleozoic Formations of }1issouri, Their Preparation, CLaracte:r• 
i&tics and Applicationn 1 !!2.:,. ~· Survei .!!!!! Water Resources Rept. 
!a!· 10, pp. 18-22, 1949. 
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Figure 36. Unmineralized horiEOntally banded and nodular 
chert (light gray) in limestone (medium gray). A calcite vein 
(white) is sho~m near the top of the photograph. G-H beds, Piokee 
mine. 
Figure 37. Thin chert lenses (white) sep~r&ted by j£speroid 
(black) containing ~phale.rite (gray specks) typice.l of mineralized 
"shf:.et ground' 1 • Jacperoicl also fills fractures in the chert. The 
vertical edge of the nurr~er plate is about one centimeter long. 0 
bed, Blue Goose No. l mine. 
Figure 38. Reverse side of spec~en shown in Figure 37, 
page 75, showing brecciation typical of that occurring i~ the 
11 sheet ground beds". Blue Goose No. 1 mine. 
Figure 39. ltodul.ar e.nd brecciated chert (white) typical 
of K bed, cemented by jasperoid (dark grey). Note the relatively 
undisturbed, horizontal chert lenses and nodules overlying the 
chert breccia. Crawfish mine. 
76. 
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and chalky, as illustrated in Figure 40. Such altered chert may 
occur in all of the Mississippian Formations. Some chert nodules 
and lenses exhibit lighter colored margins of this chalky type of 
chert. In some of these margins fossil fragments have been partly 
or wholly silicified while those in th·e interior of the. chert nodule 
are calcareous. 
Sor.1e of the chert e:Khibits alternating bands of lighter and 
darker color. These bands are nearly horizontal in chert beds aud 
lenses, and are concentric in the nodules, conforming to the shape 
of the nodules. Rarely the banding conforms to the margins of chert 
breccia fragments, as sho~~ in Figure 41. Some of the chert is 
mottled, as show~ in Figure 42, page 80. It is commonly called 
The mottling effect is due to the presence of irregular areas of 
limestone, darker chert or jasperoid in a matrh~ of lighter colored 
chert. In some pl~ces, as in the St. Joe mine. chert mottled with 
jasperoid grades horizontally into a similar looking chert in which 
the tnottling is due to pods of limestone. This feature is shown 
in Figure 7, page 36. 
The ma~gins of some chert nodules and lenses contain 
calcareous material containing fossils. In some chert the fossils 
still ere calcareous and effervesce freely, but in other chert· 
they are partly or completely replaced by &ilica. This type of 
chert \,,.as called "cotton rock" by Fo"t-jler and Lyden, 96 but 
96Geor£e M. Fol~~er and JoseP,h P. :Lyden 11 The Ore D~posits of 
the Tri·S~ace~uis&rict·, ~· ~· ~· ~· ~ng. Trans. vol. 115, 
p. 195, 1935. 
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Figure 40. Tripolitic m~rgin (white) of brecciated chert 
lens (medium gray). The broken portions cf the lens ere displaced 
only slightly. Cementing matrix is jasperoid (black). Lower 
portion of.photograph ~epicts loose rock resulting from the min-
ing cperaticn. M bed, Whitebird mine. 
Fit;urt: 41. Color be.ncling of fragments in a chert breccia 
deYelcped cfter <i4rt etrly s tE~ge of breed at ion. The cement is 
jsspetoi.J (bl.ock). P:tcber field. Specimen dot!e.ted by R. C. 
Ltmdin. .Specific locE.li ty ur.know:no 
Smith97 pointed out that most geologists of the district ~ave re-
stricted the te~ to weathered eher~ 
Some chert bands exhibit top margins which are smooth, in 
contrast to their bottom margins which are more irregular, as is 
shown in Figure 43. Other bands do not er~ibit this feature. 
Brecciation is one of the most ~utstanding characteristics 
of the chert of the ore bodies, as is well illustrated in Figure 
44, page 81 and in Figure 39, page 76. The breccia fragments are 
generally very angular, as sho~~ in Figures 45 and 46, page 82, 
but occasionally are subaugular to subrounded as shown in Figure 
47 1 page 82, and Figure 48, page 83. Chert fragments of several 
different colors or textures may occur in the same specimen, as is 
shown in Figure 49, page 83~ In some beds the breccia fragments 
form a ~osaic and appear as thou~h they coulcl be placed back to-
gether again into a ·solid chert leyer, as is well illustrated in 
Figure 23, page 64, in Figures 50 and 51, page 84, and in Figure 
52, page SG. This is particularly characteristic of G-H beds, but 
occasionally occurs in K and M beds. In other beds the chert 
breccia is a rubble consisting o£ a heterogeneous mixture of fr..sg .. 
menta with no apparent relationship to one another. This is more 
charaeteristic·of M bed, but it occurs in other beds. In some 
mines a horizontal bend of chert fragments of one color or texture 
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mey occur between bands of chert fragments of other colcrs or tex~tres. 
97w. s. Tangier Smith, in discussion of "Chertification in the 
Tri-Stste (Okls.hom£•J(anse.s-}1issouri) }1fn1ng District11 , by George M. 
Fowler, tt al. • !f!E.· l!!!.£• !1!.!1• ~· Eng. Trans., vol. 115, p. 195, 1935. 
Figure 42 . ucoach dog" chert. Chert (white) irregularly 
mottled by jasperoid (dark gray). G-H beds, Big Elk mine . 
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Figure 43. Iuterbanded chert (white) end jacpetoid (black) 
t ypical of G•H beds. Note the smooth upper surface of the lo'i~er 
chert layer, in contrast t o the wavy lo~er boundary oi the upper 
chert layer . St. Joe mine. Thr~e-quarters natural eize . 
Figure l~4. Chert breccia (t>:hite) cemented by jssperoid 
(black) e.mi. gray dolomite (medium gray) typical of M bed. webber 
mine. 
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Figure 45. Chert breccia (white) cemented by jasperoi.d (carl~ 
gray to black) t~rpical of l:~ bed. Nc>te the swirling of the je.Eperoid 
bands beneath the large chert fragment at the left center portion of 
the photog,raph. Note the sutured boucdery on the right siC:e of the 
large chert fragment at the bottom center of the photograph enC. the 
angular fragments of jasperoid cemented by jaEperoid n~ar tbe DUffiber 
3. The short black line~r features ere open vuge in the jasperoid. 
M bed, Lucky Jew mine. 
Figure 46. ·chert,breccia (white} cemented by jasperoid 
(black~containing ~phalerite (light gray). M bed, Lucky Jew 
mine. 
Q•") u l_. 
Fit:;-ure 1.}7. Subanguler to subrounded chert fregments (Phite) 
overlain and underlain by unbroken banded shsly lim~stone cmd 
ma~::sive limestone. An intraformational chert conglomere.te. M bed, 
Kenoyer mine. 
Fieure 48. Intraforme.t:tonal breccia of the Keokuk Formation. 
Suba!1f}.J.lar to su~rcund chert frar;,'11:entc ('oh.ite) cemer,tcd by lirnestone 
(gray). i1 bed, \iebber mine. 
Figure 49. Chert brecciL conteining fragment£ uhich e;.,:hil">i t 
a ·vcricty of teKtures: ml:l.vcive \:hite, bcmded light r;n.y, and tr<ot-
tled. The mottled fregruent:s consist of chert (light: grc;.y) end 
lh;e.stor.e (oecium gray). The fragments are cemented by j£<.f;per.cid 
(dark ~;ray). M. bed, Lucky Je\·; mine. 
lli~ure ~0. Mosaic chert breccia (white) in M bed, cemented 
by jasperoid (dark gray). Huch.of the breccia in the left portion 
of the photograph could be placed back tobether '\-rith the sol:!.d 
chert lens to the right. lkte b£.nds in jasp~roid ·\l:hich bend c1ver 
eome chert. fragments in the upper left portion of the photograph. 
~Jhitt:bird mine.· 
Fig';.!l'E 51. 
&ray) in G-R be~s. 
Netta ndne. 
:rfos~,ic breccia of banc'!ec cbert (;ihite snd lir;ht 
Jasperoid (dark gray) ce~ents the breccia. 
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aarely bands of chert fragwents are interbedded with horizontal 
bands of massive or lenticular, non-brecciated chert, as is ~ell 
illustrated in Figure 39, page 76. 
Although the breccia fragments usually are eemented by 
ja&peroid or dolomite, some chert breccia fragments are embedded 
in younger chert or calcite. The chert breccia frequently is 
confined to t'h.e jasperoid cement where contacts between jasperc.>i~ 
and ltmestcne can be observed in the mines, as is well illustrated 
in Figures 52. 53, and Figure 54, page 87. 
In section 35, T. 28 N., R. 24 E., ten miles east of Miami, 
Oklahoma, the writer observed ltmestone and chert pebbles in the 
Carterville conglomerate. Some of the chert pebbles consist of 
chert fragments cemented by later chert. This chert is distinct 
fr~ th~t of the ore nepo~itr. in that it occurs in e b~~el coc· 
glomerate above and away from the ore deposits. 
The common Tri-State chert consists s&inly of microcrystalline 
~uartz. which oeeurs ~s interlocked grains of si£es from 0.003 mm. to 
0.015 ~~.as is illustrated in Figure 55, page 87. Small amounts of 
chaleedor~.ic quP-rtz occur as radial microfibrous aggregates artd a~ micro-
fibrous vug-fillin~in the chert. The surface of one chert spec~~n 
from Joplin was studied by Folk an.d heeverS8 \Jith the electron micrc· 
scope by the replica methcc1. Tlley found both microcrystalline quertz 
98Robert L. Fol~ and Cl.arles Edward 'We<:.ver, ''A study of the 
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Figure 52. Sharp contact between massive'lLmestone (lighter 
grsy, on the left) and chert breccia (white) cemented by jasperoid 
(dark gray) typical of M bed. Blocks of ltmestone containing chert 
lenses, broken from the bedded ltmestone, are displaced to the right 
and surrounded by jasperoid. Lucky Jew mine. 
Figure 53. Detailed view of cherty limestone blocks (light 
gray) ,;rhich have slumped into jasperoid (black). 1'1 bed, Lucky JeM 
mine. 
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Figure 54. Sharp contact of massive ltmestone (light tr.ey, 
on the riz;b.t) '\<lith breccia. Breccia consists of cbert fragments 
(white) m1d limestone blocks {light gray), cemented by jasperoid 
(clark gray). Jasperc>id (lo\'Jer left) e'Y..hibits banding. M bed, 
Lucky Je~(r mine. 
F'igure 55. · Typic<il chert as seen in thin cccticn ttn(~er 
crossed niccls. M bed, Whitebird ~ine. lOCX. 
sc. 
consisting of distinct polyhedral grains containing very few 
cavities, and chalcedonic quartz which was massive and homogenous 
and contained many cavities. 
Some Tri-State cherts contain small vugs and irregular fractures, 
averaging about 0.1 mm., which generally are filled with microcrystal-
line quartz and less often with chalcedonic quartz. The quartz filling 
of the vugs is generally of slightly larger grain size and it is cleen-
er than the microcrystalline quartz of the chert matrix. Some of 
the larger veinlets in vubs in the Tri-State chert exhibit encrusting 
structure, c~nsisting of an early microfibnxscRalcedonic quartz 
layer follo\-1ed by a coating of quartz crystals up to about 0.12 mm. 
long. This same type of clear microcrys.talline quartz also fills 
and. repl-&ces spong.e spicules· £.nd other crranic remeine. 
Other coDstituents of chert, recognizable with the aid of 
the microscope, are p}'Tite, glauconite, and calcite. Pyrite is a 
constant, but not abundant, constituent of the cherts, especially 
the darker cherts. It occurs as very Bm£11, usually anhedral grains, 
0.003 mm. to 0.3 mrn. in 4iameter. Glauconite occurs rarely in small 
rour1ded grains 1n some cherts, but it is much less abundant in 
chert than in jasperoid. Anhedral calcite is abundant in some cherts. 
Occasionally it outlines fossil ghosts, but usually there is little 
evidence to indicate whether the calcite was simply intermi~ed with 
the chert during eedUnentaticn, or whether the areas of calcite 
represent unreplaced r~~ants of limestone. Agar99 reported the 
99\<7. M. Agar in George M. Fender, ~ al., "Ch.ertifica.tion in 
the Tri-State Mining District", !:if!· .!!!!.!· !!.!!!• ~· Eng. Trans., vol. 
115. p. 149, 1935. 
occurrence of tourmaline grains in the Tri-State cherts. This 
must be quite rare for the writer has not seen t~Jrmaline in any 
of the chert sections which he exemined • 
.Jaaperoid 
&9. 
The jasperoid differs from the chert of the Tri-State district 
in several respects. Jasperoid is more vitreous and more crystalline 
than chert. In many specimens small quartz crystals in jasperoid 
may be observed with the aid of the hand lens. Jasperoid is gen-
erally much darker than chert. Jasperoid has an uneven fracture 
while that of chert is smooth and sharp; jasperoid is less f~e­
quently brecciated than chert. Jasperoid commonly contains dis-
seminated sphalerite, galena, marcasite, pyrite s.nd glauconite• 
chert normally does not, although some chert contains very small 
grains of iron sulfide and more rarely contains disseminated 
sphalerite and glauconite. Jasperoid is closely associated ~ith 
tbe sulfide minere.lizat1on 't-Jhereas chert often occur£: in.terl:edr~c~ 
vith limestone in barren areas between ore runs. In barren arees 
G-U beds aa much as 30 feet thick consist of en alterns.t:!.on of 
chert and limestor~e, each about four to six inches thick, but in 
the mineralized arees the alternation is bet,.;reen chert a~d jz..s?eroid. 
OrLe of the most noteworthy features of the jasperoic, s~:hib­
ited ~rincipally uhere the jasperoid is interbedded with chert 
e.nd. to some extent ,...,here it fills the spaces betvceen the chert 
fragments in breccia£., is its characteristic bandin£, au is Hell 
90. 
illustrated in Figure 9, page 39, in Figures 24 and 25, page 66, 
in Figure 26, on page 67, in Figure 30, page 70, in Figure 33, page 
71, in Figure 56 ~nd 57, page 91, in Figures 58 and 59, page 92, 
and in Figure 60, page 93. With the aid of a hand lens the bands 
can be seen to differ in color, and in sulfide, glauconite ~nd dolo-
mite content. Usually the banding is horizontal, as shO\{U in 
Figures 24 and 25, page 66, but rarely it is contorted and broken, 
as shovm in Figures 58 and 59, page 92. The,bands generally grade 
.vertically into one ~nether, but rarely the boundary be~1een the 
bands is very sherp. 
The banding has been observed to bend both under and pver 
Eulfides, chert fra~ents and rarely fossils, and some of these 
form geopetal fabrics.100 Iron sulfide grains frequently e~hibit 
this featur~; chert fragments, sphalerite crystals and fossils 
exhibit it in some specfmens, as shown in Figure 8, page 39. 
J'asperoi.d cmmnonly forme the me.trix. cf the chert br.ecd.c~~. 
In some places little or no jasperoid cements the chert br.E:ccia, 
as sho~n1 in Figure 61, pege 93, in places jasperoid fills most or 
sll of the space between chert fragments, as shmm in Figures 45, 
page 81, and 46, page 82, and in figure 49$ page 83, and in some. 
places jasperoid forms the major fraction of the gangue and cnntains 
. ortly a fe't-! floating chert breccia fragments. As indicated by this 
last instance, where the chert breccia fragments are ccmpletely 
100Bruno Sander, translated by Eleanora Bliss Knopf, 11Contri-
butions to the Study of Depositional Fabrics'', ~· Assoc. Pet. 
Geol., Tulsa, p. 2, 1951. 
Figure 56. Well banded jasperoid {dark gray ar1d bl~ck). 
The color variation is due to grain size and sphalerite content. 
J.. photomicrograph of this ja.speroid is show--n in Figure 60. The 
lower part of the banded jasperoio is covered by ore broken 
during mining. M bed, Webber mine. 
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Figure 57. Interbanded ja.speroid (dark gr£y) and limestone 
(light gr.;,y). H bed, Lucky Jew Iaine. 
Figure 58. Co~torted and broken banded jasperoid. E bed, 
Tar Creek mine. One-half natural size. 
s 2. 
Figure 59. Contortcrl j a.sperc;id bar~ds. 
galer..a crystaL;; (,;hite specks) ere present. 
One-half r1atural site. 
A fe~ smal! scattered 
E bed, Tar Creek mirre. 
I'igure 60. T\..:o bands of ja.speroid which differ from each 
other in quartz grain size, colcr, sphalerite content ana 
sphalerite (larLe blnck crystalc) gr&in si~e. This is a thin 
sec. ticn of the jasperoid sho\>.711 in Figure 56, pege 91. M bed, 
Webber mine. Ordinery lir;ht. SOX. 
fig"Jrc 61.. Che-rt: breccia (t~!:d.te) ps.rtie.lly cemented by 
jc..spe.roi6 (gray). Fro1:.·, an outcrop of M bed about four tdles 
so;;theast cf Joplin. 
93. 
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separated from adjacent chert fragments, the jasperoid matrix must 
have been soft at the ttme of chert brecciation. 
The boundary between chert and jasperoid generally is straight 
and sharp, yet some specimens show a sutured or irregular boundary, 
as shown in Figure 62, page 96, and rarely some chert breccia f~ag• 
ments e~ibit a darker alteration rim n~xt to jasperoid m&trix. the 
alteration rtms vary in thickness from about one to five millimeters, 
and appear gray to the naked eye in contrast to the white color of 
the unaltered cb~rt. With the aid of a hand lens, the alteration rtm 
may be seen to be a little more porous than the interior of the 
chert, and an occasional grain of pyrite and sphalerite may be de-
tected. Thin sections reveal that this alteration rim differs from 
the unaltered chert in pyrite content1 in grain size of the micro-
crystalline quartz and in general color. Anhedral grains of pyrite 
are relatively abundant in the alteration rim, particularly in the 
outer portions of the rim, and they ~y constitute .as much u· five 
per cent of the rim. The microcrystalline quartz of the alteration 
r~ usually occurs in slightly larger grains than that of the unaltered 
chert. The alteration rim is darker than that of the unaltered chert, 
this darkening being due mainly to finely diepersed pyrite. 
Occasional associates of the jasperoid are d&rk, semiconsolidat-
ed muds. Some of these muds contain glauconite, organic matter end 
disseminated sulfides, and grade horiEontally and vertically into 
jasperoid. Smith and SiebenthallOl found these muds to consist almost 
lOlw. s. Tangier Smith Qnd c. E. S1ebenthal, Description of 
the Joplin.District in G•ologic Atlas of the United States, M· ~· 
§!£!. Surv!l_folio 148, p. 14, 1907. 
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entirely of micr~cry2t~lline quortz crystals which are similsr to, 
but slightly larger than, those of the typical jasperoid. Other 
muds are more similar to the overlying Pennsylvanian shales, end 
these frequently are contorted and broken, as shown in Figure 63. 
The origin of the muds has been a subject of controversy: 1) Smith 
and Siebex:.thal102 believed that they 'tvere formed by \l.reathering of 
jasperoid; Jenny103 and Stewartl04 believed that jasperoid fo1~s by 
silicification of the muds; Lydenl05 held that while some had 
slumped from J bed or from the overlying Pennsylvanian shales, 
others had formed as residual material from the solution of lime-
stone. 
In thin sections jasperoid may be seen to consist mostly of 
microcrystalline quartz. The individual crystals are gener~lly EUb· 
hedral to enhedral and int~ately interlocked with adjacent quartz 
crystals, as is show~ in Figures 64 and 65, page 97. Where quartz 
crystals are encloeed in sphalerite or dolomite crystals, the 
quartz crystals are frequently euhedral, &s is shown in Figure 12, 
103ws.lter P. Jenny~ "The Lead and Zinc Deposits of the. 
}iississippi \Talley11 1 ~·~· f!!E• Met. Eng. Trans., vol. 22, pp. 
195-196, 18~3. 
104Dan R• Stewart, .Oral Communication. 1959. 
105Joseph P. Lyden, 11Aspects of Structure and Miner::;.lization 
Used as Guides in the Development of the Picher field11 t !E_. Ins t. !liE· 
!P~· Trarrs., vol. 137, pp. 1253 and 1255, 1950. 
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Figure 62. Gray chert mottled by \Vhite chert and overlain 
by ja£>peroid (black) cont;~ining abundant small crystals of sphale:r-
lte (gray specks). Note the irregular hlsck jasperoici bar:.ds ~~hich 
contain no sphalerite end the irree.:;lar contact bef:\.Jeen the .:jasperoid 
and the chert. G-H beds, Piokee mine. 
Figure 63. Limestone loc~lly brecciated by squeezing. 
Blocks embedded in a £hale mr~tri". Squeezed structure h.1 H bed, 
Kenoyer r.tine. 
Figure 6tf. Typical jacpercid as Eeen in thin section under 
croeEed uicols. ~bed, Netta Uhite mine. lOCX. 
Figure 65. Elongate~ quartz crystalc in a thin £ection of 
jesperoid uncer crossed nicols. Compare the co~"rser f_vl more 
eloug&te char&cter of tbe su~rtz grain~ ~ith thoEe in chert as 
r.ho~;.n in. F:i.g;:.:re 55, per;e G7. l~ J:.ed, i\etta. \ibite mine."!. lOOX. 
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page 47. Although jaaperoid and chert may be stmilar surficially, 
micro£copicall~ they are quite distinct. Compare Figures 64 and 
98. 
65, page 97, with Figure 55, page 87. The grain. size of the jasperoid 
varies from about 0.004 mm. to 0.140 mm; but most of the grains are 
about 0.014 mm. to 0.070 mm.· across, whereas the grains in chert ueually 
are less than 0.014 mm. across. The variation in the grain size of 
some jasperoids cause th~ to display a microtexture which is stmilar 
to that of a porphyritic rock, as is shown in Figure 65, page 97. 
Rarely larger quart~: grains are present which apparently filled 
vugs in the jasperoid. The quartz crystals of the jasperoid tend 
to be elongate in shape and this is "SWell illustrated in Figure 65, 
page 97, whereas those in chert normally are equant. ~asperoid normally 
con~ains sphalerite, galena, glauconite and dolomite, ·whereas chert 
usually does not contain these; it only contains a little iro~ 
sulfide and calcite. 
Bro~, opaque or&enic matter is present in most of the slides 
of J•speroid. It lends a brownish color to the jasperoid, but thic 
colo:r disapppears when the jasperoid is s~rongly heated. Differences 
in the amount of organic matter cause part of the banding in the 
jasperoid, but banding also is due to small differences in grain 
si&e and to variations in the amount of disseminated sphalerite, 
dc.1lomite, calcite end glauconite. These minerals generally make 
up less than five per cent of the jasperoid, bat glauconite and 
sp.hslerite may .constitute 15 or 20 per cent of the rock, and the 
dol~ite may comprise over 50 per cent. 
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aarely very distinct horizontal bands in jasperoid, es 
shown in Figure 56, page 91, exhibit differences in the sphalerite 
on the upper side of the band as contrasted with the lower side. 
Thin sections of such a band in the Webber mine showed the lower 
side to contain about 13 to 17 per cent sphalerite with an average 
grain size of 0.28 mm., while the upper side eontained less than 
two per, cent sphalerite with an average grain size of less than 
0.1 nm. Figure 60, page 93, is a photomicrograph of one of these 
thin 8ections. The size of the jasperoid quartz crystals also is 
different on each side of the contact. Those on the lower side are 
as large as 0.1 mm., while those on the upper side vary front 0.014 
to 0.028 mm. in greatest dtmension. In the Webber mine this hori• 
~ontal contact is continuous for about ~~enty feet. 
Straight to irregular and sutured contacts are observed in 
the jasperoid in some sections. Organic matter generally is con-
cent-r£teG. fil.ont, thct:;E. contacts and occas:ionally they cut dol~ite 
and less often glauconite grains, and they probs.bly indicate some 
solution activit}P along them. 
The transition from the jasperoid in the ore deposits to 
the limestone in unmineralized areas is generally gradaticnsl, 
and in pl~ces may consist of interbanded jasperoid e.nd limectone, 
as sho~~ in Figu-re 66 and in Figure 57, page 91. In meny place~ 
a semi-consolidated "boulder zone", consisting of chert and lime-
etone fragments only partly cemented by calcite, as Eho~m in 
Figure 67 1 occurs between the jaspet·oid and undhturbed limestone. 
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Figure 66. Interbcnding of jasperoid (dark gray) and 
limestone (light gray) at a gradational ccntact between n breccia 
e.nd massive litnestone. M bed~ Kenoyer mine. 
Figure 67. Sharp ccr~tc;ct betvf:ei;_ relatively unclistu:ri.;ec! 
lunet:tonc: (lm·.~er left, cl&r.-k gre.y) r.;x-.C::. a semiconsclicl.ate-:i i::recd.a 
(upper ri.cht, lightt.:r gr.-;y) cortsisti:.1g cf limer,torE: a~ci chert 
frc:.gments. To the right (off photograph) the Lrc:ccia cr 0 bou1C.er 
zone" gr&(:es into s ty-pical 1:d.nerc:lir:ed H bt::-ci l::reccis. "Pull 
drift11 Kenoyer mice. 
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In still other places the boundary is shQrp ~nd eY~ibits blocks of 
limestone which have slumped into the jaeperoid, as shown in Fig~re 
6, page 35, in Figure 53, P£Ge 86, and in Figure 54, page 87. The 
gradational tr~,sition from jasperoid to limestone was studied in 
some thin sections. These sections e'~ibit calcite and q~artz 
mixtures in which the calcite is fine-grained and anhedral and the 
quartz crystals usually are euhedral. In one slide of mottled 
chert from margin of the alteration halo, shown in Figure 6, page 
35, patches of limestone in the chert are seen to.grade horizontally 
into patches of jasperoid. 
In thin sections of dolomitic jasperoid, the rhomb-shaped 
dolomite crystals generally appear to be euhedral under lower 
magnifications. Under higher magnifications, some of the quartz 
crystals c£.n. be seen to sho'tv their outlines against the dolowite 
rhombs and also to be included within the individual dolomite 
Thombs. Thin sections of rocks ~ith higher percentages of aolom~te 1 
which perhaps are best celled j&speroidal dolomite, eYbibit these 
same teY.tural relationships between the dolomite rhombs and the 
quartz cryst£1s. 
Observation of thin sections s~ow that jasperoid may contain 
breccia fragm_ent:s which also consist of jasperoid quartz of essent-
ially the. &B.kte grz.in size e.s the enclosing jasperoid, but \-:hich 
frequently shNi a larger percentage of organic mutter. The tlauconite 
and sphalerite contents of the two jasperoids appear e~sentially 
the same in some fragments, but differ in other fragments. 
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Tne outlines of broken fossils rarely occur in jasperoid, 
and they are much less common in jasperoid than in chert. 
Weidman106 reported the presence of a small per cent of 
tourmaline in jasperoid, occurriug as small prismatic crystals from 
0.01 mm. to 0.03 mm. in ~iameter. The ~~iter cid not find tourma-
line in any of the thin sections of jasperoid which he examined. 
Quartz Druse 
A fine quart~ druse co~ts many of the vugs. lt may be 
detected by its rough surface or with the aid of the binocular 
microscope. The quartz druse was deposited most" commonly on chert 
and jesperoid. Rarely small quartz crys t.s.ls may occur in galena, 
sphalerite, marcasite and other minerals depositeci in the vugs. 
~ Ouartz 
Late quartz crystals, vhich may be as large as a centimeter 
or t\-lo, were deposited on sulfides and ctl:er minerals in some ,r..Ig:;. 
This late quartz i~ net commo11 ar;d 'it i.r; net ~re~ent every·~·~here. 
lt is more abundant in the sheet ground beds, and in the northeaetern 
portion of the Picher field tot-ra.rd Baxter Springs and in fields 
toward the es.st. 
106samuel io!eidma.n, 0 Tourmaline in Jasperoid of the l:ia.-ni-
Picher Zinc-Lead District"! (e.bstract), ~· .§E_£. Amet'iC£ .E.!.2£· 
1933, pp. 117-118, 1934. 
Minor Minerals 
Native Elements: 
Sulfur .. S 
Minute crystals of 6ulfur on cleavage surfaces of galena ao.d 
on walls of cc:.vities in sphalerite -were noted by Jiogersl07 who 
believed that this mineral had formed in an intermediate state 
during the oxidation of sulfides to carbonates. ~ansome108 
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observed small yellowish·g~een orthorhombic crystals of sulfur 
on chalcopyrite and sphalerite in a single specimen. The writer 
did not observe sulfur on any of his specimens. 
Sulfides: 
Bornite - Cu5FeS4 
A pinkish br~~. weakly anisotropic mineral was noted in some 
polished sections of iridescent chalcopyrite. The mineral eJ;:-
hibits a reflectivity of a U.ttle less than 30 percent, e£timeted 
by comp&-risou with the reflec-civities of adjacent a;phelc.rite, 
chalcopyrite and marcasite, and a hardness slightly less than that 
of adj&cent chalcopyrite. Dr. G. C. Amstutz suggested that the 
mineral might be bornite. Microchemical etch tests by the 
107Austin Fo Rogers, pt. III in Erasmus Haworth, "Special Report 
on Lead end Zinc", Kansas Geol. Survey Rept., '\'ol. \i"J.II, pp. 449, 452, 
1904; Austin F. Ror;ers, 11 notes on Some Pseudomorphs, Petrifications 
and Alterations11 , ~· .ill!• .§.££• !!.s.£• 4-9, p. 22, 1910. 
108Alfred L. Ransome, "Enargite and Plmnbojarosite at Picher, 
Oklahoma", !E.· Mineralogist, vol. 20, p. 802, 1935. 
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writer tend to confirm the mineral as bornite: HN03 produced 
effervescence, FeCl3 produced a faint orange stain. and HCl pro• 
uuced a negative re~ction. The bornite forms an iridescent film 
on aphalerite and chalcop)~ite and occurs as irregular patches 
a&d veinlets of bornite in chalcopyrite and marcasite. It most 
frequently occurs at the bound~ry between chalcopyrite and marcasite 
and has replsced those minerals, as shown in Figure 14, page 51. 
Wurtd te - ZnS 
Wurtzite crystals were described first by Rogers,109.who 
identified them by gon1 omet;ry. Recently Evans and Mc:Knight,llO 
using x-ray diffraticn, c~nfirmed Rogers' 4etermination. Utilizing 
crystals of wurtzite on zinc sulfide stalactites from the Zig Zag 
mine, near Joplin, they found this wurtzite to have three structures 
which they designate lOH, 8H and 6H. Their diffraction patterns 
contained lines belonging to sphalerite, indicating the presence 
of both forms of £inc sulfide. 
Greenockite • CdS 
Leonhardlll reported small crystals of greenockite on Ephalerite 
at Granby, but greenockite usually occurs es greenish to yellm1ish 
films on some sphalerite crystals and as thin coatings on hemimorphitet 
as may be st-en on specimens in the Missouri School of :t-Iines collection. 
109Rogers~ £?.• ~· pp. 461-462~ 
llOHoward T. Evans, Jr., and Edwin T. McKnight~ "New Wurtzite Poly-
types from Joplin, l-1issouri"; fE.• Miner£logist, vol. 44, pp. 1210-1218, 1959. 
lllAlexa.nder V. Leonhard, 11 Notes on the Mineralogy of Missouri11 t 
Trans. St. Louis Acad. Sci., vol. 4, p. 444, 1882. 
- --
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Millerite - NiS 
Smith and Si~benthsll12 were the only investigators to report 
millerite from the Tri-State district. They included it among 
a list of minerals which were said to be found but rarely End in 
small amounts. 
Covellite - CuS 
The presence of covellite in the district was noted first 
by Rogers. 113 The writer observed it associated with bornite 
as he examined polished spec~ens of chalcopyrite. In these 
specimens the ccvellite occurs ~s irregular veinlets which grade 
into and occur within veinlets of bornite. It also occurs with 
bornite replacing both marcasite and chalcopyrite at their mutual 
grain boundaries, and a small amount of covellite has been noted 
in veinlets cutting hemfmorphite. 
Sulfosalts: 
Enargite - Cu3As£4 
Enargite, first discovered in the Picher field by McKnightll4 
112tJ. s. Tangier Smith, and C. E. Siebenth.:1l, Descriptic:t of 
the Joplin District in Geologic .Atlas of the United States, U. ~· 
~· Survey folio, 148, p. 12, 1S07. 
113Austin F. Rogers, pt. III, in Erasmus Ha~;;orth, '!Special 
Report on Lead an.d Zinc", Kan&;as ~· Survev ~..i2.£·, vol. VIII, pp. 
459-460, 1904. 
114Ech; . Jirt T. McKnight, noccurrence of Enargite and Wulfenite 
in Ore Deposits of Northern Arkansas",~· Geolc~l' vol. 30, p. 65, 
1935. 
malachite at the Big Coon mine, Galena, ~ansas. This is the 
only mine in the district from which cuprite has been reported. 
An alteration product of pyrite and marcasite in tallow clay 
from the Granby field was reported to be hematite by Buckley and 
Buahler.ll7 
firolusite • Mn02 
Small black apots in the tallow clay from the Granby field 
were thought to be pyrolusite by Buckley and Buehler.ll8 
Limonite occurs in the ores of the Tri•St&te district wkerever 
structure and erosion have brought them into the aoRe of oxidation. 
Excellent spec~s of lt.onite p$eudoaorphic after pyrite and 
marcasite may be observed in the Miau~ouri &cbool of Mines collection. 
In some of these sp~cimens liuionite replacing and ps~rphous 
after pyrite and ~casite is associated ~ith t~imorphite. 
Limonite pseudomorphous after chalcopyrite was reported by &ogers119 
ll7E. R.. Buckley and H. A. Buehler, 11 The Ge.ology of t.he Granby 
A:rea", 1-1<.-. Q!.£.1. Survey Rept •• vol. IV, 2d aeries, P• 46, 1905. 
ll8tbicl. 
119Austin F. Rogers, 11 Notes on.Some PaeudotnOrphs. Petrifaetiou.s 




Smithsonite - ZnCOJ 
Smithsonite counonly occurs in the oxidized ore:s as botryoidal 
masse:s. Excell~nt pseu~omCJrphe: o£ m::J.ithconite and hemimorphlte 
after calcite B.re in the Hissouri School of Mines collection. 
l'hey are as much as eigltt inches long and take the Ghape of the 
calcite scalenohedron. Their interiors usually are hollow, 
but some have calcite cores. The relationship between the smith• 
~onite and hem~orphite in the pseudomorphs varies. Some pseudo-
morphs consist of a smooth layer of $mithsor.ite coated either on 
the inside or outsicie or both by hemimorphite. Other·s consist 
d. a:>e\=t;::...-al AD;mooti1 ue.arly parallel layers of •mithsonite with 
hen:.imcrphite bet¥.reen the layen;. Some consist entirely of 
·llem~rphite. A few pseudomorphs contain central spongy portions 
consisting of unrepl~ced calcite and small microscopic aggregates 
of hemi.laorphite. 
Replacement of dolomite by smithsonite ~as de~cribed by 
Rogers 120 fr~ Granby. 
Aregonite - CaC03 
Weidrnaul21 def:cribed calcite paramorphous after aragonite 
12~ogers 5 2.2. £!E. , p. 19 • 
12lse.:muel Weidman, "The Miemi•Picher Zinc-Lee.d District. 
Okhthor:ta11 , .f!M.!. §!2!. Survey .!t!ll• 56, pp. 58-60, 1932. 
in cup-~hapaa fo~s, one to three inches in ~iameter, from 
the Golden Rod mine. That the mineral now is calcite was 
iudic£ted by Y~igen•s test. Re also ob6erved the mineral in 
the Grace Walker, Beaver, Woodchuck and Ketta mines. 
S~ilar cup-•haped formst deposited upon sphalerite, were 
obs~rv€d by this writer in the Lucky ~~11 mine. x-ray &n4lysis 
as sbo¥.-n. in Table IV showed this minerlll to be cslcite. 
Buckley and Buehlerl22 reported ar~gonite as en alteration 
product of boulders in the Pennsylvanian shale of the Granby 
field. 
Cerussite • PbC03 
Cerusad te occurs in the oldcii¥ed. ores oi the fields to the 
eaet of the Picher field, where it forms prismatic crystals and 
massive coating& on galena and oth~r minerals. Stalaetitec of 
109. 
cerussite and ceruseite molds of galena cryetals were noted by Buckley 
and. Buehlerl23 at Granby, and by the present writer in &pecf.me.n.s 
in the Missouri School of !"...ines museum. Pseudomor-Phs of cerussite 
after calcite and galena from Granby were noted by Rogersl24 A 
large body of cerustite at Sprin& City was reported by Scbmiat and 
Le.onhard.l25 
122Buckle:y and Buehler, 22· cit., p. 34. 
l2Jaackley and Buehler, ~· £!£., P• 45·46. 
l24Austin F. Rcgers, pt. III in Erasmus Haworth, ''Special Repcrt 
on Lec.cl sn.d Zincu, Kansas ~~· Survey Rept., vol. VIII, P• 492, 1904 
Austin F. £.ogers, HNotes on Some Pseudomorphs, Petrifications and Alter• 
ations", Am. Phil. Soc. Proc. 49, p. 19, 1910. 
- ...........- ----- ~
125.A.dolf Schmidt and Alexander Leonhard, 11The Lead and Zinc Regions 
of Southwe£t Missouri11 • .!:!£. £!£!• Survey Rept. !.£: ~. P• 456, 1874. 
TABLE IV 
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA FOR CUP-SHAPED 
CALCIUM CARBONATE FORMS 
(I= relative intensity of cUffraction line) 




A.S.T.M. Index Card 
No. 2-0649 :Wcky Bill mine 
Synthetically Prepared Cardin, · Oklahoma 
~ ::: 0.709 A0 >..:: l.S405 AO 
I d I d 
60 3.84 3 . 3.86 
100 3.02 10 3.04 
60 2.49 6 2.50 
70 2.28 7 2.29 
70 2.09 7 2.10 
90 1.92 9 1.92 
80 1.87 8 1.88 
40 1.62 4 1.63 
50 1.60 5 1.61 
60 1.52 1 1.52 
40 1.47 1 1.48 
50 L44 5 1.44 
40 1.42 5 1.42 
10 1.36 4 1.36 
110. 
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TABLE IV (Continued) 
I d I d 
40. 1.33 4 1.34 
30 1.29 4 1.30 
20R 1.24 5 1.24 
40 1.18 4 1.18 
40 1.15 4 1.16 
40 1.14 3 1.14 
40 1.04 4 1.05 
40 1.01 4 1.01 
20R 0.984 2 0.988 
30 0.964 4 0.966 
lOR 0.943 3 0.945 
• • • • • •• 4- •••• 1 0.893 
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Hyclrozincite - Zns(OH)6(C03)2 
Earthy hydro~incite was noted by Buckley and Buehlerl26 at 
Granby. Material of this nature was observed bv this ~~iter at J 
the Joplin Museum. Dr. 0. R. Grawe observed and identifisd by 
~-ray analysis, hydrozincite in spring water issuing from ButtEr• 
milk Spring 1 southwest of Joplin. 
Aurichalcite - (Zn,Cu)s(OH)6(C03)2 
Radial aggreg&tes of monoclinic crystals of aurichalcite from 
Big Coon mine at Galena, Kansas, were described by Rogers.l27 
He £1so reported bluish-green globular aggregates of aurichalcite 
from Granby. More recentlyt Kellerl28 reported aurichalcite from 
the Shinn mine, Stark City, Missouri. Aurichalcite is a rare· 
mineral in the Tri-State district. 
Malachite - Cuz(OB)z(C03) 
This writer observed a thin, drusy, green coating of malachite 
deposited over a covellite film on chalcopyrite and sphalerite in 
one &pec~en collected from the La~~ers-Chicago No. 2 mine. The. 
l26:suckley and Buehler, .£1?.• ..£!!., p. 44. 
127/ws tin F. Rogers, pt. Ill in Er6.smus Haworth, "Specie'.! Report 
on Lead end Zinc11 , Kflnsas ~· Sut"\Tei Rept., vol. VIII, p. 493, 1S:04. 
128w. D. Kellex·, "Auri.chslcite in 1-1iesouri11 , ~· Mineralosist, 
vol. 25, p. 376, 1940. 
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mineral also was observed on chalcopyrite in a few museUI!l epecimens 
labeled Cardin, Oklahoma and Joplin, Kissouri. Rogersl29 noted a 
similar occurrence and also reported ~alachite as an alteration of 
cuprite from the Big Coon mine, G&lena, l(E..nsas. K'ellerl30 noted 
malachite deposited on hemimorphite in the Shinn mine, Stark City, 
Missouri. Malachite is a rare min€ral in the district. 
Azurite - Cu3(0H)2(C03)2 
Azurite was noted in a 5ingle specimen by Rogersf3l It is a 
rare mineral in the district. 
Leadhillite - Pb4(S04) (COJ)2(0H)2 
' Leadhillite is a very rare mineral in the district. This writer 
observed transparent t£bular crystals of leadhillite intergro~~ 
with cerussite on galena. It was reported by Pireson and Wellsl32 
as deposited on and intergrown with ceruesite at Granby. 
Sulfates: 
Barite - BaS04 
Barite occurs as white to bluish orthorh~bic tabular crystals 
up to about an inch in size. Barite is of vary rere occurrence in 
129 R.ogero, 12£. ill• 
130Keller, 12J:• £!;. 
131Rogere, loc. ~· 
132t. V. Pirsson· and H. L. Wells, "On the Occurrence of Lea&-
hillite in Missouri and its Chemical Composition", ~· Jour • .§.£!., 
vol. 48, 3d ser., pp. 219-226, 1894. 
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the Picher field, but it was noted in the Brewster, Crace Walker, 
and Dobsou mines by Weidman.l33 Barite with a bluish tinge was 
rather common at Tbom's Station and was occasionally found at 
Webb City.l34 Schmidt.and Leonhardl35 reported barite from Joplin 
and from Seneca. 
Anslesit~ - PbS04 
Anglesite is not.a common mineral in the Tri-State district. 
Small crystals were observed by Buckley and Buehlerl36 on galena 
at Granby, by i.ogers.l37. near Galena, i.ansas, and by Weidman138 
in some mines in the Picher field at a depth of about 300 feet. 
S~ll acicular crystals of gypsum~ observable with a binocular 
microscope, occur on jasperoid and other minerals. Specimens from 
Dr. 0. R. Gre.we•s personal collection exhibit selenite crystals, 
as much as one•querter inch long, deposited on pyrite, marcasite, 
133Wei<huan, ~· ill•, p~ 61. 
134Ernest J. Palmer, Oral Communication, 1958. 
135schmidt and Leonhard, ££• ill·, P• 458. 
136E. R. Buckley and H. A. Buehler, uThe Geology of the. Granby 
Area",!:!£. ~l· Survex ReEt., vol. IV, 2d ser.:. P• 45, 1905. 
137R "t ' 0 8 ogere, .22 • ..£::....:., p. ._._. 
138wetdman, 2.£• ill•, p. 56 •. 
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galena and sphalerite. Rarely chert fragments exhibit thin 
coatings of gypeuru, and some specimens from the sheet ground 
exhibit abundant earthy gypsum deposited around sphalerite crystals. 
Ransomel39 noted thin soft partial coatings on a single specimen 
of calcite, ~hich he believed to be g~~sum. 
· A \tThi te, powdery, bitter• tasting efflorescence formed on some 
of the writer's specimens of dolomitic jasperoid after removal from 
the Blue Goose No. 1 mine. X•rey analysis, as sho~~ in Table V, 
optical examination, microchemical tests, and spectrographic 
analysis showed this mineral to be starkeyite, previously reported 
elsewhere in Missouri by Grawe .140 Indicies of refraction were 
determined to be between 1.500 and 1.512. The mineral is inter• 
mixed with microcrystalline quartz. 
· Chalcanthite • CuS04.5H20 
Small blue columnar crystals of chalcenthite, associated with 
sphalerite, pyrite and chalcopyrite were observed by Rogersl41 
on a dump at the Irene mine, Empire City. It is a very rare mineral 
in the district. 
139;..tfred L. Ransome, 11 Enargite and Plumbojarosite at Picher, 
Oklahoma11 , L!ffi· Mineralog~st, vol. 20, p. 801, 1935. 
140oliver R. Gra•Hl, "Pyrites Deposits of Missour111 , ~· .Q!.£!. 
Survey and Water gesources, vol. 30, 2d se~., p. 209, 1945; Oliver R. 
Grrn•e, 11 Sta.rkeyitE:, A correction": ~ Mineraloeist, vol. 41, p. 662, 
1956. 




X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA FOR STARKEYITE 
(I = relative intensity of diffraction line) 
(d = interplansr spacings in ~~gstron units) 
M£S04.4Hz0 Starkeyite 
Index Ca.:·<I 
1-0341 Blue Goose No. 
116. 
1 mine 
Ei:flcresced Ccn:din, Okl~horna 
;\ = 0.709AO A= 1.5405AO 
I d I d 
40 6.9 4 6.91 
()O 5.5 10 5.49 
2C [, .• 71 2 4.80 
100 4.48 10 4.50 
60 3.96 8 4.00 
8 3.60 1 3.62 
32 3.40 5 3.41 
40 3.21 2 3.26 
100 2.95 8 2.97 
40 2.75 1 2.77 
28 2.56 3 2.57 
24 2.46 1 2.47 
24 2.41 2 2.42 
24 2.35 2 2.36 
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T.c:iBLE V (Continued) 
! d I d 
24 2.26 2 2.27 
20 1.97 3 1.97 
20 1.87 1 1.88 
16 1.80 2 1.80 
8 1.75 1 1.75 
8 1.71 1 1.71 
8 1.66 1 1.67 
16 1.63 1 1.63 
4 1.56 1 1.57 
20 1.51 3 L.51 
20 1.45 3 1.45 
8 1.38 3 1.38 
s 1.29 3 1.29 
4 1.23 1 1.23 
4 1.19 2 1.20 
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Melanterite stalactites occur in some mines as a Tesult of 
the oxidation of pyrite and marcasite since the mines were developed. 
They were described by Weidman.l42 
Epsomite - MgS04.7hzO 
Smith and Siebenthal143 were the only investigators to report the 
occurrence of epsomite in the Tri-State district. It was said to 
form as a product of weathering and that it was not abundant. 
Goslarite - ZnS04. 7H20 
Goslarite occurs as botryoidal and stalactitic coatings which 
have formed very recently on the walls of some mines. Its composition 
is variable due to partial replacement of Einc by iron and by copper. 
Varieties rich in iron and copper have been described by wheeler144 
and by Rogers.145 
Linarite - PbCu(E04) (OH)2 
A vitreous, azure blue mineral, believed by Rogersl46 to be 
ltnarite, ~as associated with caledonite, malachite, aurichalcitet 
and cerussite ~t the Big Coon mine, Galena, Kansas. This is th~ 
only mine in the district from which linarite has been reported. 
142samuel Weidman, "The Miami-Picher Zinc-Lead District, Oklahoman, 
~· Geol. Survey !::!1!• 56, p. 57 r 1932. 
143w. s. Tangier Smith and c. E. Siebenthal, Description of the 
Joplin District in Geologie Atlas of the UniteQ States, U. ~· ~· 
Survey fo1iol48, p. 12,1907 •. 
144H. A. Wheeler, "Notes on Ferro-Goslarite, A. New Vari~ty of 
Zinc Sulphate", !fiE.• ~· Sci., vol. 41, 3d ser., p. 212, 1891. 
145aogers, ..22• ill·, p. 501. 
146Rogers, ~· £!!., p. 500. 
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Jarosite - KFe3(S04)2(0H)6 
Yellm1, earthy jarosite was noted by the writer· in one mine.· 
the West Side mine, and identified by x-ray analysis. as eho~~ in 
Table VI. It occurs in cavities in jasperoid and probably is ~ 
oxidation product of iron sulfides. 
Plumbojarosite • PbFe6(S04)~(0H)l2 
~ansomel47 noted plumbojarosite in a single spec~en from the 
tarr mine. It formed an earthy, brownish coating on galena. 
Alumiuite • Al2(S04)(0H)4.7H20 
Wheelerl48 was the only investigator to record the occurrence 
of £luminite in the Tri-State district. He found it as a white 
incrustation on limestone at Joplin .• 
Copiapite • (Fe,Mg)F84(S04)6(0H)z.20H20 
Copiapite was noted by Rogersl49 as a yellow, crystalline, bctry-
oidal or stalactitic incrustations on pyrite at Galena and at Cave 
Springs. He also noted that this yellow coating fonned on melanterite 
upon exposure to air. 
Caledonite - Cu2Pbs(S04)3(C03)(0H)6 
Rogers150 noted very small quantities of c4ledonite as a gre~n 
147r..s.neome, .£l?.• .£.!!•, p. 803. 
14BH. A. t-:heeler, ":Recent Additions to the Mineralogy of l!issouri", 
Trans. St. Louis Acad. Sci., vol. 7, p. 129, 1895. 
- ---
149Austin F. Rogers, pt. III in Erasmus Haworth, 11Special Report 
on Lead and Zinc", Kansas ~2!· Survey Rept., vol. VIII, p .. 502, 1904. 
150Rogers, ~ cit., p. 500. 
TABLE VI 
X•RAY DIFFRACTION DATA FOR JAROSITE 
(I = relative intensity of diffraction line) 
(d = interplanar spacings in Angstron units) 
.Jarosite J&rosite 
A.S. T .M. Inde:K Card 
l'o· 10-443 Webber mine 
Meadow Valley mine 
Pio~1e, Nevada Treece, Kansas 
).. = 1 .. 5418A0 ~= 1.5405AO 
1 d I 
30 5, t?'-t- 4 
20 5.74 4 
40 5.,09 5 
10 3.65 2 
60 3.11 9 
100 3.08 10 
10 2~97 2 
20 2.870 2 
. 30 2.547 3 
50 2.292 7 
50 1.978 8 
20 1.941 1 
10 1.913 . . . . . 
50 1.823 6 
"several weak lines" 2 
30 1.539 3 
30 1.512 2 






















crystalline coating on partly altered galen~ at the Big Coon mine 
where it was aseociated with linarite, aurich&lcite and cerussite. 
rnis is the only mine in the district from which caledonite has 
been reported. 
Arsena.tes: 
Picropharn1acolite - (Ca.!~)3(As04)2.6HzO {?) 
Picropharmacolite was reported from Joplin by Genth,l5~ who 
determined the mineral chemically. It occurred in radiating silky 
fibers ~hich formed botryoidal incrustations, 2 to 15 mm. thick, 
on dolomite. Genth is the only inve£tigator to have reported this 
~ineral from the district. 
Mimetite - Pb5{A&04,P04)3Cl 
According to Wheelerl52 W. P. Jenny noted the occurrence of 
mimetite as a thin crystalline coating on galena near Seneca. 
This is the only recorded occurrence of this mineral in the district. 
Phosphates: 
loiheeler153 also credited Dr. Gustavus liambach with the discovery 
l51F. A. Genth, "Contributions to Mineralogy", f'E1· ~· ..§.£!., 
· 3C series, vol. 40, p. 127, 1890~ 
152wheeler • .£1!• ill·, p. 127. 
153wheeler1 .££• ill·• p. 128. 
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of vivianita occurring es a blue, earthy powder at Joplin~ Ynis 
is the only recorded occurrence of this mineral in the district. 
Pyromorphite is a rere but well known mineral in the district. 
It occurs generally as small, greenish hexagonal prisms and finely 
crystalline, often eu~el-like coatings on galena, cerussite, calcite, 
and other mineral~. Rogersl54 reported botryoidel and stal£ctitic 
pyromorphite, and pyromorphite pseudomorphous after galena. from 
Joplin and Granby. 
Wa.vellite - Al3(0U)3(P04)2 .51120 
Wavellite in small, white radiating crystals were observed by 
Broadhead in Jasper County according to Wheeler.l55 This is the 
only recorded occurrence of this mineral in the district. 
Silicates: 
Hem~orphite generally occurs as colorless, white or yellowish 
crystals or botryoidal coatings on sphalerite, calcite and other 
minerals. Hemimorphite was the most common oxidized zinc mineral 
in the fields of the eaEteru part of the district, but only museum 
specimens were s.vailcble to the v;rriter. Excellent pseudomorphs of 
154Rcgers, .£1!• cit_., p. 498; Austin F. Rogers, '!Notes on So-:ne 
Pseudomorphs, Petrifica:.io~s end Alterations", !dE· Philo.~· !:E.££. 
49, p. 19, 1910. 
15~wheeler, ~· cit., p. 129. 
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hemimorphite and smithsouite after calcite are in the Missouri 
School of Mines museum collection. These already have been des• 
cribed with emithsonite. 
Polished surfaces of eonte hemimorphii:e specimens exhibit un-
replaced areas of sphalerite transected by abundant veins of 
hemtmorphite and smithsonite, es sho~~ in Figure 70, page 128. 
A!lophane ~ AlzSi05 .nH2o 
Light greenish-blue allophane was observed by Rogersl.56 at 
the Irene mine, Empire, Kansas. He also observed thin incrustat-
ions of a hydrous aluminum silicate, which he believed to be allo· 
phane, at the Big Coon mine, Galena, Xanses. 
Chryeocolla in thin bluish .. green &e81llS with other copper 
minerals was noted by R.ogersl57 at the Big Coon mine, Galene. 
This is the only mine in the district from which chrysoeolla has 
been reported. 
l:aolinite - Al4(Si40toHOH)s 
Tarr and ~eller15S by x-ray analysis identified kaolinite 
156Austin F. Rogers, pt. III in Erasmus Ha~.rorth, "Special 
Report on Lead and Zinc", Ke.nsas .Q!£1. Survey Rept., vol. VIII, p. 
497. 1904. 
157Rogers, ~· 
15Sw. A. Tarr and w. D. Keller, "Some Occurrence of Kaolinite 
Deposited from Solution"• !f!s!· Mineralogist, vol. 22, p. 933, 1937. 
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associated *~th sphalerite, galena, quartz and calcite in fractures 
in Penn6ylvanian shale and in cavities end also as replacement of 
coan•ely crystalline calcite: at Oronogo. They believed the 
kaolinite to have been deposited from solution~ 
Glauconite - Kz(Mg,Fe)2Al6(Si4010)3(0R)l2 
Glauconite occurs ~s s~all, Gnrk green granules and S8 lighter 
green irregular shaped grains iu jasperoid &r1d gray dolomite, 
particularly in J and K beds. It is often concentrated in certain. 
bands in jasperoid, especially in the dolomitic bands. Lees com-
monly glauconite occurs in chert. 
The ~~iter partially separated the glauconite from dolomite 
and jasperoid quartz by means of a Franz isodyn~ic separator 
e.nd then c01npleted the sepuation by hand picking ln order to 
~btain a cleen sample for petrographic examination end x-ray 
analysis. Under highmagnification the glauconite granules were 
seen to be ~icrocrystalline aggregates of crystals less than 0.003 
mm. loug. The individual crystals were too small to yield an 
interference figure, but occasionally elongated crystals exhibit 
very small e:xtinction angles. The indieies of the glauconite were 
deteDmined to be between 1.58 and 1.60. 
The identity of this glsuconite was confirmed by comparing its 
x-ray diffractograms with those published hy BurstlS9 as shown 
159J. F. Burst, uMinerel Heterogeneity in 'Glauconite' Pellets", 
~· Mineralo~ist, vol •. 43. pp. 486-487, 1958. 
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iu Figures 68 ane 69. The diffractogrems of the Tri-State 
glauconite clo£ely resemble these of the disordered gl~uccnite 
studied by Burst. The hasal diffraction pe~ks at 10 A, 5 A and 3.3 
0 
t-... a-r,e f.ubdued, af:ymmetric and eKhib:~.t broed bases. 
Under the stereoscopic and ultropac microscopes the Joplin 
glauconite is seen to be of ~10 t)~es: a dark green ovoid to 
t::ubsr.herict::l varie-ty and t.. 1 ight greer:. irregularly shapeC: v~ariety. 
Occasionally dark green granules were seen to be enclosed within 
sphalerite crystals and other sulfides. 
In thin sections the granules usually appear elliptical to 
round in shepe, as illustrated by the darker glauconite in Figure 
71, page 128. The granules vary in diameter from 0.014 mm. to 0.266 
rom.; but most of the measurements were between 0.056 mm, and 0.144 
mm. Some broken fragments of glauconite occur in most thin sections 
cont~ining the mineral~ and ar.e illustrated in Figure il, page 128. 
~ermally glauconite constitutes less than two per cent of the 
rock, rarely does it reach twenty per cent, but the per cent of 
glauconite v~ries from band to band in banded jasperoid. Dolomitic 
bands frequently contain more glauconite than non-dolomitic bands, 
and some of these bands are also sphslerite•rich. Dolomite seems 
to have e:Kcluded the glauconite granules frcm its boundaries during 
its crystallization, for glauconite tends to be concentr~teci at 
the boundary of Gome of the lerger dolomite crystals. 
Only rv.rely are glauconite grc.nules in direct contact \\Tith 
dolomite crystals. \>Jhen they are, they exhibit the.ir rounde.d out• 
0 
·~"', ,t .' 
'\./ 
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Figure 68. X-Ray diffractograms of well-ordered glauconites (left) 
and disordered glauconites (right). (From Burst, 1958). 
127. 
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Figure 69. X-Ray diffractogram of Tri-State glauconite. 
128. 
Figure 70. Smithsonit~ (dark gray, ~i~h relief) and hemimorphite 
(dark gray, lo\>7 relief) :replacing iphalerite (light gray). _ Granby. 
lOOX. 
Figure 71. Glauconite gramles e.nd ha~pents (durk t,rc_y) 
in ja.speroid. K bed~ Nt:'tta \.7l,ite oinc. Ordinary H.ght. lOOX. 
lines against the dolarr,ite. Only very Tarely are glauconite 
granules included within dolomite crystnls. 
Rarely glauconite occurs in chert. In some thin sections, 
glauconite is seen to be somewhat concentrated in jasperoid along 
the edges of chert'breccia fragments, but in other sections no 
such concentration is observed. Thin sections of chert breccia 
cement:e" by ~leucordtic jae:peroid or g:rc:y dclomite generally she;; 
the chert to contein much lesG glauconite tha~ the £urrounding 
jnsperoid or dolomite. 
A few scattered glauconite granules were observed-in thin 
sections of l~estones. }~ occasional granule of glauconite may 




The first importsnt discussion of mineral par&genesis in the 
Tri-State district '\'C!C tb~t of Scb.n:idt and Leor~hard, 160 in 1871+. 
They contidcred five periods of mineral development in this area; 
1) deposition of limestone and chert; 2) dolomiti~ation, fracturing, 
and principal int~oductim:l of sulfide ore minere.ls; 3) solution of 
limestone and further deposition of sulfides; 4) deposition of cclcite 
and jasperoid s.nd continued deposition of sulfides; 5) oxidflticn of 
sulfides. When Schmidt and Leonhard studied these ores, mining hs.d 
not begutl at Galena, Kansas or at Picher. Oklahoma; therefore their 
work was confined to the Missouri portion of the Tri-Stete district. 
According to these investigators galena was deposited before sphalerite. 
Je~~y,l6l whose investigations of 1893 predate the ~iscov~ry 
of the Picher field, was one of the few geologist£ \<1ho believed that 
all the ore minerals were deposited in a single sequence and that some 
of the minerAls of this sequence were primary and others secondary. 
JerLny believed the paragenetic sequence of the primary minerals to be: 
dolomite, sphalerite, galena, pyrite, jaEperC'!d e.r:d quaTtz cryst~ls. 
160Adolf Schmidt and .Alexander Leonhard, ''The Lead and Zinc 
Regions of Southwest Missour111 , ~· .9!£.!• Survey Re_pt. !.£! l!I!.!::., pp. 
412-414, lo74. 
16lwe.lte.r :P. Jenny, uTbe Lead and Zinc-Deposits of the Missis• 
sippi Valley'', k!• ~· Min. ~· Eng. Trans., vol. 22, PP• 199-200, 
1893. 
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He is the only investigator to consider the disseminated 
~>ulfides to be older thim the jasperoid. He recognized the sequence 
of deposition of the secondary minerals to be variabl~ and repetitious. 
The general order of cryst&llization de~uced by Jenny was: pink 
dolomite, sphalerite, galena, pyrite, chalcopyrite, calcite, barite, 
and oxidized ores. 
Winslow and Robertson162 whose investigations of 1894 were 
confined to the Missouri portion of the Tri-State distri~t, stated 
that the mineral paragenesis was not invariable, but that, in general, 
it was: dolOJUite, Ephalerite, galena, barite, calcite, and pyrite. 
Their paragenetic sequence differs from that of Jenny in reversing 
the positions of calcite and barite and by placing pyrite after these 
minerals. 
&ogers,l63 who collected specimens in ti•e Galena, ~anF-as field, 
like Jenny recogniEed that the order of mineral depoeition was variable, 
but that it usually was: dolomite, galena, sphalerite, chalcopyrite, 
marcasite, pyrite, calcite and barite. however he noted th£t some 
dolomite was formed even after some of the galena was corroded. Rogers 
considered the galena to be of ~o generations: the one deposited 
immediately after the early dol~ite, and other, consisting of small 
octahedrons and cube-octahedrons, deposited on sphalerite. Rogers' 
sequence diffet·s from that of Jenny, and that of W:lnslow ancl Robez tf>on 
162Arthur Winslow and James D. Robertson, "Lee:d an.d Zinc 
Deposits'' i !:!£• ~· Survey ~,et., vol. 7, pp. 448-460, 1894. 
163Austin 1!. Rogers, pt. III in Brasmus Haworth, ''Special Report 
on Lead and Zinc", Knnsas ~· Survex Reet., vol. VIli, pp. 503-504, 1904. 
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in believing that most of the sphalerite was deposited after galena. 
Like Jenny, he concluded that barite crystallized after calcite and that 
both were preceded by pyrite. 
Buckley and Buehler,l64 in their study of the Granby erea, noted 
evidence for repetitive deposition of certain minerals. They stated 
that the sphalerite disseminated in dolomite constituted a eecond 
teneration and formed later than the sphalerite disseminated in 
jasperoid; that hemimorphite formed both before pink dolomite and after 
pink dolomite; that son1e galena was disseminated in and contempors.neous 
with both gray dolomite and pink dolomite, and that very little galeua 
had been deposited upon sphalerite. 
Smith and Siebenthal165 in their 1907 study of the Tri-State 
district, exclusive of the Picher field, found the order of mineral 
deposition in the cavities to be usually the same throughuut the 
. district: dolomite, chalcopyrite~ gelena, sphalerite, galena, 
chalcopyrite, marcasite, pyrite, calcite, barite and marcasite. Some 
deviations from this order were noted which they believed ~£re caused 
by locel occurrences of repetitive deposition of some minerals. 
They noted that sphalerite and galena were deposited on chal-
eopyrite west of Joplin, that ch£1copyrite did not occur within either 
sphaletite or galena, and that chalcopyrite -was not deposited en galena, 
According to these geologists, galena usually formed before F.ph~lerite, 
164E. R. Buckley e.nd H. A. Buehler, "The Geolcgy of the Granby 
Area", !!£.• £!21• Sun··ey _!tept., vel. IV» 2d series, pp. 42-56, 1905. 
165w. s. Tangier Smith and c. E. Siebenthal, Description of the 
Joplin District in Geologic Atlas of the United State~, ~· !• ~· 
Eurvey folio 148, p. 13, 1907. 
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but in some places it formed after sphalerite. At Empire, Kansas they 
noted small sphalerite crystals in hemimorphite and associated with 
~mithsonite and concluded that these crystals were either contemporaneous 
or later than the hemU«orphite and smithsonite. 
Mercasite was noted in the surface layer of one calcite spec~en 1 
and botrycidal marcasite was observed on some calcite crystals. It was 
their opinion that iron sulfide did not form before sphalerite and 
galena. 
Unlike earlier investigators, Smith end Siebenthal recognized 
t~o generations of sphalerite. galena, chalcopyrite e.nd marcesite. 
They also believed that disseminated ephalerite, dolomite and jasperoid 
formed at about the s~e time. 
Sniderl66 reported the sequence in Picher field to be: galena, 
t:phalerite and pyrite, but while this sequenee ~as clear in sou;.e 
places, in other places there was no apparent orde4 of the deposition. 
Snider's pertial sequence differs from th~t of Jenny, and agrees with 
the.t of Rogers. in placing sphalerite nfter galena. 
In 1915,Siebenthall67 described the deposition of gelena, 
sphalerite and calcite on nails in the Joplin district sh0'\·1ing that 
these minerals were de.poeited in very recent tirne e.fter the mines had 
been cpened. 
166L .. c. Snide.r • "Prelimir.ary Report on the Lead e.n<l Zinc of 
Oklahoma", Okla. Geol. Survex ~· 9, p. 71, 1912. 
167c. E. Siebenthal, "Origin of tl:e Zinc s.nd Lead Deposits of the 
Joplin Region - Missouri, Ksnsas, end Oklahoma11 , .!!• .§.. ~· Survey !::!.!.!• 
606, PP• 254-255, 1915. 
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Naething,168 from a study of thin sections of ore specimens 
frore the Picher field concluded that the order of deposition o.f 
primary minerals was; dolomite, chalcopyrite, galena, sphalerite, 
galena, chalcopyrite, marcasite, ryrite, calcite, barite and marcasite, 
a £equence exactly the san-ce as that of Smith and Siebenthal. 169 
Fowler and Lydenl70 restudied the paragenesis of the Tri-State 
ores, particularly in the Pic.:her field, and graphically indicated the 
following sequence of mineral depoGition: limestone, dol~ite and 
chert, jasperoid, galena and sphalerite, dolomite, calcite, quartz 
crystals, marcasite, pyrite and chalcopyrite, sphalerite. They in-
dicated a partial contemporaneity for minerals acijac.ent to one 
another in the sequence. They noted that some jasperoid was deposited 
\'11th sphalerite and g'alena •. They differed from Wi.nelow, E.ogers, and 
Snider, in observing tha.t the galene was almost e.lways deposited on 
the sphalerite. They were the first to note thet the quartz crystc.~ls, 
abundant near Bal~ter Springs, were deposited after calcite. They 
believed that the most recently formed, small,red sphalerite crystals 
resulted from solution and redeposition of. the earlier sphalerite 
168Foster S. Naething, "Ores of the Joplin Region'' (discus cion), 
Eng. ~ini~ ~·• vol. 123, no. 14, p •. 575, 1927. 
169smith and Siebenthal, .2£• cit., P• 13. 
l70George 11. Fowl~r and Joseph F. Lyden, "The Ore Deposits of 
the 'tri-Sts.te District", J!!• ~· !f!R· ~· Eng. Trans., vol. 102, 
pp. 234-235, 1932. 
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which they noted often is etched. They were the first to point out 
the late sphalerite and chalcopyrite deposited after calcite, and the 
first to sh0\·7 that galena was deposited contemporaneously with sphalcr-
ite, during the main period of deposition. 
Although Weidman,171 whose investigations also were conducted 
principally in the Picher field, did not discu&s the parar,enesis cf the 
or(',s, he. did not:e tL..:.t gc:.leu.:->. ic llo'io.'ed sphalerite, that arc.gonite '\Vas 
dep~tdted on sphalerite e.l1.d calcite and alternated in deposition w·ith 
celcite ~nd ore minerals, and that marcasite was deposited on aragonite. 
He was the first to recogni~e the presence of e.ragonite in the mines. 
Tarrl72 discussed the par•genesis of the Tri-State ores £fter 
e brief visit to the Picher field in 1932. He expressed the opinion 
that the sulfides were, in part, contemporaneous with the jasperoid, 
and tbat the period of crys:talli.&ation of galem~. overl~pped and followed 
thl!t of sphalerite. He cot:£idered the chert to be contemporaneous "'::.th 
the limestone in which it occurs. 
Fo":ler, Lyden, Gregory and Agarl73 differed with Tarr in be-
lieving the chert was of epigenetic origin fmd thu6 they placed it 
17lsamuel \i::eidmcm, 'Tbe l!ic..--ui-Picher Zinc-Le.ad Dh:trict, Okls.hornaH, 
.Q!i!£. _Geoi. Survey Bull. 56, P• 53-68, 1932. 
172w. tH·Tarr, 11 TI1.e ~1ismi-Picher Zinc-Le6.d DiGtrict'!, ~· 
Geolq;y~ vol. 28, p. 4-76; 1933. 
172Georgc H. Foto:rler, et c.l., "Chertifice.tion in the Tri-State 
Mining IJistrict11 t !§E_ • ..!!:!..§£• 1-~in:-Met. Eng. Trans., vol. 11.>, PP• 106 ... 
163, 1935. 
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a.fter limestone in the par~:genetic sequence. Their conclusicn wr.s 
based on Fowler and LyclE;u's rnegsscopic -ctucly of the n.iuerals in 
the mines, Gregory's ch~ical 2-nalyses, and Agar's pet:ographic 
investigations. Among the crguments ¥hich they p~t forth in favor of. 
an epigenetic origin wore: 1) the association of chert with a.rees of 
structural dicturbQll.ce, 2) gradations from chert to limestone, 3) ce-
mEmtaticu of chert breccias by l~ter chert;:~ ancl 4) the greater abundcutce 
'f che~t v:~thin the ore C.i£trict than outside the district. 
Riclge174 studied Gpecimens collected by Ba~tiu, Svatik and 
hir.!£elf in the Picher field and· tholH~ in the Joplin 11iner~l mus£oam. 
From these megascopic and mineralographic studies &idge, in contr~st 
to FovJler and Lyden, concluded: that the sulfides di&Geminated in 
j<lEperoid fan:r..ed later than the jasperoid and partially· replaced it, 
that sphalerite usually wes deposited after galena, £nd that pyrite 
ar.C. er~~rr;ite formed with c4'!lcite ar~d after calcite during, a seccnd 
period of ~r.ineralization "t-rhich \-;as sepat·ated from the main perj.od 
ofmineralization by fracturing. 
Sestinl75 rer.tudied lUclge'n specimens from the Piche::; field 
and found a large measure of simih;:rity in all of the specimens. He 
agreed l-dth Rid1::e176 that tl.e sulfides, galen'-, sphalerite, chalco-
17~John Ridge, H'!'hc Genesis cf the Tri-State Zi::1c end Lec::d 
Ores", ~· .~oloz_x. vol. 31 1 PP• 298-303. 19:-iG. 
175Edson s. Bastin snd John D. Ridge, in HContributions to a 
Kno~·:rl~dge of tho.· Leed and Z:Luc Depos:i.ts of the Hiseissippi Valley Rcgict111 , 
eciii:cd by Edt.}on s. testin, Geol. £2..C:.• Ali1erica Spec. Pi:!pnr 2.~·, PP• 105-
llO, 1939. 
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pyrite and lllB.rcasite '4<iere depos5_ted together, but he did not indic~te 
that th~ perioc;i of deposition fer dl four sulfides eneed et the same 
tL~e. Re also agreed with Ridge that the sulfides had replaced jsoper-
oid and dolomite. 
More recently Ste-v:art, 177 as a result of his experience in the 
1rd.nes of the district} e~cpressed the opinion that: 
TI~e paragenetic orrler of mineral cepor:ition sho~.;os COil• 
t:.i~e.:ELbl£ \·l..:-i..c:tion~ not on1.y hct\.'Een the tieve.rcs:-1 diF·· 
tricts, b·1.1t within the individual dietricts themselves. 
Cyclic or recurrent sequences of ~ineralization furtiter 
complicate detailed studies of paragenesis. 
Lyden,l78 on the basis of further megascopic studies~ revised 
the earlier paragenetic sequence of Fowler and Lydenl79 to bring out his 
belief in a greater an~cunt of simultaneous eud overls.pping deposition. 
&e considered gr~y dol~ite, jaspercid, sphalerite, and galena to be 
deposited cont~poraneously and noted that this interpret&tion disabreed 
'-
7 ith those of Bastin~l80 and Ridge.181 .Among the criteria cited to 
support his belief, was the occurrence of sphalerite in limestone only 
where the sphalerite is accompanied by jaspe~oid. He elsa believed 
th~t chalcopyrite, marcasite, and pyrite were deposited es~entially 
contemporaneouGly with ee.ch other, but he also sho"?ed that the dep--
osition of these sulfides also overlapped that of the above mentioned 
minerals. 
177Ds.n R. Stewart~ "Sor:.1e New Concepts R.egs.rding the Age, !real 
Distribution, end Mineral Assemblages of the ore Producing Districts in 
t:he Central Ststes kegiod' l (Mimeographed), p. 38, 1948. 
17SJoseph P. Lyden, ".&pects of Structure aud Minersliza.tion Used 
es Guides in the Devel.opmer.t of the Pich~r Field", ~· ~· !.!B!· ~· 
EM~· .IrH,s .• , vol. 187, pp. 1258-1259, 1950. 
l79Fowler and Lyden, .!.££. ill• 
l80nastin, loc. cit. 
--
181aidge, .!.2£• cit. 
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clt. 
l(U..ucws:rd T. Eva.::u;:, Jr. an.d Edii:'ir~ 'f, Mei:night; .. t.fe'"~ \J.urt~:ite 
Polytyp(::~ fJ:oru Jopli~, Hbso~ri", £:E.:. Mint:r.a.lou;!.s~~ vol. 44, P?• 12lo-
l2Hl, l~ y.,; .. 
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REASOl~S FOR Pl.iU.GENETIC STU"DY 
From the preceding review of the literature, the confused state 
of the peragenesis of the minerals of the Tri-State district is app&rent. 
Jenny, and Winslm~ and Robertson held that sphalerite formed before 
galena. Rogers, Smith and Siebenthal, and Snider found galena to be 
formed before sphalerite.. Fo'\<Jler and Lyden, Ricige, and Lyden believed 
the b•c· n:int:re.le tc he contempcni.r!E:OUE. Sm.ith sr1C:. Siebentha:i.. F'ov·lex 
and Lyden, and Lyden believed that the sulfides were formed eontem .. 
poraneously with jasperoid and dolomite, but Ridge, and Bastin &tated 
that the sulfides replace the jaeperoid and dolomite. Winslow and 
Robertson indicated that jasperoid formed after sphalerite, galena, 
and dolomite. Jenny concluded that dolomite formed before sphelerite 
and galena, while jasperoid formed after these minerals. Buckley 
and Buehle~ believed the sphalerite disseminated in dclomits to be 
later than the sphalerite dieseminated in jasperoid. Ridge was the 
first to include the early quartz druse in the p&ragenetic sequence. 
Marcasite. chalcopyrite and sphalerite deposited in and on late calcite 
were not :recognized _in the earlier studies of Jenny, and Winslow ar;d 
Aohertson. The recurrence of certain minerals has not been given due 
consideration. 
The principal reesons for the variations in interpretation of 
the par agenetic, se(!uence &re: 
1) Vari<ltion in techniques of study. Some \-mrker.s, like 
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Fo~ller and Lydenl85 and Lyden) 186 based their conclusion 
on megliscopic observations alone, ";ohile others, like Ridgel87 
and Bastin, 188 have relied mostly upon microscopic investi~ 
gations. 
2) Concentration upon one particular field· uithin the Tri• 
State district. Buckley and Buehler•sl89 observations were 
confined to the Grm1by aren; ·Rogers190 collected most of his 
specimens ne&r Galen~ unsas; and Ridge191 studied specimens 
obtained principally from the Picher fielci. Bastinl92 simply 
restudied Ridge's specimens. Fowler and Lyden•s193 and Lyden•sl94 
observations were confined largely to the Picher field. 
3) Different interpretations of the textural relationships 
between minerals. Fowler and Lyden195 and Lyden196 interpreted 
l8.5rowler and Lyden, .1:.2£• ill• 
l86tyden, loc. cit. 
187R16ge, loc. cit. 
1~8Bastin, 1££. cit. 
1B9Buckley and Buehler, 12£·....£!.!· 
190.Austin F. Rogers, pt. III in Erasmus .Haworth, 11Special Report 
Lead and Zinc" • Kansas ~· Survey £ept., vol. VIII~ PP• 447-53G, 1904. 
l93Frn-Jler and Lyden, loc. cit. 
194Lyden, 1££. cit. 
l95Fowler and Lyden, ~· .£!!• 
196Lyden, loc. cit.· 
--
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sphalerite &nd galena di~semineted in ja~pcroid acd Gol~ite 
as inclicative of contempcrc.ueo~£ C.epositicn 1 \.ihercus Ridge197 
Qnd Bastinl98 interpreted the same texrJre as one of replacement. 
The present study of paragenesis has sought to resolve the 
B.bove interpYetations by co-...J.bining exte.nsive field v:ork v:ith both 
extensive aP.d intensive micrc•scopic ir.vestigation. Many speci.l::.ens 
from meny partE of the Tri-State district w;ere collected and e~~ined 
by mineralographic, stereoscopic and petrographic techniques. 
197Ridge, 12£• ill• 
198Bastin, ]&£. ill· 
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DISCUSSION OF P~El~ESIS 
Although some geographic and stratigraphic variations in the 
paragenetic sequence of the minerals of the Tri-State district have 
been noted, a general sequence seems to be basic to the whole area. 
The variations appeer to be caused by: 1) the omission of portions 
of the mineral sequence, 2) the recurrence of eertein minerals, and 
3) the reversal of the seouence of certain minerels. 
. . 
This study has shown that the paragenesis may be discussed 
best by dividing the minerals into three groups: I) Bedded snd 
Disseminated Minerals, II) Vug-filling lUnerals, and III) Secondary 
Minerals. 
Host Reck: 
l'he host rock occupies the first position in the pa.rageuetic 
seque.-1ce (Figure 72). The host rocks usually are limestones, ho\.Jever, 
locally shales and sandstones contain sulfides of ~conomic ~portance. 
The limestone~ were deposited in wa~, shallow, widespread Mississippian 
. seas, favorable for the grol<7th of orgmisms, especially crinoicl.s, 
· bryozoa and brachiopods~ Following the deposition of the limestone, 
the area was uplifte.ci. aud subjected to a lcng period of exosion, during 
which a karst topography developed upon the limestone surface. 
This surfsce was then covered by a shallow se.s in \Jhich 
··-----. ...,..__ . --· 
Pennsylvanian shales were deposited en top of the eroded limesto"ll:es----·····-- ·· 
in a near shore environment. Subsequent uplift fe:llo"~<~ed or ticcompanied 
by solution of the limestone pennitted slumping of the shale into 
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solution-uade openings in the lLue~tone. 
I. Bedded and Disseminated Minerals: 
The origin and paragenesis of the chert, jasperoid and dolomite 
of the bedded deposits in which sphalerite, galena, marcasite and 
pyrite are disseminsted have been the subjects of controversy. 
Chert 
The origin artd time of deposition of chert in the lHssissippian 
limestone o£ the tri-Btate district especially has been subject to ar• 
gut!lent. Hovey, 199 IIa\-Jorth, 200 s cl-.rniclt and Leonhard, 201 Sm.ith202 cmd 
'l'arr203 held that the chert was syngenetic with the limestones. Buckley 
aud Buehler20l} believed that part of the chert was fonaed as an ori-
gin;;:l deposit \-:ith the limestone, b1.1t that part of the chert wa.s con• 
l99&clmuud Otis llovey, 10A Study of the Cherts of Mis.souri1', 
Appendix A of "Lead and Zinc Deposits11 by Arthur Winslow and James D. 
Robertson, £f£. Geol. Surve:r:, Rept., vol. VII, p. 7 33, 1894. 
200Erasmus Ha~orth, "~pecial Report on Lead and Zinc1', Kam:e.s 
Q!£!. Survey Rept., vol. VIII, part I, p. 88, 1904. 
. 201Adolf Schmidt and Alex£nder Leonhard, uThe Lead &.."'1d Zinc 
Regions of Southwest Mbsouril;, 11£ • .Q£.21. Survey R.ept. for 1874·, p. 
412, 1874. 
202w. s. Tangier Smith, in di£cu~sion of 1'Chertifica.tion in 
the Tri-State (Oklahorna-l(ansae-M1$&ouri) Mining Dis trice', by Georee 
M. Fowler, 1U; al., Am. ~· Min. ~· Eng • ..T.!:!t~-. vol. 115, p. 156 t 
1935. 
203~·J. A. Tarr, "The Miami•Picher Zinc-Lel:.d Dis trice'', ~· 
~eology, vol. 28, pp. 463-479, 1933. 
204E. R. Buckley and H. A. Buehler, l:Tha Geology of the Granby 
A:r:ea'', ~· ~· Surv~ Rept., vol. IV, 2d series, p. 40, 1~05. 
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tributed later by silica carried in ground waters. D•ke205 held 
that aoet of the cherts bad fomed as a. product of weathering. 
Weictman,206 Ba&tin,207 Giles,208 Fowler, L,Gen, Gregory and Agsr,209 
and i.idge210 conaidered the chert to k an epigenetic replac.aent 
of ltmestone tluring the early phues of ore cl~ition ·from hydro• 
themal solutions. Folk and w-....r211 on the Dais of studies aided 
hy the elec.tfon 11lict'0&4:0pe, au.a&ested that the ad.croc.rystalline 
quartz portions of the ehert were eue to \:he repl&c*llent of aolicl 
limes tone or uaooo.aoliciated lime oot:e hy silica and that the ehal-
eedonic 4partz portions of the chert bad foraed by crysbllli&ation of 
silica in 'Water-filled cavities au! that •011e of the water was trapped 
in tbe dlal~y. 
105c. L. Dak.e, in (!i~cucsion of "The Ore Deposits of the Tri~ 
State District (Miasoud.-J;ausas-Oklahoaua)", by Ceorge M. Fowler and 
.Joseph P. Lyeu, ~. lnet. Min. Met. ~· Ir"'!~·, vol. 102, p. 242, 
1932. 
. 206s-.ael ~ei.dawm, "The Mi.E.-Picher z:tae-x..ad District, 
Oklahoma'', R!!!· ~· Survey .!!:!!.!• 56. pp. 117·118, 1932. 
%071cl.aon S. BMtin, ''&elatiOilS of Cherts to 'Stylolites at 
Carthage, Mis•ouri", ~· Geolo,Q", vel. 41. pp. 371·381,1933. 
208Albert W. Giles, "Boone Cbertu, i!g! • .§g£. /aerice_ ~·, 
•ol. 46, pp. 1815-1&78, 1935. 
209George M. Fowler, et al., ''Chertifieation in the Tri•Sts.te 
Mining Di~triet", ~· .l!!!S· ~· !!!!• Eng. Trarr.s., vol. 115, pp. 106-
163, 1935. 
210John Ridge, nThe Genesis of the Tri•State Zinc end Lead 
Ores", ~· Geola~y, vel. 31, pp. 2S'8-313, 1936. 
21laobert L. Folk and Charles Bdwud Wu.ver, ''1. Study of the 
Texture and Camposition of Chert", As· ~· §.s!., vol. 250, pp. 506-
509 t 1952. 
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The present writer believes that most of the chert is formed 
.as a priatary 8ediment on the sea bottom. 'this is iudicated by the 
occasional occurrence of subangular to subrounded reworked fragments 
of chert which occur within the limestone and fire ci~stributed .. along bed-
ding planes to fonn intraformational chert conglCialerates in some places. 
The horicontal beddecl and nodular nature of the chet't, the wide geo-
graphical distribution, the relative scarcity of chert in the pre-
Mississippian formations of the district, and the occurrence of chert 
pebbles in the overlying Carterville Fo~tion, support a primary 
origin for most of the chert. The presence of amino acids in the chert, 
detected by Barney, 212 indicates that the chert is not hyarothermal, 
since these acids are unstable Qt h~gh temperatures. 
The writer believes that the role of replacement by the chert 
has been overempb.asiud; that the aza.ount of replacement has been only 
of minor importance. The obseTVed replacement of carboaate fossils 
ac~lating on the sea floor, and the local replacement of lt.e-tone 
or lime mud adjacent to chert nodUles or lenses probably took place 
m&iply during di&genesis. Some ealcite•chert mixtures obaerved in 
thin sections can best be accounted for by contemporaneous oeposition 
of chert and limestone, rather than by replacement of l~stone by chert. 
212Bmmet c. Barney; "Petrology of the Chert in the Boone Group 
and its Stratigre.phic .Relation in the South\Test Ot:ark Area11 , unpub. 
Masters Thesis ~aneas Univ., 80 pp., 1959. 
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That two or more generations of chert are present is proved 
by the occurrence of chert fragmente cemented by later chert. That 
two or more generations of chert were formed prior to Chester time is 
proved by this writer's discovery in the Chesterian Mayes conglomerate 
of chert pebbles which consist of chert breccia fragments cemented by 
a later dsrker chert. 
Glauconite 
Glauconite appears to have formed earlier than gray dolomite 
and sulfides disseminated in jasperoid and in dolomite, as it generally 
shows its rounded outlines £gainst dolooite and disseminated sulfides. 
Glauconite granules may be observed within disseminated sphalerite in 
s~e specimens. Glauconite also formed earlier than jasperoid, since 
the glauconite granules generally exhibit their roanded outlines against 
the quartz crystals of the surrounding jasperoid. 
Glsuconite is tnuch more abundant in jasperoid e.nd gray doloruite 
than in chert. TI1is probably indicates that the environment of dep~ 
osition of chert was not eepecially favorable to the format:l.on of 
glauconite. 
Glauconite is a mineral which may yield infonnction as to ite 
environment of depocition.. From its present-day environment of 
depo&ition and from the interpret~tion of its occurrenc£ in solidified 
rocks, Cloud213 concluded that glauconite is a product of meriue dia• 
gene.d .. s and that its formation is favored by reducing conditions. and 
213preston E. Cloud, Jr., "Physical Limits of Glauconite Forma-
tion11, /!!!• Assoc. Etl• Q!2!• !!!!.!·, v~l. 39 • pp. 490-491, 1955. 
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by slow or negative sed~entation. The close proximity of igneous 
or metamorphic rocks and a relatively shsllm-1 environment of deposition, 
lacking influx from important rivers were also considered favorable 
to the formation of glauconite. Grtm214 considered the presence of 
organic matter essential to the formation of glauconite. Galliher215 
feet in Monterey Dayt California. The lighter color and fragmentation 
of so.r.e cf the glauconite in the Tri-State district probably indicates 
that part of the glauconite has suffered movement after its initial 
formation.216 
Thus the glauconite probably formed on the sea bottom along 
with limestone and chert, and has reached its present position, by 
solution of the limestone and transportation by the solutions which 
gave rise to the jasperoid. Tlterefore its position in the paraeenetic 
sequence accomparties that of ltmestone and chert and preceeds that of 
jasperoid, gray dolomite and sulfides. 
Jasperoid 
The nature and time of formation of jesperoid have been subjects 
214Ralph E. Grim, ttThe Depositional Envitonment of Red and 
Green Shales", ~· ~ed. f!:_tz. a vol. 21:~ p. 230, 1951. 
B 1"' ~-, 
215E. WayTte Galliher, "Glauconite Genesis 11 a ~· .£.£.£ • .i,merica 
vol. 46, p. 1353, 1935. 
216tiitchell A. Light, "Evidence of l~uthigenic ana Detr:i.tal 
Glai.lConite", Scienc:e, vol. 115, p. 74, 19-52. 
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of great controversy. The ~riter believes Lhat the j£Speroid 
originated from epigenetic meteoric silica-bearing solutions ~hich 
varied in nature throueh time and space. These variations includ~d 
aqueous silica solution, colloidel silice solution and cilics Eel 
or mueh. These solutions have both replaced f~vor~ble l~cstcne beds 
c.:.i:ld have filled open spaces providing cementation for chert, limectone 
e.n.d dolomite brecci£le. This conclusion is substa;:ttiated by: l} the 
banded ch~racter of the jasperoid. 2) ti1e high degree of contortion 
of some bands~ 3} the support which it lent to the chert breccias. 4} 
the well crystallized fo~ of dolo.Mite and sulfides diss~inated in 
the jasperoid, and .5) the occurrence of geopetal fabrics in jasperoid. 
The ~7iter further believes that the jasperoid is epigenetic. 
Evidence supporting this belief is: 1) the cementation of chert, 
l~stone ~a dol~ite breccias by jasperoid and the filling of 
fractilres in the chert sud in the limestone by jasperoid, 2) the 
sh~rp, nearly verLical contacts between limestone ane jasp~roid, 
3) the abundance of sulfideD in janperoid, in contrast to the almo&t 
batten nature of chert m1d limeetcne, 4) the greatly brecci.ute.ci ncture; 
of the chert, in eontrsst to the lesser brecciation of the jasp~roid, 
5) the areal and strutigraphic association of the j'lEpercid ''lith the 
ore deposits, and 6) the unfossiliferou~ n&ture of tl·c jesiJE'roid. lf 
the jasperoid "':ere syu.ge:!etic it '"'·ould see;:t like:ly thct it "'oul<i 
have fonued breccias si.milnr to those cf the chert!' that j~s.peroid 
brecc.itis ce:uer-Lted by chert wa.1ld occur, that ctert ~;o~.tld conte.in 
dissemincted sulfioes similar to tl:ose in th~ jafiperoid, en& that 
jasperoid would exhibit a 'Wider and more continuous geographical 
distribution similar to that of the chert and limestone. 
; • ..JV • 
That the jesperoid for~med after limestone is indicated by the 
fact that jasperoid fills fractures in limestcne, cero.ents blocks of 
limestone,and replaces limestone. These relationships are illustrated 
in Figures 6, 51, 52, 53, and 54 •.. ThEit jesperoid formed after chert 
is indicated by itti corrmon occurrence as fracture fillings in chert 
and as a matrix for chert breccias. 
These relationships are best r-hown in Figures 42, 43, 44, 47, 48. 
51, and 52. That jasperoid formed later than glauconite is proved by 
the cementation of broken fragments of gh.uconite by the jasperoid. 
The \>lt"iter believes that the jasperoid, the disseminated sulfides 
and gray dolomite were contemporaneous. vihile tiny quartz crystals' of 
the jacperoid are included by tl;e disseminated sulfides and by the gray 
dolomite, part of the jasperoidal qu2.rtz cements blocks of gray dolo-
mite, cuts bands of dolomite, ~•d forms a fine druse upon the surfaces 
of fractures which cut earlier jasperoid and disseminated sulfides. 
All of the jasperoid clid net fo~. at once but over e span of time. 
The recurrence of jasperoid sho;m by the occurrence of fragments of 
jt.speroid and jasperoid.al' dolomite cemented by later je!iperoid and 
j&speroidal dolomite. 
In e.unwary, the formation of jasperoid follov:s -::hat of the 
formation and brecciation of chert, lunestor.~, .and glauconite-. It was 
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aee~anied by the cryst~lliZ4tion of gr4y dolomite and disseoinated 
sulfides, but eome of the jaspe.roidnl quartz formed before theae 
mit:era.ln u.d ~:omc fom.ed after thet. 
Sphale.r:!.te~ galena, pyrite ~nd mD.rcnd tc !'.~only t:r.e C.h.eet:,-
inated tbrQU&h j&$peroid and ~ay dolamite. AcCOl'Cir~ to f~ler217 
tnaseive c:hs.lc::opyrit~ eom.&times occurs within jupetoid. Pyrite &leo 
c::w.monly occurs disse~ttinated throuih liuiestone sud chert. The . 
clit"sem!n:ated sulfid.etJ generally e:-:hlbit rcr.Igt:;.ly eubedral ~h~pes, but 
ur.~e~ high ~!fieations their bound&ries can be eEe~ to be quite 
irregular. ~azperoid quart~ crystals Eenerally can be seen to shaw 
tl&t'ir outlines a.gt.inst the. sulfide. srain bounes.ries cd euhedral 
q.uartz et-yt ta.ls occur ";-i thin a>oz:nG: sulfide sr&ins ~ 
Tne t~ of deposition of the sulfides di~s~inat•d in jaspe~oid 
4ttd grny dolocite ha.e been a controversial sG.bje:c:t. · Rastin and R.i<!t;e. 
bealie.ved that the sulfides hed repl4<.ced jupetoid and gray dolomite 
and ~ere emplaced eonten~oran~~~sly ~ith the &ulfides deposited tn 
vugs. Fo~ler .nd Ly4en believed th~t jaspGroid, ~ray 4ol~ite and 
the dhr;cmtnated sulfides ~'u:e depocite.d ecsenti.s.lly contempota.nenua ly .. 
'I''he ~-Titer holds that the diGSe.:tir:.ate:d sulfides cryctnllized. 
in e ja.L)peroid m£\-(J:iUJ.U l~hich ~~G C'cy'£ tl!.llidng at eseentially tte SU:e 
time ~ the culfi~cn to fore the j~s~eroid~ The earli~et fo~d 
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jasperoid quartz crystals were incl~ded in sphalerite which crystal-
lized ~ithin the jasperoid medium. This quartz also pre¥ented the 
sphalerite from forming smoo~ C:t)"~tal boundaries. The last part of 
tho j£-speroid to crystallize ~opm(:d a cement. This concept is supported 
by the following features: 1) ·the dissemination and banding of the 
sul£idil.s in jasperoid is suggestive of crystallization 'in a gel, 2) the 
i~t~~te textural relatio~ship between the dissswinated sulfides and the 
jasperoid indicates penecoutSiilporaneous crystallizad.on, 3). the. pellet 
shape of some of the pyrite and m&rcasite is suggestive of oolite forma• 
tion in a gel, 4} the occurrence of geopetal fabrics indicates that the 
silica medium was neither wholly fluid or cOmpletely rigid, and 5) 
certain previously proposed replac~ent teAturee are uateaable. 
Disseminated su~J;~des replacing jasperoid·, vould ~ot yield 
the following o~served relutionships. Within single band apec~us jas• 
peroid contains abuneant sphalerite while adjacent or interbanded 
dolomite contains little or no sphalerite.' One'would think that 
dolomite would be more readily rQplace~ble th&l quart2. Thin &actions 
of dolODlitic jasperoid reveal that 8phale.-ite occurs in the quartz 
portions, of the dolomite &reas rather than in tha dolomite itself. 
If the ephalerite replaced the dolomitic jasperoid~ then it has 
selectively replac~d jasperoid areas in preference to adjacent dolomite. 
This se~ unreasonable. 
Similar reasoning with renpect to chert lendo further Qupport 
to the above conclusion. Sphalerite coomonly occurs disseminated 
· ln jasperoid but rarely in chert. If the tphalerite had been euplaced 
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after solidification of both chert a11d jasperoid, it would have had to 
selectively replace jasperoid in preference to chert. This seems un~ 
reasonable and therefore .it is the writer~& opinion that the dissemin-
ated sulfides were not introduced by replac~£nt of j~peroid after it 
had eolidified. 
The parageuetic sequen.ce. of the sulfides dissemiuated in jasper-
aid is aomewhat variable, but in general it is: pyrite, marcasite, pyrite, 
s~halerite 1 galena. Marcasite generally crystalli£es after pyrite and 
frequently forms in small open spaees in massive pyrite and in broken 
bands of pyrite in jasperoid. It also exhibits considerable inter-
growth with the pyrite •. Crystallization of pyrite b~fore and after 
marcasite is illustrated in Figures 19 and 20, pages 55· and 57. · The 
sphalerite and galena diSsemJ.ru!ted in jasperoid frequently include 
amall grains of pyrite and marcasite and hence they have formed after 
the iron sulfides. Rarely small galena veins cut disseminated pyrite 
and marcasite. Various textural relationships have been observed 
between the dtss~inated $phalerite and galena. Each may exhibit 
its outline agaiust the other, but usually sph~lerite e.ho\:rs its 
rotund outline against galena. Inclusions of galena in sphalerite 
have been noted. Disseminated sphalerite and galene. formed at abcut 
the aame time; but ephale~ite usually preceded the galena. 
The paragenetic relationships between gray dolomite crystals 
and sulfide crystals disseminated in jasperoid have been observed. 
The disseminated sulfides generally exhibit euhedral boundaries · 
against 4olomite; and aome sulfide crystals are included within dolomite 
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crystals, but in places gray dolomite shows its rhombic outline against 
sphalerite. The writer interprets these textural relationships to 
indicate that the sulfides generally formed in the jasperoid aedium 
before gray dolomite, but occasionally sphalerite continued to be 
' - ' . . .· 
deposited after the gray dolomite had crystallized. 
The presence of glauconite in the j6Speroid is of unexpected 
interest. It is older ·than the jasperoid and.must have been derived 
from the host rock. Glauconite exhibits.its round to elliptical shape 
ag~inst gray dolomite and disseminated sulfides, and glauconite granules 
are included within these minerals. The aasoctatio~ of glauconite 
with marine sediments would suggest its derivation from the host rock 
· rather than being formed from the ore-fo'l"ming solution • 
. ' 
To summarize. the wr1 ter believes that the culfideG dissemin-
ated in jupe!oid fonned in a jasperoid medium, and crystallized 
at about the same time as the crystallization of that medium, although 
some jasperoid quartz formed before the dicseminated sulfides ar.d 
some crystallized afterward. The paragenetic relation of the sulfides 
disseminated in ja&peroid to each other is variable, _but the ,eneral 
sequence is: pyrite, .arcasite~ pyrite, sphalerite, and gelena. 
The formation of glauconite preceded the formation of disseminated 
lulfides and it aust have been derived from the host rock. The 
crystallization of gray dolomite usually followed the crystalli£ation 
of the disseminated sulfides but some ephalerite eontiDUed to crystal-
li£e after the gray dol~ite. Crystallization of the silica gel to 




Two types of gray dolomite occur in tke district~ oue a fine-
grained and the other coarse grained. The bedded aature, wide horizontal 
extent and the presence of fine-grained dolomite fracments embedded in 
jasperoid and in coarse-grained gray 4olomite, suggest that this fine-
grained dolomite is of di~ect sedfmantery or o£ diagenetic origin. This 
dolomite appears to be contemporaneous with the cherty ll.Jitestoues. 
The coarse-grained gray dolomite .often forms the matrix of 
ch~rt breccias and therefore is cle£rly later than the brecciation of the 
chert. 
The relationship of gray dolomite to jaape.r.oid is not constant. 
ln. the mines this dolomite may be seen cutting jasperoid and jaaperoid 
may be seen cutting dolomite, the latter relatio~hip being more fre• 
quent •. Most commonly dolomite is dissemiRated in or. interbanded with 
jasperoid. In thin sections of this rock at low magnification, the 
dol~aite rhombs appear to be essentially euhedral. Under higher 
. . 
magnification, however, the jasperoid quartz crystals can often be 
seen to show their outlines against the dolomite crystals and euhedral 
quartz crystals are included within some dolomite rhombs •. Although 
•ome quartz crystalli£ed before some gray dolomite 'the reverse also 
. occurred and the writer believes that the dolomite and the jasperoid 
quartz e1:ys ta111 zed contemporaneously. 
Fraeturins·~ Brecciation 
The deposition of the jasperoid £n.d gray dolomite "'·as followed by 
fn•cturirtg and brecch:tion. The resulting breccia is G.uitc different 
from chert breccia. The pheuocl~vts of the chert breccia are <lense 
c.nd sharp-eclged whereas those of the dolomitic jaiperoid are rtot so 
sharp and their coc.ta.cts with t i:;e cement are not al-ways distinct. The 
amouu.t cf fracturing ar.ci brecciation cf j&£opero:i.ci cmd gray dolorr:i te 
iur:; from the. hrec:c.ir;tic•n frequer-:tly z.re lined li'ith pink dolomt:::e, 
sulfides end calcite. 
All fracturi~g and brecciation did not occur et the ~ame time. 
Early brecciation is evidenced by the occ&ional occurrence of phr.no-
clasts \orhich in themselves are compoeed of fregmentE: of jasperoid ce.-
mented by later jaeperoid. LeEs commonly gray· jasperoidal dol~itc 
blocks are cemented by dolomitic jasperoid. Later tectonic activity 
i~ ~vid~nced by the fractured ja~percid ~d brecci•ted veins of pir.k 
dolomite. 
II. Hinerals Deposited in Vug£: 
The seq<lE:Hcc cf mir.erel cleposition :l.n vugs he.s &l.·ourecl i.er::s 
cou.t:roversy than the tlie:se.u1inc.ted bedcled ~epo$ its . }!a.-"y vcriations 
cliecu~sed helm~ hE.ve not been note~ previously or ":·e.x:e not emphesi 2,ed 
£ufficiently. 
Oue.r.tz 
Hany of t la; vugs ·initially v~ere coete::d by c. fin~, gn0;y to dark 
and je~;peroid , rarely UIJOU gray <!olomits which f:er!erally gradee. ~irectly 
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iuto ptak aolomita without this interventna quartz druae. 
The quartz aruse RO~ally was deposited ••fore pink dolomite, 
galena, ephalerite and marcasite, but rarely it occurs with or after 
theae minerals. Rarely quartz druse is present on pink dolomite 
eeueath sphalerite c~stals; rarely it is pre~ent on sphalerite 
beneath galena. Quartz druse rarely is deposited on galena before 
marcasite or quartz crys·tals included within these two minerals, 
Small quartz crystals rarely occur within sphalerite deposited in 
V'..tgs upon pink dolomite. 
Late quartz crystals up to a centtmeter or two in size cap 
·the sulfides deposited during the main period of mineralization. 
This quartz generally is deposited on sphalerite without intergrowth 
and form~ a complete coating over galena, sphalerite, chalcopyrite, 
marcasite, pyrite arid other early minerals. 
-Quartz occurs or recurscaeveral times in 'the paragenetic 
sequence. It appears as: 1) jaaperoid, 2) quartz druse deposited 
upon chert, jasperoid, and on ·~ gray dolomite, 3) quartz druse 
upon pink dolomite beaeath sphalerite, 4) rare quartz crystals within 
aphalerite, 5) rare quartz druse on sphalerite beneath galena, 6) 
rare erystals within galena, upon galena beneath marcasite, and 
within marcasite, .and 7) late •uartz crystals deposited upon galena, 
sphalerite, chalcopyrite, •arcasite, and pyrite. 
~ l>olordte 
Pink dolomite is deposited in the wgs as saddle-shaped 
rhombohedral cryatals on gray dolomite, jasperoid, chert fragments 
and quartz druse,· ·;n. the mines it also may be observed as small 
fracttn:~ fillings ps.rallt:l to and cutting the banding of gray dolomite, 
jasperoid, and limestone. In these places, pink dolomite is clearly 
later than jssperoid and its disseminated sulfides. In other places, 
pink dolomite gTades into gray dolomite and:seems to be contempor-
a.neous \-rith the gray dolomite. 
Pink dolomite generally is free of quartz, but occasionally 
quartz druse occurs on pink dolomite. This is in distinct contrast 
to the gray dolomite, which generally contains considerable quartz 
intergro~~ with it. 
Pink dolomite, in very minor amounts,· reoccurs· .Uch later in 
the mineral sequence~ ·The \\'Titer has' observed a few crystals de-
posited on galena and on sphalerite. Very small dolomite crystals 
also \¥ere observed occurring within quartz;druse deposited on 
sphalerite which, in turn, was older than galena. Ranaome2l8 reported 
pink dolomite on sphalerite in a single speci.BHln. RogeTs219 observed 
pink dolomite on corroded·galena; Buckley and Buehlex-220 noted pink 
aolomite on hemt.orphite~ 
218Alfred L; Ransome, "Enargite and Plumbojaros1te at Picher, 
Oklahoman, hE!· !!ineralogist, vol. 20, p. 803, 1935. 
219Austin F. Rogers, pt. III in Era•ll\Us Haworth, "Special 
Report on Lead and Zinc", Kansas ~· Survey Rept., vol. VIII, P• 
504, 1904. 
220g. R. Buckley and H. A. Buehler, "The Geology of the Granby 
Area1', .!!2• Q!2.!. Survey Rept., vol. ·1v, 2d series, p. 55* 1905. 
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Therefore. although pink 4olomite was deposited mainly after 
gray dolomite, jasperoid, disseminated sulfides and quartz druse, it 
also crystallized in minor quantities both before and after its main 
period of deposition. 
Sp_h.alerite 
Sphalerite is gene.:tally the fin t and .0£ t abun<lant aulfide to 
crystallize on pink dolomite in the vugs, but at Joplin and other 
camps to the east, galena seems more frequently to have been deposited 
before sphalerite. Since the sphalerite in .the vugs is depoaoited 
on pink dolomite which fills fractures in jasperoid containing dis• 
seminated sphalerite, the aphalerite of the wgs is clearly later 
than the disseminated sphalerite. 
Small, brown to reddish spp~lerite crystals also occu~ on 
galena. crystals which have fol111ed on larger earlier lighter-brown 
sphalerite. · These small sphalerite crystals are common in cavities 
in jaaperoid and on chert breccia fracments. Barely they occur on 
chalcopyrite, and rarely in and beneath heavy aarcasite coatings 
deposited upon galena. Jarely small dark crystals of sphalerite 
occur on late quartz crystals and some of these sphalerite crystals 
are covered·by calcite. More r•rely sphalerite was deposited on 
calcite. 
Stalaetitic, botryoidal material consisting of zine sulfide, 
galena, and marcasite has been observed in only a f~mines. 
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Siebenthal22l.reported zinc sulfide stalactites deposited on marcasite 
and he222 also oeserved botryoidal intergrowths of sphalerite and 
galena on chalcopyrite which in turn coated normal sphalerite on the 
wall of a vug. Stalactitic material studied by the present writer 
exhibits reticulated intergrowth of galena with the ~inc sulfide, 
indicating contempor&neous deposition cf these two minerals. M&rc&site 
is intergrown with and deposited upon zinc sulfide at the margin of one 
stalactite. Evans and McXnight223 proved the presence of small wurtzite 
crystsls deposited upon the stalactites •. Therefore the paragenetic 
sequence for the stalactitic material is: sphalerite and galena, 
wurtzite and marcasite. This stalactitic sequence is a late phase of 
the sulfide deposition and followed the main period of deposition of 
sph~lerite, chalcopyrite and marcasite. 
Sphalerite also has crystallized very recently on nails. This 
has been reported by others, but this writer studied a nail at the 
Joplin Mineral Museum, on the head of which crystals of both sphelerite 
and galena were deposited. The sphalerite begin to crystallize before 
the galena, but the two minerals exhibit considerable intergrow~h. The 
occurrence of sulfides on nails shows that these sulfides still are 
. . . 
22lc. E. Siebenthal, "Origin of the Zinc and Lead Deposits of the 
Joplin Region - Missouri, ~ansas, and Oklahoma", Jh h ~· Survey .!!!:!1!· 
606, p. 260, 1951. 
222Ibid., p. 263. 
223uoward T. Evans, Jr. and Edwin T. McKnight, "New Wurtzite 
Polytypes from Joplin, Miasouri", .:!!!!· Mineralogist, vel. 44, pp. 1210-
1218, 1959. 
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being formed from the local mine waters~ 
Sphalerite occurs and recurs many t~es in the paraseuetic 
sequence. It appears: 1) as yellowish-brown crystals disseminated 
in jasperoid and gray dolomite. 2) as brownish crystals on pink 
dolomite in vugs, 3) as sm~ll reddish-bro~m erystels ~n aalen£, 
chalcopyrite and.earlier sphalerite, 4) rarely crystals on late 
quartz crystals, but befo~e late calcite, 5) more rarely as crystals 
on calcite, 6) as intergrowths with galena in stalactites, 7) as 
repetitive crystallization with marcssite in stalactites, and 8) as 
~all crystals on nails. 
Galena 
In the Picher field galena normally is deposited on and inter-
grow~ with sphalerite. At Joplin and other fields to the east, galena· 
frequently has crystallized before sphalerite. 
Although ~gers224 b~lieved that ~tahe4ral cala.a is later than 
cubic galena, the present writer doubts this relationship. 
A small a.ount of galena has been QOted in stalactites of 
sphalerite. About three to five per cent of these stalactites is 
galena. The galena is intergrown with the zinc sulfide and in elongated 
patches which radiate outward from the center of the stalactitic materi~l. 
but galena generally is· absent from the core of these stalactites. 
Sphalerite first was deposited alone. and then contemporaneously with 
galena. These stalactites clearly a~e later than the principal periodof 
224Jic>aers, .22. ill•, p. 452. 
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sphalerite, chalcopyrite and marcasite deposition. 
The crystallization of sraall crystals of galena on uils and 
tools has been recorded in the literature.225 A specimen of this sort 
is e~ibited in the Joplin Mineral Museum. On this spec~en galena 
was deposited after sphalerite, but the two minerals shaw eonsiderable 
intert;rowth •. The£e crystQ.ls prove that gsl&na is crystallizing from 
the groundwaters of the Joplin district at the present time. 
From the above discussion one concludes that galena was de-
posited more than once: 1) as crysts.ls dissemiaated in jasperoid end 
gray dolomite, 2) as crystals in vugs •ostly after but also before 
the ~in period of sphalerite deposition, 3) as cont..,oreneous inter-
growths with sphalerite in stalactit.ic JNterial, and 4) ·aoat recently 
as sgall crystals on nails. 
Chaicopyrite 
The main period of deposition of chalcopyrite followed that 
of pink dolomite and sphalerite; chalcopyrite crystals Commonly are 
found deposite~ upon these two minerals, but chalcopyrite also was 
deposited before and during as well as after sphalerite. Chalcopyrite 
crystals most commonly occur on sphalerite, and usually show little or 
no intertrowth with the sphalerite, more rarely chalcopyrite Ct)?stals 
22~Bain, Van Hise, end Adams, ..!2£• ill·; Buckley and Buehler, 
.!2£. ill·; Rogers, ..22.• ill·, p. 453. 
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ere included in sphalerite, partieult:rly ttear its margine. Two or 
aore generations of chalcopyrite crystals are present within aome 
sphalerite crystals. Chalcopyrite crystals covered by sphalerite ere 
ra1:e, but in euch occur't'eueee they el:hibit eub.edral outline• against 
the sphalerite. &e.rely the later sphclerite occurs in 81'tUi.ll vei1llf'ts 
which replace ehaleopyrite. 
The pa't'&genetic relaticnship between chalcopyrite and salena is 
Ciifficvlt t() detem.ine. because chalcopyrite gea.e1:ally grows on epbaler• 
ite rethe.r than on adjacent galena. This auggests that sphalerite has 
acted gs a seed crystal for the chalcopyrite or that the galena is 
younger than the chalcopyrite. Rarely chalcopyrite eecurs ~eath 
galenEa e:n4 ·a few CTY&tala of chalcopyrite h&Ve ken aoted on galena, 
particularly in epecillens from Joplin ad other fields to the east. 
The writer believes that the aain perl.od of chalcopyrite deposition 
follow~d that of galena, but that chalcopyrite 4eposited upon tp'haler• 
ite in p~eference to the galena. 
brely ebaleopyrf.te is deposited on late quartz, e4 oecas1.on-
ally 1t is coated by calcite. In came occurrences chalcopyrite is 
deposited on sphalerite which in turn is deposited on quart~. This 
is a late type of chalcopyrite but an ,even later type is the rare 
o~eurreuce of chalcopyrite on calcite and filling fractures in calcite. 
the above o~currenees show that the chalcopyrite disseminated 
in jasperoid and gray dolomite was formed 6erly in the mineralization 
process, but moat of the chalcopyrite was crystallized after meet of 
the aphalerite Ad &&lena1 altl\oup 801'Bfl chalcopyrite was deposited before 
. . 
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£nd during the main period of sphalerite deposition and some chalco-
pyrite was depocited after sphalerite but before galena. Minor 
chalcopyrite crystallization recurred after latequart& was deposited 
£..ne! again e.fter calcite \\.·as depo~ited. 
!!rite ~ Marcasite 
Pyrite occurs on both sphalerite and galena and shows little or 
no int~rgrowth with these minerals. It commonly is deposited on and 
intergrown with chalcopyrite and marcasite·and.it also is deposited 
on pink dolomite but •xhibits no intergrowth with this mineral. 
Marcasite generally fo~ ~all tabular crystals on pink 
. . . . . 
dolomite, sphalerite and galena and generally ~xhibits little or no 
1ntergrowth with these ~inerals. Marcasite also occurs on galena 
and occasionally forms a complete coating over galena from which it 
uay. be separated by a discontinuous eoating of a late drusy qu£rtz. 
Rarely marcasite was deposited after pyrite on chalcopyrite, 
all three having crystallized before the main period of galena dep-
osition, but after the main period of sphalerite deposition. 
Pyrite and marcasite were deposited mainly during and after 
chalcopyrite, but often the three minerals are intimately intergrown. 
Chalcopyrite was the first to complete its deposition. Usually pyrite 
continued to deposit after the deposition of marc~site had ceased, 
however the reverse sequence is common. 
Marcasite and pyrite recur as small crystals on late quartz 
and in some instances were deposited before calcite. 
~c&eite ,_. PYrite also o~eut v1tbia calcite. they h.ve 
ken ,_,...~~---''>Jilt• ~:~~, ~;,~~- ~Ula, _. -tltq •s-• 
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concentrated along the erlges cf some calcite crystals. Continued 
calcite deposition enclosed these iron sulfide crystals. Marcasite 
occurs as small blades, -,:.;hich both lay flat on the calcite l:nd alsc 
stand on end. It also occurs in stellate groupo in some calcite 
Eped.It.ens. Pyrite usually occurs in calcite as cubes. Marce.site 
is intergro\1.-rn. 'Iilith the chalcopyrite in calcite and also occurs as 
free crystals in the calcite. 
Small crystals of marcasit.e end pyrite also were deposited on 
calcite. Rarely, botryoidal, stalactitic marcasite was deposited on 
c.::.lcite. 
In some stalactitic zinc sulfide, ~arcasite is int~tely 
intergro'tm with and replaces the zinc sulfide of the outer porticns 
of the stalactites. Stalactitic pyrite was reported by Leonhard. 226 
&6sociated with and probably deposited upon galena. 
Marcasite and pyrite occur many times in the paragenetic 
sequence. Pyrite occurs as euhedral crystals and irregular £haped 
grains in limestone s,nd chert and as euhedral crystals, round graitiS, 
and irregular to banced areas in jasperoid. Marcasite occurs :l.n 
radial aggregates on the round grains of pyrite, and as grains on 
fracture surf~ces which cut pyrite bauds. Pyrite recurs on radial 
marcasite and rarely crystals of pyrite and mcrcesite are deposited 
with chalcopyrite on, with and &fter sphalerite, but before galena. 
Pyrite end marcasite crystals are cOOUllOnly deposited with and on 
226Aiexander V. Leonhard, "Notes on the Mineralogy of Missouri", 
Trans. St. Louis Acad. Sci., vol. 4, p. 445, 1882. 
- --
chalcop)--rite which hns been deposited on ~ph.nlerite~ Pyrite and 
~narcasite crystals rarely occur on late quartz beneath late calcite, 
ttnd more com:nonly ""ithin and on late calcite. They also form stelact· 
ites upon calcite m1d earlier minerals. Marcasite occurs on and re-
places stalactitic ~inc sulfide. 
Enargite 
Eoargite generally is later than quartz and earlier than 
calcite 7 however an occasional crystal has been noted beneath 
chalcopyrite and others have been observed to be intergrown with 
chalcopyrite of the main chalcopyrite period of deposition. Ransome227 
reported enargite deposited after calcite. En.a.rgite apparently began 
to crystallize toward the end of the period of chalcopyrite deposition. 
end either continued to bca deposited or recurred after the formation 
of late quartz crystals. Although enargite usually preceded calcite, 
some of the enargite was deposited after calcite. 
Wurtzite 
Wurtzite was detected in the Tri-State district first by Rogers~28 
Its pre~ence was recently confirmed by the ~-rey studies of Evans and 
McKnight.229 The ~~rtzite crystals were deposited upon the surface 
227Alfred t. Ransome, "Enargite end Plumhojarositc et Picher, 
Oklahor.1un, ~· Uineralo[ist, vol". 20J p. 801, 1935. 
22Ds.us tin F. r~ogers j pt. III in Erasmus Haworth, "Special F..epoi:'t 
on Lead and Zinc11 , Kansas Geol. Survey Rept. • vel. VIII 8 PP• 461-4.62, 
1?04. -
229Hm.:rard T. Evans, Jr. end Edwin T. McKnight, ttNe'l-T W"urtzite 
Polytypes frOlll Joplin, Missouriu, ~· liineralogist, vol. 44, pp. 1210-
1218, 1959. 
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of stalactites cont~ining sphalerite and galena and therefore are 
younger th&n the stalact:i..t:tc sphalerite anc1 galena, Y>hich were formed 
after the aaiu periods of deposition of sphale~ite, chalcopyrite and 
marcasite. The paragenetic relationship of wurtzite to late quartz 
and calcite is unknown since these minerals have not been observed 
associated ~1ith stalactitic sulfides. 
The present \'.rriter observed anisotropic needles within the 
stal~ctites, ~hich were believed to be wurtzite but the amount was 
too small to be detected by ~-ray analysis, as shown in Table III. 
Calcite 
Calcite has been deposited after chert, jasperoid, gray dolomite, 
and after the main periods of deposition of sphalerite, galena, chalco-
pyrite, pyrite, marcasite and enargite. It exhibits little cr no 
intergrowth with these minerals, end frequently it completely coats 
the earliet· miner~ls. Yet, so~e calcite was deposited early, as 
sh~~ by its rare occurrence within sphalerite crystals formed during 
the-~ain period of ~phalerite deposition. 
Calcite crystallized during ~~o or more periods rather than during 
one. Ferrington230 and Rogers,231 described many t)~es of calcite 
crystals, but did not discuss their pz::re.genetic relationshfps. The 
depos:f.tion of small crystals of marcasite, pyrite and chalcopyrite 
230o. c. Farrington, "Crystal Fonns of Calcite frow. Joplin, 
Mis~,;ouri11 P-..:.blications of tb~ Field Columbia1 MuseUJ..u, Geological 
' ---- ----Series, Vol. I, no. 7, pp. 232-231, 1900. 
231 Rogers, £2• £!!., PP• 467-490. 
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upon former growth surfaces of calcite and the subiequent covering 
o£ these sulfides by calcite, iu~icates either coprecipitation of 
calcite and·sulfides or depo&ition of c~lcit.:e at t\;o or more tk.es. 
Scalenoheclral calcite crystals on rhombhedral calcite crystals indi-
cates some change in the character of the depooiting solutions, but 
the nature of this change is unkno~~. 
Calcite deposited before cphalerite and galena on a nail from 
a mi·ue in the Joplin district \;as observed by the "t.:riter in the Joplin 
Museum. Thir. indicates a very recent crystallization of calcite. 
III. Secondary Minerals: 
In the mines of the Picher field, ~here the writer conducted 
the major portion of his investig~tions the ores normally are not 
oxidized but secondary minerals have been observed by this writer on 
cpec~ens in museum and private collectio~s, and most of the Gecondary 
minerals have been de£cribed by previous inve6tibetors. blthough the 
paragenetic relationships of the secondary minerals is variable, the 
writer has attempted tc arran&~ these mine~als according to their 
paragenetic positions. 
Barite 
The puragenetic relations between barite and calcite seem 
varitJ.blc. The writer observed barite on calcite, end merce.site 
which,in turn,was on calcite. Winslow and Robertson232 noted calcite 
232Arthur Winslow and James D. Robertson, "Lead and Zinc 
Deposits", !:!£• ~· §urvey Rept., vel. 7, p. 460, 1894. 
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on bs.rite, and Roger:::233 repcrtecl both fH:tregenetic rel.ationf;hips. 
Usually barite •·;as tbe last of tre t'···o minerals to be clepoe:5.tec1. 
Arasonite 
Weidman234 observed cup-shaped forms of calcium carbonate which 
he believed originally ~rere eragonfte deposited upon calcite,. . , aopnc..1.er-
rite and chalcopyrite in the Golden Rod mine. He stated that " .... 
it occurs in more than one generation, as it alternates in deposition, 
not only with calcite, but also '\<Tith the ore-miners.ls. 11 Marcasite 
~as deposited upon some aragonite cups. 
Buckley anG Buehler235 reported aragonite on calcite boulders 
in the Pennsylvanian shales of the Granby field. 
The writer studied cup-shaped calcium carbonate forms from the 
Lucky Bill mine of the Picher field by x-ray enalycis, as sho~~ in 
Table IV, page 119, and found them to be composed of calcite. 
Smithsonite 
Tne writer observed smithsonite on and replacing calcite crystalc. 
Pseuoomorphs of smithsonite &fter calcite eY~ibit interlaye=ed smithsonite 
233Rogers. £E• £1!., p. 503. 
234sa'!luel Heid.ma.n., 11 The Hiami-Picher Zinc-Lead District, Oklahmaa:', 
~. ~· ~urvey Bull. 56, pp. 58-60, 1932. 
23SE. R. Buckley and H. A. Buehler 1 11 The Geology of the Gr~by 
~ ... ~e~n, ""o "'eol "u.,.....7 e-.t ""e t vol IV 2d "'eric.s p 34 1n05 I;' 4 - !!.....:. ~. Ll .. v J. ~. ' • • .. ... I • ~ ;I • 
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and hemitnorphi te. 
Per:d.moruhite 
E':'~cellent pseudomorphs of hemimorphite and smithsonite after 
calcite are in the Missouri School of Mines museum.. These £how hemi· 
mcrphite cr: smithsonite, or an :i.r,terlc:yering of the two minerals • 
• SphL:.leri ~ 
Earthy zinc sulfide on jasperoid and gelena at Galen~Kansas, 
·~~~ nct~A by ~cbertson. 2 36 f d ......... ...... .., . P..e believed that th.is zinc sulfide ·orme 
after the decomposition of normal sphalerite. Smithaonite and heni-
morphit.e ";ere not aseocinted ':-ith this earthy dnc sulfide. 
Smell spb&lcrite cryctals occurring in porous smithsonite were 
noted b)r Smith,2:7 who believed that they had formed e:f.ther curing or 
efter the fo't'l\l&ti.on of the smithsonite. 
Bornite 
Bornite is a rare secondary mineral in Joplin ores. It occurs 
&s a thin film on sphalerite end chalccpyrite, end also as irreguler 
patches end veinlets, principally along the grain boundaries be~een 
marcasite at~d chalcopy'l·ite. 
236Jame:s D. Robertson, 11 0n a New Variety of Zinc Sulficle from 
Che:"okee County. Kansas1!, Am.~·§.£.!., vel. 40, 3d ser., pp. 160-161, 
1U90. --
237w. s. Tangier Smith, :;Secondary Charscter of PE:bble e1.1.d Ruby 
Jack of the Joplin District".~· Ge.olo&l, vol. 30, p. 702, 1~35. 
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Covel lite 
Covellite is a very minor secondary 5Ulfide in Joplin ore. It 
~E:nerally is associated with bornite. It forms irregular veinl.ets 
which t;ra.de into veinlets of bornite; frequently associated with ti-.e. 
greir; boundaries betwt:€u mc;.rcasite and chei.lcopyr!.te. Cove.llil€ intE:-.::--
~ects and replaces bornite end thus it is younger than bornite. Vein-
lets of covellite also have been observed by the ~~iter to transgress 
smithsonite end hemfmorphite and thus a period of sulfide formation 
followed one of oxidetion. 
Sulfur 
Sulfur on covellite coating sphalerite and chalcopyrite was ob~ervEd 
by Ra~somc~38 in a single sp~cimen from the Barr mine. near Picher, 
Okl&1~a. Secondary sulfur deposited upon chert 1 jasperoid, galena 
ro 
and sphalerite at G&lena, Kaneas, was reported by Rogers, Jj who 
believed that it formed before cerussite and anglesite. 
lulglesite 
Anglesite was observed on galena by several investigators: 
Buckley and ·Buehler240 Rogers, 241 Weidman,242 Leonhard, 243 End the 
present writer. 
238 i 0 02 Ransome, .QE.• ..£_~., P• ~ • 
239Rogers~ .££• ~., pp. 449-450. 
240Buckley £nd Buehler, .£1?.• ill•, P• 45. 
241Rogers, £?.• £11•• p. 498. 
242weidman, .22• _ill-s p. 56. 
243teonhard, .££• ill•, p. 442. 
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Cerur.cite 
Roters244 observed cerussite pseudcmaorphic &fter calcite in 
specLnens from Granby; Mi£souri. Cerussite molds of galena crystals 
were 1:·eported from Grs.nbyt !iissouri, by :Buckley 8lld :Buehleril45 The 
present ~vrit&r also obEerved. cerussite deposited on galena and on 
ca1ci te in ·specimens in the Missouri School of Mines KuseU!l4. 
Leadhillite 
Pir~:son f.Lrtd Wells246 and Winslo~J' and. i.obertson247 reported 
leadhillite deposited upon cerus~ite, and Buckley and Buehler248 noted 
leadhillite pseudomorphous after calcite. Leadhillite intergrowp 
with cerussite deposited on galena was observed by the ~~iter in 
£.peciluens from Granby; Missouri. 
!!!.Oliiorphi te 
Sc~idt and Leonhard249 observed pyromorphite on cerussite at 
Granby •. Pyromorphite pseudomorphous &fter galena at Joplin and Granbywas 
repo~ted by Rogers250 who noted that between the galena and pyromorphite 
cerussite occurred as an intermediate stage of alteretion. 
2441\.ogers, .£2• .£!!., p. 492. 
245Buckley and BuE:.hler, Ei2.• .£!!., p. 45. 
246L. V. Pirscon and. H. L. \-Jells, "On the Occurrence cf Lee.dhilli te 
in Mi£souri e.nd its Chemical Compositi-cn11 , !EJ.• ~· f.s:.! •• vol. 48, SC: 
ser., pp. 219•226, 1894. 
247winslow and Robertson, £2• £!!·, p. 457. 
248:suckley and Buehler, .£.1?.• ill·, P• 45. 
249Adolf Schmidt and Alexander Leonhard, "The Lead and Zinc regions 
of Southwest Missouri11 , !!£• §!!:?.!• §_urvey ~·} .!£.! 1871~, P• 390, 1874. 
250aogers, op. cit., p. 498; Austin P. R.ogers, 11 Notes on S01Ile Pseu-
domoTpbs, Petrifications and Alterationsu, Am. Philo. Soc. Pr~. 49, P· 19. 
1910. --
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The writer observed pyromorphite on calcite. 
Gzyswn 
Various occurrences of gypsum have been observed by the writer 
in specimens in the Missouri School of Mines museum and. in specimens 
from the personal collection cf Dr. o. R. Grewe~ l) earthy gypsura. 
on chert and sphalerite; 2) very small, .acicular crystals of gypsum on 
jasperoid; 3) selenite crystals, up to on~ 9uarter inch long, deposited 
upon marcasite and pyrite which, in turn, had crystallized on galena 
end sphalerite; 4) gypsum crystals on calcite; end 5) gypsum cerussite 
which occurred on calcite. 
Greeuockite 
Greenockite occurs as thin coatings on sphalerite, and on hemi-
morphite. 
Aurichalcite 
Auric:halcite at the Big Coon mine, Galena, Kansas, associated 
with cerussite. linarite, caledonite, malachite, chalcopyrite and 
sphalerite was observed by Rogers25l but the paragenetic rel&tionships 
to these ~inerels were not given. keller2~2 has reported aurichalcite 
on and mixed with hemtmorphite from the Shinn mine, Stark Cityt Missouri. 
)1elanterite~ deposited on the mine \-lalls, 2>-" noted by Weidmen J~ 
in the Picher field. 
· 251Jws tin F. Rogers A pt. III in Erasmus Haworth "Special ReTJo04rt on Lead and Zinc", ~ns~s ~· Survey Rept., vol. VIII, p. 494, 19 • 
Vol. 
252w. D. keller, "Auricbalcite in Missouri", ~· Mineralogist, 
25, p. 494, 1904. 
2Slweidmau, .££• ili•, p. 57. 
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Starkeyite 
the present writer observed that etarkeyite developed as an 
efflorescence on ~pec~ens of dolomitic jaaperoid after they had been 
removed from the Blue Goose No. 1 mine. 
Inc:rustations of c:opiapite on pyrit~ and aeluterite were 
observed by i.ogers254 on the walls of a "cave inu at the Pilgrim 
mine at Cave Springs. 
Cuprite 
Cuprite altering to malachite was aoted by i.ogers255 at the 
Big Coon mine, Galena, kansas. 
MAlachite 
Malachite as an alteration product of cuprite end as a thin 
coating on c:halc:opyrite and sphalerite was noted by iogers256 in 
spec:baens from the Big Coon mine, Galena, ~sas. Malachite deposited 
on hemimorphite at the Shinn mine, Stark City, Missouri, was reported 
by keller~57 The present writer obeerved a thin drusy coating of 
malachite ~n chalcopyrite and on a skin of covellite covering sphaler-
itein the ~7ers-Chic:ago No. 2 mine. 
254aogers, £2• cit., p. 502. 
255Ibid9 , p. 466. 
256tbid., p. 466 and p. 493. 
257~eller, loc. ill· 
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Bydrozinci te 
Schmidt and Leonhard258 found hydrozincite on smithsonite 
which, in turn, was deposited on hemimorphite. That the mineral is 
forming at the present time is eh~~ by the fact that it clouds 
water issuing fr~ Buttermilk Spring, near J'oplin.259 
Goslarite 
Goslarite was noticed by the writer deposited on the walls 
of the Big Elk, Southern and many other mines. 
Limonite 
The writer has observed limonite paeudoMorphic after both 
PYtite and marcasite. Same of the limonite Yas on pyrite which has 
been deposited on calcite. 
Jaroslli 
The ~triter found jarosite on jasperoid and quartz druse from 
the West Side mine, near Picher, Oklahoma. 
Plumbojarosite 
Plumbojarosite on galena £roo the Barr mine, iew Picher, Okl&h~a, 
"'as reported by Jh.ansome.260 
Hematite 
Hematite as an alteration product of pyrite and marcasite WP~ 
2.5Sschmidt and I.eonh2rd, .££• ill·, p .. 394. 
2.59oliver R. Graue, Oral Coanunication, 1960. 
260Alfred L. Ransome, uEnargite and Plumbojarosite at Picher, 
Oklahoma", ~· Mineralogist, vol. 20, p. 803, 1935. 
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notEd in a t~llc~ cl6y at Granby. Missouri, by Buckley and Su&hler.261 
.Pzrolusf.te 
Pyrolusite as bleck vpots l.n e. tellow cley at Granby t !i!soouri, 
was reported by Buckley and Buchler.262 
Cl~alcanthi te 
Chalcanthite, n£ an elteration product of chalcopyrite, w~s 
cbcervecl by Rogers263 in eped.mens collected frolll a mine dump ~t tbe 
!rent~:• n:ine. Empire City, K.ati.sas. 
/lzu::ci.t.e 
Rogers264 noticed azurite in a single specimen, but he s~id 
nothing cf its par£genetic relations ~ith as•ocieted minerals • 
.Allophan~ 
JWgers265 reported allophane associated \-1'il.:h sphderite, chert 
and a e;oft clay-like material at the Big Coon an:tne, Gdena, Kansas, but 
he did not diacuss tiie paragenetic reletionehips of these minerals. 
261Buckley 8rld &ue.hler, .El?.. ill. • p. 46. 
262Ibia. 
-
2.63l;:,oge.rs, oo. cit., p. SOZ. 
--
265:bid, p. 497. 
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Chrvsocolla 
Chrysocolla was reported by Rogers266 as being associated ".;ith 
other copper minerals at the Big Cocn mine, Galena, Kansas. 
Caledonite 
Calecionite ~as icientifieil by Rogers~6i' as a crystalline coating 
associated with linarite, aurichalcite, and ceruseite at the Big Coon 
mine, Galena, Kansas, but did not report on its paragenetic relation-
ship to these minerals. 
Linarite 
A lead, copper sulfate mineral wsa believed by Rogers26? to 
be linarite, associated ~ith cerussite, caledonite, malachite and 
aurichalcite at the Big Coon mine, Galena, Kansas. Its paragenetic 
relationship to the minerals was not mentioned. 
Millerite 
Smith ~nd Siebentha1269 reported the occurrence of millerite 
in the Tri-State district, but they did not discuss its par~genetic 
relationship to other minerals. 
266Jbid. 
267rbid, p. soo. 
268Ibid. 
-
269\J. S. Tar.gier Smith and 
Joplin District in Geologic Atl~s 
~vey folio 148, p. 12, 1907. 
C. E. Smith, Description of the 




Picropharmacolite on dolomite at Joplin was reported by Genth.270 
'Wavelli te 
Wavellite deposited on chert was reported by ~neeler271 to have 
been observed by Brouhead in Jasper County, Missouri. 
Vivianite 
Wheeler,272 also reported that Dr. Gustavus Bambach had $een 
vivianite at Joplin. Its peragenetic relationship to other ~inerals 
is unknown. 
t!imetite 
Mimetite on galen,a was reported by Wheeler273 to h£Ve been 
observed by Jenny neer Seneca, Missouri. 
Aluminite 
Aluminite on lt.estone at JOplin w&s reported by Wheeler.274 
270F. A. Genth, 11Contributions to Mineralogy'', tEE.• ~· .§£!_., 
3d ~eries, vol. 40, p. 204, 1890. 
271H. A. Wheeler, 1:Recent Additicns to the Mineralogy of Missouri", 
Trans. St. Louis Acaci. _§£!., VCll. 7, p. 129, 1895. 
272Ibid., p. 128. 
273Ibid., p. 127. 
274Ibid., p. 129. 
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KaoH.nite 
Terr and KellE!r275 noted kaolinite G.eposited on calcite, 
flphalerite, {;alen& and quartz at Oron·ogo, Misscuri. They also noticed 
some replacement of calcite by kaolinite. 
Smith and Siebentha1Z76 reported epsomite ~s a weathering pro-
duct, but they did uot discuss its association ldth other mineral£. 
27 ~.J. A. Tarr and H. D. K.elle.r, "Some Occurrences of ~aolinite 
Depczited from Solution11 , kn. liinernlor:.ist, vol. 22, p. 933, 1937. 
276smith and Siebenthal, loc. cit. 
-~-
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VAlUATIONS IN PARAGENESIS, M.INEUL .A.BtnmAiiCE AND BRECCIA'rl~N 
As a result of a paragenetic study of the minerals in relation 
to their areal, stratigraphic and structural dietribution,certain 
conclusions seem valid. 
The ch&racter of brecciation is not evenrvhere the same. . . 
Some beds tend to form a mosaic breccia, in which the chert fragments 
appear capable cf fitting back together. This type of brecciation is 
most charac:taristic of G-H 'beds. While 1110uaic type breccias- may be 
observed in other beds, these more C08*)nly are ch&racter1zed by 
aporQdic breccias in which the phenoelasts have no re~ationship to 
one another. M bed characteristically eahibita this type of bre-
cciation. K bed shows ltoth types of brecciation. The cheet ground 
b•cls 0, P and Q generally are less brecciated than the others, but 
exhibit abundant nearly horiEOntsl fracturing. 
Brecciation bad not tuen place all at one time, but recurred 
several t~s. The main period ef brecciation took place after 
lithificaticn of the limestone and chert, and preceded the intro-
4uction of the ja.peroid and gray dolomite. Breeciaciou recurred 
after some of the jasperoid and gray dolomite had been introduced. 
Breccia fragments of jasperoid and grey dolomite c.re ceruented by 
these same·minerals. Brecciation followed the formation of pii1k 
dolomite• for pinlt dolomite forms pheuoclasts in the Grace B mine. 
Moot recently fracturing accompanied by brecciation has produced 
fragments of all the above minerals and these fr~cments now are 
cemented locally by calcite. 
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Although a general paragenetic sequence is present throughout 
the district, this study has sho~~ much more variation from the general 
sequence than was previously thought. Chalcopyrite and pyrite were de-
posited &t Eight different intervals, sphalerite and marcasite at least 
six, galena and quartz at least during five. 
In the Picher field galena nearly always follows the mc.in 
deposition of sphalerite. But at Joplin, Webb City, Granby and 
possibly other fields to the ea~t of the Picher field galena commonly 
precedes the main deposition of sphalerite. 
Late pyrite, that \orhich crystallh:ed after the msin periods of 
deposition of pink dolomite, sphalerite, galena and chalcopyrite, 
appears to have been more abundant at Joplin than in the Picher field. 
The paragenetic relationship between this 1~~~ pyrite and lete 
~arcasite is quite var~able. Th~ two minerals often ere intergrown. 
In some places pyrite crystals are deposited on marcasite in other 
places marcasite is deposited on pyrite. The pyrite~arcasite 
paragenetic relationships were recoroed for each specimen collected 
from the various beds and mines of the Picher field, but no suggestion 
of horizontal or vertical zoning of these minerals was found. Ex-
tension of the study over the rest of the Tri-State district yielded 
£imilar results. 
The habits of small l~te euhedral pyrite crystals were noted. 
Cubes, cubes modified by the pyritohedre.n end pyritohedrons were ohEerved~ 
but llo relation seems to exist between the habit of pyrite and its areal 
or stretigraphic distribution in the Picher field. An attempt to 
extend the study of the habit of pyrite throughout the Tri•State 
district was i.mpo•sible because the exact areal and stratigr~hic 
position of the available apect.ens were unknown. 
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Eaargite is known from at least eleven mines in the Picher 
field, Its occurrence appears to be confined to K and M beds. The 
miner&l appears to be moet abundant ~n the north-central portion of 
the Picher field and it was not observed in specimens from the other 
fields in the Tri-State district. 
Dolomite is rather abundsn~ in the Picher field, at Granby and 
to the west of Joplin, but only a little dolomite was found in many 
mines east of Joplin such as those at Webb City and at Oronogo.277 
In some places, such as near ~ter Springs, dolomite is .ainly fine-
grained and bedded. 
The quartz which was deposited as a coarse druse on •ulfides is 
~st abundant in the sheet ground beds to the northeast of the Picher 
field toward Baxter Springs. 
Glauconite is most; abundant in J bed. A little glauconite occurs 
in K and M O.ds in some places~ The mineral rarely occurs in other beds. 
2arite was very abundant a~ Thom's Station, and ~ather &bundant 
at Webb City• Minor amounts have been observed at Joplin, Duen~eg, 
Carterville, and Stark City. A little barite has been observed in some 
~ines in the eastern part of the Picher field. 
277Emest J. Palmer, Oral CommuL.ication, 1958. 
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Stalactitic zinc and lead •ulfides have been obi•rved at only 
a few places, namely at the Zig Zag, Oswego, Firecracker and Combination 
~ines near Joplin, and at Oronogo. 
S~e of the secondary copper minerals. such as. chalcanthite. 
arurite., chrysocoD.c:, ca.ledonite and lil:l.arit~ have been observed only 
by Rogers at the Big Coon mine, Galena., l:ansas. 
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REPET!nVE MINERALIZATION 
A most significant result from this paragenetic study is the 
discovery of repetitive sequences of deposition of the sulfides. At 
least sever. sequences can be dis.tiugubhed. ltach sequence is chara.ct~r­
i£ed by its own paragenesis, by its associated gangUe cinersls, by the 
presence or absence of certain minerals, and by its associated tectonic 
activity. 
I. Mississippian Sedimentation 
The earliest period of mineral deposition was that of Missie-
sippian sed~entation. Syngenetic pyrite and possibly small amounts 
of other sulfides were deposited at this time along with lURestone, 
chert, fine-grain.ed bedded gray dolomite· and glauconite. Diagenesis 
probably played an important part in the formation of some of these 
minerals. 
II. Pennsylvanian Sedtmentation 
Pennsylvanian sedimentation followed the Mississippian. 
Syngenetic pyrite, marcasite, sphalerite and galena formed as dis-
seminated erystals and masses at this time in shale, sandstone and 
limestone. 
III. Disseminated EpiGenetic Meteoric Minerali~ation 
Following a period of major fracturing and brecciation of 
lime~tone and chert, major amounts of sulfides were deposited. 
These sulfides show the follm~ing paragenetic sequence: pyrite, 
marcasite, pyrite, sphalerite, galena, and chalcopyrite. Sphalerite 
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and galena e~iliibit considerable overlap in paragenetic position. 
These disseminated £ulfides were accompanied by the major introduction 
of jasperoid mush or gel and by the crystallization of moat of the 
coarse-grained gray dolomite. 
Mineralization 
Following a later period of fracturing and solution which 
affected the previously formed jasperoid and gray dolomite as well as 
the l~estone and chert, sulfides were deposited in fractures and vugs. 
These sulfides were deposited in the following general sequence: 
sphalerite, galena, chalcopyrite, marcasite, pyrite, and minor enargite. 
This sequence is characterized by overlap of adjacent minerals and by 
many locl:-1 variations. The sulfides were preceded by the deposition 
of pink ~olamite and the sequence is characterized by the deposition of 
only minor amounts of quartz and later pink dolomite. 
V. Solution ~ Redeposition ..2£ Miner Sulfide Deposition 
Following the depoEition of late larger quartz crystels minor 
amounts of sulfides were depocited. These sulfides were deposited in 
the following·paragenetic sequence: sphalerite, chalcopyrite, mc.rcasite 
and pyrite. Most of the ens.rgite 'tMEl deposited during this period. 
VI. Further Solution~ Redeposition .2! Hiner Sulfide Depositio!i 
Accompanying and following the deposition of calcite minor 
amounts of marcasite and pyrite were deposited. These are follo~Jed 
by minot amounts of galena, sphelerite, chalcopyrite end rere enargite. 
Rarelypink dolomite was deposited at this time. Brecci~tion, solution 
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and calcite deposition along l~estoRe-jasperoid contacts preceded 
this sulfide deposition. 
VII. Present-day Solution~ R&Geeosition~ Nails 
Water entering the mines in recent times has deposited sulfides 
on ~ail& &nd other a~tallic objects. ln those cases noted by the 
writer the deposition of sphalerite was followed by that of galena. 
The depotition of the sulfides was preceded by that of calcite. 
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C:HAPTER V 
TRACE EL~..El\T INVESTIGATIONS 
PREVIOUS l~~ESTIGATIONS 
The principal elements in the ores of the Tri-State district 
are: alumin~~, calcium, carbon, copper, iron, lead, magnesium, oxygen, 
silicon, sulfur and ~ip.c, but the presence of other elements has been 
knoYn1 for more than half a century {see Table VII). Cadmium was 
chemically detected in sphalerite from the Joplin area in 1874 by 
Chauvenet~78 Gallium· was chemically detected i:n sphalerite from Joplin 
in 1880 by Cornwall,279 and Urbain 280 in 1909 spectrographically re• 
vealed its presence in ephalerite from Webb City. McCutch.eon281 in 
1915 chemically determined gallium and indium in smelter products 
from Tri-State crt.;s. Two years later • Buchanan282 found genr.eni.um in 
Joplin ore, and Waring283 found thallium in dnc ore from the Hebb 
278Adolf Schmidt ar.d Alexe.nder Leonhard, "The Lee.d end Zinc 
Regions of Southwest Missol.tri", !!£• Geol. Survey Rept. for 1874, p. 392, 
1874. 
279H. :B. Cornwall, "Gallium in lunerican Blendes11 , fZJ. Che:rn. 
~·, vol. 2, PP• 44·-45, lSSO. 
280c. Urbain, "Analyses Spectrogre.phique cles Blended~ Cornnt:• 
~.;, vol. 149, p. 602-603, 1909. 
28lw. F. Hillebrand and J. A. Scherrer, .:Recovery cf Gcllium from 
Spelter in the U:&::d.t:e:d States~', Jour,~·~., vol. 8, p. 225, 1916. 
282c. n. Buchanan, ''The Occurrence of Geru;anium in MiF..souri c:.nd 
Wisconsin Blendesu, ~· Eng. ~·, vol. 9, pp .. 661-663, 1917. 
283-tv. George Waring, "The Zinc Ores of the Joplin District. Their 
Composition, Character, c;.ud Varic.tion'', .Am. ~· Min. ~· Eng. Tre.ns., 
Vol. 57, PP• 657-670, 1917. 
T.\BLR V11 
TRACE ELEMENTS FOtniD IH TRI-STA'IE MillE.RALS 
- -
Author Date Pfsterial Elern~nts 
Schmidt and 1874 Sphalerite Cd 
Leonard 
Cornwall 1880 Sphalerite Ga 
Urbain 1909 Sphalerite Ga 
Rillebxand and 1916 Smelter Ga 
Sehe-rrer p-roducts 
Buc.ha.nau 1917 SphaleTite. Ge 
tlaring 1917 Flue Dust 
Papish and 1930 Sphale~ite Ge 
Stilson 
Claussen 1934 Sphalerite Ag As Ca Co Cu Fe 
Galena Ag Ca Cr Cu Fe 
Graton and . 1935 Sphalerite Ag Bi Cd Cu Fe Ga Ge 
Harcourt 
~toiheT 19lf0 Sphaleri~e Cd Co Ga Ge 
Frondel; 191•2 Ga.l~na , Ag .Al Ba. Cr Cu Fe 
Newhouse 
and Jarrell 
Jakosky, .1942 R~ck· and Ag Al As Au Ba Bi Do· Cd Co Cr Cu Ga Ge Hg 
Dreyer and Soil 
liilson 
t-Iarren and 1945 Sphalerite Ag Cd {;ll Fa Ga Ge 
thompson 
Harbaugh 1950 Vegetation -Ag Co Cu 
Fo\-;ler .1950 Soil Co Ga 
Uarshall ttnd 1961 Galena Ag Ct~ 
Jo2nst1u 
Thin Study 1962 Sphnlerite Ag Al Ca Cd Cr Ctt Fee Ga Ge 
Galcnca Ag Al Ca Cr C~t Fe 
........ 












Claussen Mg Pb Pd Sn 
Ir Mg Ni Pb Sb Sn Zn 
Graton and ln Mn Pb 
Harcourt 
Stoiher Mn tH. 
Frondel, Mg Si 
Nev1house 
and Jarrell 
Jakosky, In K Li ~fg Mn Mo rla }!1 Pb Sb Sn St Ti v w Zn Zr 
Dr~yer and 
rlilson 
Warren and Pb 
Thompson 
Harbaugh Ri Pb Sn Zn 
Fowler Ni Pb Sn 
Marshall md Sb 
Joensuu 
This Study In Mg Mn Pb Si Ti 




City-Carterville fields. In 1930, Papish and Stilson284 coa.fil"'lled 
the pt:esea.ce of gallium in sphalerite from .Joplin, Webb City and 
Baxter Springs. 
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In 1934, Clausaen285 fo"nd; Ag, .As, Ca, Co, Cu, Fe, Kg, Pb, 
Pd, «nd Sn in sphalerite; .and Ag, Ca,·cr, Cu, Fe, Ir, Mg, Ni, Pb, Sb, 
sn. and Zn in galena. In the same year Wewhouse286 by chemical and 
apectrographic·means, detected the presence of vanadium in these 
•inet"als. 
I~ 1935, Graton and Rarcourt267 using spectrographic means 
detected: .Ag, Bi# · Cd, Cu,' Fe, Ga, Ge, In,· Mn and Pb in six sphalerite 
specimens.from the Tri•State district. 
In 1940', Sto1be1:288 spectr~.&phicallr .&naly.Md- eeventy-.five 
tphalerite specimens, nine of which were from the Tri-State district. 
He cietected Cd, Co, Ga, Ge. Mn and Mi in the <tri-State •pecimens. 
He concluded that gallium .and germanium are concentrated in sphalerite 
284Jacob Papish and Chester B. Stilson, "Gallium IV. Occurrence 
of GalliU111 in Zinc Mineralstt, ~· Mineralogist, vol. 15. pp. 521-527, 
1930. . 
18.5Ge't'ard E. Claussen, "Spectroscopic Analysis of Certain 
Galeuas, Sphalerites, and l'yritei\', ~· Mineralogist, vol. 19, pp. 221-
224,. 1934. . 
2.86w. H. Newhouse, "The Source of Vanadium, Mo1ybde1WII:, Tungsten, 
and ChromiUttt in OXidized Lee.d DepoEitsu, ~· Mineralogist, vol. 19, 
pp. 209-220, 1934. 
287L. C. Graton ar.d. G. A. RaTcourt, 11S~ectror,raph1c Evidence on 
Origin of Ores of }.1iseissippi Valley ~ype", ~· Geolos:r, vol. 30, 
p. 803, 1935. 
288R.ichard E. Stoiber, "t'~nor Elements in Sphalerite", !££.!:!• 
Geology, vol. 35, pp. 501-519, 1940. 
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of low temperature clepo5its, and that ind~ and cadmjum are eon• 
centrated in tnte~ediate and high temperature oepoaits. 
In 1942, Frondel, lievhouse, 41lld .Jarre11289 u.ing spectrographic 
.. ans detected Ag, .AI, Ba, Cr, Cu, Fe, M.g, •d Si' aad ~hey believed 
that ail.er aui silicon were relatively concentrated in the octahedral 
face-loci of galena crystals from .Joplin and other districts. They 
also believed that Al. :Ba, Ca, Cr • Cu, Fe, Mg and Sr exhibited 
significant quantitative variations within the galena crystals, but 
they believed that these variations were unrelated to faces of the 
galena crystals. 
In 1942, Jakosky. Dreyer aad Wilsou290 epectrographice.lly 
analyzed soil e1d bulk rock s-,las from the Tri-State diattict to 
d.etennine the relatiouship between trace eleaent distribution and the 
locatlou of ore deposits. they found ao correlation ktween the two. 
In 1945, Warren and ~son29l spectrographically aaalyzed 
164 sphaluite samples~ two of which were from .Joplin. 'rhey found 
.A£, Cd, Cu., ~a, Ge, Fe, and Pb in the JOplin a-.ple.s. One apeciaen 
was ru.by bl.ftde, whiC'.h -contained 1110re Ga, Ge, .atd l'b, aod less Fe 
289c. Frondel, w. H. Newhouse, &nd R. F. J'arrell, "Special 
Distribution of Minor E.lements in Single-Crystals", ~· Mi.Deralogis~, 
Vol. 27, PP• 726-145 1 1
942. 
290J. J. Jakosky, R. 1-1. Dryer, an.d C. H •. Wilson, .. Geophysical 
Investigations in the Tri-State Zinc and Lead Mining District"., ~Cans as 
i!£!. Surve_y .!!!!.!• 44, 151 pp., 1942. 
29lH. v. warren and R. M. Thompson, "Sphalerites from Western 
Canada", ~· Geology, vol. 40, pp. 309-335, 1945. 
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and Ag than the normal yellow-brown sphalerite. Their re&ults regard-
ing the relative concentrations of minor elements associated with this 
type of deposit &greed with those of Stoiber. 
In 1950, llarbaugh.292 spectrographically and chemically analyzed 
vegetal~on to dete~ine if the tr~ce element content of t~igs, leaves, 
grasses and herbaceous plants could be used as a prospecting tool in the 
Tri-St~te district. He found only the zinc content to be areally re-
leted to the ore bodies~ Ag, Co, cu, Ni, Pb and Sn showed negligible 
. . ' 
correlation with the areas of sulfide ore. 
In 1950, Fowler293 reported that the use of the elements Co, Ga, 
Ni, Pb and Sn gave the most reliable results in the search for ore 
bodies. As a consequence of these studies one s~all ore body was 
cli&COV£Te.d. 
In 1961, Marshall and Joensuu294 spectrographically studied the 
relations,hip betw-een the concentrations of Ag, Cu and Sb -.nd the crystal 
habit of 31 galena samples, 16 of w~ich were from the ~1cher field in 
northeastern Oklahoma. Only antimony varied with crystal habit, and 
the lowest concentrations occ~rred in octahedral crystalc. 
292John w. Harbaugh', 11 Biochemical Investigations in the Tri• 
State District", !££!!:• Geolog:x, vol. 45, pp. 548-567, 1950. 
293George 11·. Fowl~~. f·Geochemical Prospecting iu the Mississippi 
Valley (abEtract), ~· Cona. ~., vol. 36, p. 69, 1950. 
294R.oyal R.. Marsh.all and Oiva Joensuu, "Crysca.l H~tbit and Trace 
El.ecte..nt Content of Some Galens.s", ~· Geolofii, vol. 56, PP• 758-771, 
1961. 
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Rorieontal and vertical eoning of ore depocits is a well 
establbhed fact in districts such as Butte, Montana, .and Cornwall, 
IJ:lgl&ad. More recently this faet has been r-eported from lll&ltY other 
districts, as eJtemplified by the work of 1U.ley,295 Qraf -.d ~rr,296 
and Austin.297 ln most of this work the distribution of trace elements 
has been baaed upon the analysis of rock and ore samples. But recently, 
Br.ldbury298 irlVestigated the variations of trace element. content in 
sir,gle miaerals, parti.eularly in-aphalerite, galena G.d pyrite over 
the Wisconsin•lllinois zine-laad 4iatrict. He fouud little to indicate 
the e~istence of eoning in that dt.trict. 
In the Tri-State district various types of ecntng have been 
295L. B. Riley, "Ore Body Zouing", ~· Geolo.zy, vol. 31, PP• 
17G-l84, 1936. 
296nonald L. Graf and Paul !'. ~err, 14Trace Ele.ent Studies, 
Santa Rita, New Mexico",~· §.gs. J.Gerica !!!.!!.·, vol. 61, pp. 1023-
1052, 1950. 
297carl F. Austin, "Geochemical Exploration11 , unpub. Doetoral 
Thesis Univ. of Utah, 90 pp., 1959. 
298JB:tllea c. Br4idbury, "Mineralogy .and the Question of Zoning, 
1-lortbll.~e~ t Illinois Zinc-Lead District" (abstract), Mining En&•, vol. 
ll, no. 12, p. 1231, 1959. 
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suggested. Some investigators, for instance~ Buckley and Buehler,299 
Siebenthal,300 Fowler and Lyden,301 and loieidman302 have noted that, 
in general, galena ~as more &bundant in the upper beds and that 
sphalerite was utore abundant in the lo\':er beds. This relationship, 
however, is only a broad generalization, and it should be kept ill 
mind that many exceptions occur. For inrts.nc€, ere runr. in the 
i..e.6ds Spring, one of the low·er ore-bearing beds~ contain relatively 
abundant galena. The cause of this type of zoning lies partly in the 
fact that galena is more resistant to weathering than sphalerite and 
hence it io rel&tively concentrated in the surface residuum. There-
fore the upper workings of some of the earlier mines to the east of 
the Picher field contained more lead near the "grass roots". 
299E. R. Buckley and H. A. Buehler, *'the Geology of the Grs.nby 
Area0 , ~· Geol. Sur\'ev !,ept., vol. IV, 2d series, p. 85, 1905. 
300c. E. Siebenthal, 0 0rigin of the Zinc and Lead »eposits of 
the Joplin ~egicn - llissouri, l.ans~~, and Oklahoma':, .!!· .§.• .§!E.!. SurveY.. 
BulL 606, P• 229, 1915. 
. 30lceorge M. Fowler and Joseph P. Lyden, "The Ore llepoeits of 
the 'tri-State District", bEl• ~· !!!!:!• ~· Eng. Tr2ns., vol. 102, 
P• 235, 1932. 
302samuel Weidman, ''The Miami-Picher Zinc-Lead District, Okla-
homa", Okla. Gaol. Survey Bull. 56, p. 71, 1932. -- ____ ,_,___ 
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Hori~;ontal zoning of the ores has been sugget:ted frequently by 
some geologists and mining engineers, who have pointed out that hi~her 
lead-zinc ratios occur at the margins of the runs than in the center 
of the ore depocit. The writer has ·seen this relationship in so-.:ne K bed 
ore runs. Although this h!ay be tr-..te for some runs • the xeverse relation-
ship h~s also been noted in some runs in K bed. ln most runs 1n the 
vario".ls beds. no app-arent unifonn horizontal distribution of galena 
and sphsleri te e:dz ts .. 
The greater abundance of galena in the upper portions of single 
runt~ in the district also has been suggested. At best this relationship 
can be considered only a very general one. The ~~iter has noted that 
th£ g~l~ne-riclt portions are frequently found in the upper portions of 
a working tace, but thin galena-rich seams generally may be found 
throughout the vertical range of an ore run. 
A fourth type of zoning in the diatrict is one ~hich occurs on 
a small scale. It was described first by Eiebentha1.303 The writer 
noted the rel.aticnship especially in tlle sheet ground, but also in 
some 1{ bed runs. Within a vertical distence of about six inches, as 
&hown in Figure 73, the rock changes gradually from jasperoid cont&inin~ 
little or no sphalerite at the base~ to jasperoid containing abundant 
sphalexite, then to sphalerite, and finally to sphalerite and @&lena 
e.t th.c top. Where open epace is present above the_se~uence, galena 
cryst~ls occasionally occur on the surface of the opening. 
303siebenthal, ~· £J~·· pp. 235-236. 
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Figure 73. Mineralh.ed "sheet groundn. Sphalerite (gray 
specks and areas) content of the j.asperoid (black} incre.al::es upward. 
Top portion of the epecimen consists entirely of sphalerite. Lm\er 
portion of the specimen is chert (white). 0 bed, Blue Goose No. l 
mine. 
Weidman304 reported a fifth type of aontug, the pre .. nce of 
higher lead-zinc ratios associated with the Miami trough. This 
conclusion was based upon the relative abundance of lead and zinc 
concentrates from 34 ~ines in the Picher field. Such an an~lysis 
is impraetical today because of the common practice of ~xing ores 
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from various mines. Weidman made his study when it was common practice 
to "hit the lead runsn when lead prices were up or when times were 
hard. Therefore Wei~an's conclusions should be interpre.ted with 
caution. 
\Jeidman,305 Fowler306 and Lyden307 aaphasiud that the ore runs 
~re associated with areas of structural O.foTm&tion in which greater 
quantities of silica occurs than in the surrounding undeformed areas. 
A stmilar type of zoning over greater distances has been suggested 
by Giles,308 who, after a measurement of 88 5tratigraphic sections, 
304weidman, .!2• £ll., p. 76. 
305weidman, EE• ill·• p. 87. 
306George M. Fowler, "Structural Control of Ore Deposits in the 
Tri-State Zinc and Lead District", Eng. Minin,& ~·· vol. 139, no. 9, 
pp. 46-51, 1938. 
307Jcseph P. Lyden.- "Aspects of Structure and l!iner.s.lization 
Used as Guidec i!l the Development of the Picher Field!', ~· Inst. 
t~in. ~· En!?.' •. Trans., vol. 187, pp.l25l.-1259, 1950, 
308Albs.rt W. Giles, "Boone Chert", Geol. !.££• Americ& Bull., 
vol. l~6, pp. 1832•1834, 1935. 
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concluded that the amount. of chert in the Boone formation decreased 
eastward into Arkansas from the Tr~·S~ate district, and that it £1so 
decreased upward in the Boone formation. 
Zonipg of a sort, was sought in the distriet by Stoiber,309 
who attempted to determine the dir.ctions of flow of the mineralizing 
.. elutions by a £ tucly of fia~etrical cryfital growths and arrangements 
in vugs. For 159 localities, he recorded preferred growth on the 
&toss sides of crystals, overgro~ths of later crystals on the stoss 
sides of earlier ones, and ir-regular distributions of crystals within 
the vugs. The dete~inations 5howed much variation, but he believed 
that, in general, the solutions had originated from the Miami trough 
and flowed to the north and to the south from that structure. The 
vertical component of flow usually was dete~ined to be downward, 
which he int~rpreted to be due to gravity settling from the ·Solution 
filling the vugs. 
The most recent study of zoning in the Tri-State district is 
that of Lyden, 310 1>1ho used zoning as a guide to mining in the Picher 
field. The close association of the gray dolomite to the ore bodies 
::S09Richs.rd E. Stoiber, 1'Movement of Mineralizing Solutions in 
the Picher Field, Oldahoma-Kensa.s", ~· Geologx, vol. 41, p. 800-
812, 1946. 
310Lyden, £l?.• ill·, P• 1256. 
cf ~ome mines w~s noted by Smith and Siebenths1311 and mapped by 
McKnight end others.312 More recently Lyden pointed out that the 
1')0. 
pillars or one ~all of most ore runs are rich in dolomite (Figure 22, 
p&£e 64); the outer wall of the runs contain principally jasperoid 
(Figure 74}; while E..way from the main ore runs the predoiilinant rod: is 
lime:stone, as revealed in pull drifts (Figure 66. peige lGO; and ir.. 
Figure 75) and in drill holes. The rid4est zinc-leaci ore:s occur bet~~een 
tbe dolorr.ite and jasperoid areas. l'~f,.J."'1ight313 observed: ( l) that 
the centers of the dolomite cores commonly cont~in Ch£rokee shale 
introduced by cave filling, (2) that chalcopyrite end enargite arc 
confined almost entirely to the zone of overlap of dol~ite and 
jasperoid, (3) that the galena zone overlaps that of sphalerite but 
tends to extend farther toward the unaltered liwestone, and (4) that 
a barren boulder zone containing marcesite and abundant calcite occurs 
~t the inr.er margin of the unaltered limestone. 
31 ~. s. Tangier Smith and c. E. Siebenthal, Description of 
the Joplin District in Geologic Atlas of the United States, M· ~· 
~· Survey folio 148, P• 13~ .1907. 
Sl2Edwin T. McKnight, et al., Maps Showing Structural Geology 
and Dolomit:l.zed J ... refls in Part--;{t.tt. Picher Zinc-LeEcd F:;;_eld, U. S. 
Geol. Survey Tl:i··S t..:tte Zir~c-Lead Jnve.stigetionf. ?relimin:;.ry Napr. l-6, 
1944. 
313Edl.:iil !. McKnight, "Zoning of Ore Depof...its in the Tri-State 
Di&tx:ict' 1 (~bstt·act), ~· ~· §.£!. ~·, vol. 32, p. 282, 1942. 
Figure 74.. J'asperoid wall typical of ore 11 runs11 showing 
jasperoid (black) and chert (white). M bed. Whitebird mine. 
· .. -,. 




Figure 75. Chert nodules and lenses (white) in limestone 
(medi~ gray). G-H beds~ Piokee mine. 
200. 
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PURPOSE OF INVESTIGATION 
Previous investiiators found very little correlation between 
trace element distribution &td the·presence of ore. Since their 
analyses were those of soils, vegetation and bulk rock samples, the 
present writer investigated the areal. stratigraphic. and structural 
diGtribution of certain trace elements in single ~nerals: sphalerite 
and galena. 
Pi.OCEDURE 
Samples for spactrographic analyse£ were selected under a 
binocular .and a mineralog~aphic microscope to obtain material free 
of contaminant phases. Clean cleavage fragments were ground to 
minuc lUO mesh ~ith an agate mortar £Ud pestle to provide 6amples 
weighing at least fifty milligrams. The powder was finely ground 
but not £creened. 
Galena 
The spectrographic analyses of galena were made by YUlbel E. 
Phillips of the MisBouri Geologice.l Survey, using a Baird-Atomic 
Inc. 3•Meter Grating Spectrograph, which has a concave ~le mounted 
grating ruled 15,000 lines per inch. The instrument hus a dispersion 
of 5.5 R per mru. in the first order. 
A cup, 4 mut. deep and 1~ mm. in dia1neter 1 in the lower positive 
~lectrode was filled level with pulverized sample. High purity grade 
2.02. 
electrodes were used which showed no traces of silver in "blan.I'" 
runs. The samples ~ere arced for one minute in a 10 to ll ampere current 
et 30 to 45 volts across a 2 mm. gap. The slit width was 25 microns. 
The arc sp6ctra were recorded on Eastman Kodak Spectrum 
Analysis Number One plates~ A Jarrell-Ash Comparator Microphotameter 
was used to record spectral line densities. 
In preliminary analyses of galena Ag, Al, Ca, Cr, Cu, Fe~ Mg, 
Sb, Si and Zn were detected. Since Ag was found in all samples and 
exhibited a tendency to vary in concentration, and was believed not 
to be present in contaminant phases, it was selected for further 
study. 
• A lead line at 3262.353 A was compared with the silver line 
0 
at 3280.683 A. The denslties of these lines and the background 
adjacent to each line were determined with a Jarrell-Ash Comparator 
Kicrophotometer. For each analysis the reciprocals were obtained for 
the above recordings and they were converted to intensity values using 
the characteri£tic or emulsion curve, which was prepared by the use of 
a etep sector. The background intensities were subtracted from the 
intensity of the silver and lead lines and the ratio IAg-I~A~/ C> 
Ipb-IBpb was ealcul«ted. The axnount of silver in per cent ~·as 
determined from a previously prepared working curve, which ~"as 
obtained by analyzing samples prepared by sdding Y.no~~' awounts of 
silver o:l':.ide to fixed weights of Tri-State galena kuo-v.rn to be lovJ in 
sil~er. 
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The development procedure was held rigidly .constant. 
The photographic plates were all developed in Easbaan D-19 developer 
for. a period of four miuutea at 700 Fahrenheit under continuous 
mechanical agitation in a tray tyPe container. After a thirty 
minute rinsing in water~ they were placed in rapid liquid fixer for 
ten minutesJ and then washe~ in running water for thirty minutes. 
The use of an internal stanc:lard minimises deviations from eoustant 
development procedure. 
The effects of reversal or self-absorvtion are aegligible 
when the line used as an internal atandard has an iuteuaity less 
than 10% of the intensity of the strougest line tavolving the 
ground state of theatom. The intensity of the Pb 3162.353 internal 
standard line used in this investigation was much less than the most 
sensitive and strongest lead line, Pb 4057.820. the intensity of 
the Pb 4057.820 line is 2000 and the intensity of the Pb 3262.353 
line averages about 20.314 
For best results the element to be determined and the internal 
standard should have dmilar ionization potentials. Trace element 
314ceorge Russell Harrison, ~sachusetts Institute ~ 
Tachnology Wavelensth T£hles, John Wiley and Sono, Inc., New York~ 
429 pp. J 1939. 
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silver and the internal standerd lead utilized in this investigation 
httve ioniution potentials which are very similar. The ionization 
potential of silver is 7.54 volts and that of lead is 7.38 volts. If 
sufficient voltage is used the differences in ionization potential 
become less tmportant. 
Each sample was run at least three ttmes to insure reproduci• 
bility and minimize possible sources of error. 
Sphale1:ite 
The sphaleTite samples we~e spectrographically aaalyzed by 
the complete volatilization method in contrast to the galena samples 
which were analyzed by the use of an .internal standard. Clean 
cleavage fragments of sphalerite were ground by the writer to minus 
100 mesh to provide samples of •ore than SO milligrams and these 
were sent to Mr. J. s. Bryson s.t the research departmen.t of the Eagle· 
Picher Company at Joplin, Missouri, who made the spectrographic 
analyses. 
Fifty milligrams of the sample powder was aixed with fifty 
milligrams of spectrographically pure graphite powder in a cl£an 
agate mortar. Duplicate samples of forty milligrams each of the 
mix wEre placed into crater type anodes of highest purity graphite. 
The cathode, 1.5 inch by 1/8 inch. was highest purity graphite. 
The sample was completely volatilized in a 10 ampere cl.c. ~rc at 
300 volts across a 3 millimeter gap. Eastman SA no. 1 fiLm was ex· 
posed to 8% of the total light. The spectrum range used was from 
2300 A to 45oo A. 
The fiLm was processed under standariced conditions, and the 
Ge 2651.2 1, Ga 2943.6 A~ Cd 3261.1 A and Pb 2833.1 A lines were 
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measured photometrically and compared directly with standariced mater-
ials. 
Standards of ten different concentrations were prepared for the 
elements Ag, Al, Ca, Cr, Cu, Fe, In, Mg, Mn, Si and Ti. Selected 
lines for these el~ents were assigned values from one through ten. 
A value of one was assigned to a line which was barely visible and 
a ~alue of ten to a wide and very oense line. A concentration-density 
chart was constructed which was based upon known concentrations of 
those elements. The sel•cted lines for those elements in the aphaler-
ite samples were assigned values from one to ten and the concentrations 
of those elements were ~ead from the chart. The lines selected for 
those elements were: Ag 3281.7 A, AI 3082.2 A, Ca 3933.7 A, Cr 4254.3 
• 0 0 • 0 • A, CU 3247.5 A, Fe 3020.6 A, In 3256.1 A, Kg 2852.1 A, Mn 2794.8 A, 
Si 2881.6 A, •nd Ti 3372.8 A. 
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MODE OF OCCURRENCE 
Trace elemeuts may occur in minerals due to solid solution, 
~~ adsorbed elements, as constituents of separate solid mineral 
phases, and as constituents of fl~id inclusions. Since care was 
taken to select material which exhibit only one phase under the 
microscope, the trace elements of interest in this study probably 
occur mainly in solid solution. 
Although the consideratiOtl of io11ic radii and the 15% rule of 
Golascbmid.t315 have allowed predictions as to the likelihood of 
solid solutions of certain trace elements in o~ide and silicate 
minerals, the same has not always held true for the sulfide minerals. 
This discrepancy probably is due largely to the fact that the bonding 
in the sulfides, in contrast to that of the oxides and silicates, is 
mostly of a covalent nature.316 Goldschmidt311 suggested that tetra-
hedral covalent r&dii be used in studying the mode of occurrence of 
guest ele5ents in the sphalerite structure. If the tetrahedral oove.l-
ent radii as given by Pauling318 may be used, then it is possible to 
315v. M. Goldschmidt, Geochemi&try, Oxford Univ. Press, London, 
7 30 pp • ' 19.54 • 
.316Linus Pauling, ~ ~~ of ili Chemicnl Bond, 3d Ed., 
Cornell Un1v. Press, Ithica, r~. Y., 1960, P• 442. 
ll7coldschmidt, ££· ~., p. 267. 
318Pauling, ~· cit •• p. 246. 
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evaluate the likelihood of the presence of an element as a diadochic 
&olid solution in the sulfide minerals. 
The principal trace el~ents studied in this work were: germanium, 
gallium, cadmiu..-n and indium in ephalerite; and silver in galena. No 
independent minerals of these elements were observed megascopically 
or in polished surfaces of samples submitted for spectrographic analysis. 
A.g, Al, Ca, Cr, Cu, Fe, Mg, Kn, Pb, Si., and Ti also were de-
tected in sphalerite• but ";ere not use."d for zoning studies due to their 
presence as contaminants. In galena: Al, Ca, Cr, Cu, Fe, Mg, Sb, Si, 
Sn, V and Zn ~ere detected in preliminary runs, but were either con-
sidered present as contaminants or pre6ent in too fey samples to be of 
value in a study of zoning. 
Silver is pretent in ell galenas, but ir. the Tri•Stste galenas, 
the amount of silver is very ~::mall, meesured in parts per million. 
The silver content of galena has been variously l~cribed to mechanical 
miY.tures of silver-bearing minerals, such a.s t argentite, tetr.ahecrite, 
and m~tildite (AgBiS2); or to a sclid soluti~n of silver in galena. 
lecause galenes rich in Eilver ere .n1£o often rich i"il bismuth, roatildite. 
in particular has been thought to hold the silver detected in ga.lena.. 
Since bismuth ~as not detected in Tri-State galena samples, &nd cince 
silver-bearing minerals were not detected in polished ~ections of T~i­
Ste.te galenas, silver does net occur as a mechanical mixture of some 
silver-bee.ring mineral in galena. 
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Goldscluddt319 believed that silver is captured in galena 
between the four nearest sulfur atcnns. This is suggested by the 
fact that the distance between the center of each tetrahedral inter-
Etice end th~ center of each sulfur atom is 2.57 A, and that the inter-
ionic distance between silver ana s~lfur, corrected for tetrahedral 
Cl 
coordination e.Ii.rl. polarization of the ions, il) 2.43 A, "Which is close 
to the value 2.57. 
Therefore it would eeem that silver may occur in galena either 
a£~ a diadochic solid solution '\>lith lead, or as an interstitial solid 
£olution in the tetrahedrel interstices between four adjacent sulfur 
atoms, or in both positions. 
Germaniur:t 
Germanium is found in the rare minerals &rgyrodite (4Ag2S.GeS2), 
germanite (Cu3(Fe,Ge)S4) end ultraba.site (28(l'b,Fe)S .ll(Ag,Cu):;:s .3GeSz 
Sb2SJ), according to Rankama snd sahsma. 320 No ger-manium-bearing 
minerals were noted in polished surfaces of the Tri-State cphalerite 
examined by the present writer. Warren and Thompson321 stated that 
319Goldschmidt, ££· £!!., p. 408. 
320Kalvero Rankama and Th. G. Sahama, Geoch~ivtry, Univ. of 
Chicago Press, Chicago, p. 734, 1949. 
32la. V. Warren and R.. M. Thompsen,- ''SI>halerites from Western 
Canada", .!£.2!!• Geology, vol. 40, p. 322, 191+5. 
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germanium may be present in sphalerite either as GeS or as an atomic 
dispersion of Ce. Because the tetrahedral covalent radii of gennanium 
(1.22) and zinc (1.31) are less than seven per cent of one another, and 
because the ~ount of germanium in Tri-State ephalerite is lees than 
0.04 per cent. thus causing little strain in the sphalerite structure, 
the WTiter believes that germanium is present in sphalerite ss a dia-
dochic solid solution with zinc. 
Cadmium 
Cadmium may occur as the independ~t mineral greeaockite (CdS). 
Tri-State sphalerite from upper strata •ay posse~s a visible coating 
of greenockite, but for this investigation clean cleavage fragments 
from the center of sphalerite crystals were selected for apectrographic 
analysis and greenockite was not observed megaaeopically or aieroscopic-
ally in spec~ens submitted for analysis. Since the difference in si~e 
of the tetrahedral covalent radii of eaamium (1.48) aud zinc (1.31) 
is less than l3 per cent of the latter, and the aDOUnt of cadsnium in 
tri .. Sute sphalerite is about one-half of one per cent, c&lialium most 
li~ely occurs &S 6n diadochie solid solution with ~inc in sphalerite. 
Gcllium 
Gallium. was believed to be pr~sent in epha.lerite .e.s Ge.;.l;.s by 
Goldschmidt ancl Peters322 due to their similar crystal structure and 
322V.'ll.·.Goldschm1dt snd Cl. Peters, "Zur Geochede des 
Galliums", Nachr. l·ass. Gottingen, Math.·Physik. Klasse, III; Iv, P• 
165, 1931. ----
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face-centered tetragonal structure type and because the atomic 
diameter of indium exceeds the allowable 15 per cent. They noted 
that InSb has the same crystal structure, but that the atomic diameter 
exceeds 15 per cent. They suggest therefore that InSb.may form only 
a very l~ited solid solution with sphalerite. Erametsa328 noted that 
In3t ions (0.92 kX) are stmilar to zn2t ions (0.83) in si&e and he 
Euggested therefore that indium is captured in the sphalerite structure. 
If the tetrahedral covalent radii of indium (1.44) and zinc (1.31) 
are considered, it is £een that the difference between the two is 
less than ten per cent of the latter and also since the amount of 
indium in Tri-State sphalerite ~only about 0.003 per cent, it is 
suggestive that indium may occur in sphalerite as a diadochic solid 
solution with zinc. 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Mineral Analyses 
Prel~inary analyses of galena detected the elements Ag, Al, 
Ca, Cr, Cu, Fe, Mg) Sb, Si mtd Zn. -Of these elements Ag was found 
in all samples, exhibited a tendency to vary in concentration, and 
was believed not to be present in contaminant phases. The~efore As 
was selected for further study; these data are given in Table VIII. 
328olavi Et'.Einte:tsii, ' 1Uber ciie Verbreitung des lndiums in 
f:l.nnischen Miner&len und uber seine Trennung von anderen Metcllen11 , 
R~n. Aced. Sci. Fennicae, 6er. A, vol. 51, no. 1, 1938, cited in 
Wervo R.a.nkema and Tn. G. Sahama, Geocbemist?£Y, Univ. Chicago 
Press, Chicago, p. 725, 1949. 
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Tb.BLE VIII 
SPECTROGRAPHIC ANALYSES OF GAI,ENA 
Analysis SBmple Location ted Ag (p.p.m.) 
No. l~o. 
1 278 Black Eagle mine K l.Ol 
2 20 Big .John mine K 1.40 
3 272 Tar Creek mine E 1.52 
4 275 Tar Cr~ek mine E 0.60 
5 64 Grace B mine M 1.18 
6 9a Gordon No. 3 mine M 0.44 
7 308 Royal mine M 0.23 
8 11 New York mine R 0.75 
9 3071 Grace Walker mine 1{ 1.28 
10 42 Grace Walker mine R 0.63 
11 23 New York mine R 0.51 
12 306 Royal mine M 0454 
13 l Jay Bird mine 0 0.71 
14 315a Blue Goose No. 1 mine G .. H 0.89 
15 315 Blue Goose };o. 2 mine H 0.67 
16 315 Blue Goose Ko. 2 mine N 1.37 
'17 315 Blue Goose No. 1 mine 0 0.43 
18 101 Anna Beever mine G-H 0.76 
19 111 New Yox·k mine M 0.61 
20 154 l:enoyet' mine M C.57 
21 60 St. Joe mine G-H 0.35 
22. 170 Netta mine G•H 0.46 
23 51 Netta mine M 1.38· 
24 137 l-.Tb.itebird mine H O.l~5 
25 121 Cralorfish mine Itt 0.30 
26 13a John Beaver mine 0 0.83 
27 102 Netta White mine K 1.38 
28 li4 Blue Goose l~o. 1 mine 0 0.53 
29 179 Black Eagle mine G-li 0.50 
30 201 Piokee mine G-ll G.32 
31 64 Grace B.mine li 0.91 
(duplicate of No. 5) 
32 111 New York mine R 1.14 
(duplicate of No. 8) 
33 308 Royal mine (duplicate of No.7) 11 0.51 
34 154 Kenoyer mine M 0.60 
35 154 Kenoyer mine M 1.37 
36 60 St. Joe mine G-H 0.40 
37 60 Sto Joe mine G-H 0.56 
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TABLE VIII (continued) 
Analysis Sample Location Bed Ag (p.p.m.) 
No. No. 
38 60 St. Joe mine G•H 0.28 
39 309 Dump southeast of 0.59 
Picher field 
40 204 Grace B mine M 1.38 
41 205 Grace B. mine M 0.55 
42 322 Sunflower mine M 0~79 
43 117 Hunt mine M 1.41 
44 45.15 Commonwealth mine G-H 0.27 
45 45.29 Lueky Jew mine M 1.32 
46 45.82 Oronogo mine 0.55 
47 45.33 Miami, Okla. 0.58 
48 45.41 Carterville, Mo. 0.68 
49 .45.108 Aurora, Mo, 1.20 
50 96,24 Webb City, Mo. 1.33 
51 1975 Granby, Mo. 1.00 
52 180 Dllenweg, Mo .. 1.29 
53 180 Duenweg, Mo. 0.97 
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T'ne sphalerite samples vere analyzed for Ag, Al, ca, Cd, Cr, 
Cu, Fe, Ga, Ge, In, Mg, 11n, Pb, Si and Ti. Of these elements Ge, 
Ga, Cd and In were not present in contaminant phases. The spectro-
graphic analyses for the~e four elements are given in Table IX. The 
spectrographic analyses for the remaining elements are given in 
Tables XI, XII and XIII in Appendix A, 
Pink and gray dolomite were separated t~om five spec~ns and 
compared by qualitative spectrographic analysis to examine the relation-
ship between trace element content and color of dolomite. No signifi-
cant differences were detected between the pink e.nci grey dol001ite of 
each sample, except those differences believed due to contamination. 
The spectrographic analyses for dolomite e.re given in Table XIV, 
.Appendix B • 
. ~an~. of Trace Element Content 
The range of trace element content in galena and sphalerite 
is given in Table X. 
Accuracx 
lt•e average difference in determinations for duplicate 8&mples 
is about 0.2 p.p.m. for silver in galena, 2.5 p.p.m. for ge~anium 
in sphalerite. 60 p.p.m. for· gallium in Fiphalerite, 2000 p.p.m. for 
cadmium in sphalerite, end 5 p.p.m. for indium in sphalerite. The 
small ranee of value~ and the high analytical error in determin~tions 
of ca~ium and indium mikes the use of the~e elements of doubtful 
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............. 
20) 180 r!okee mine C·11 330 200 ~oco <10 
2!0 59 $t. Jce m1n_, M 25 62 ~000 <10 
211 91 't~llwye•• ChJ.CD.l~ no. 2 mine M. so Jao .5000 <10 
212 159 f.J?royer mine n 120 36 ,000 (lO 
213 2.1~ J:!~Tett e1ne M 7S 310 7000 20 
21'• 216 Jo.rrett mne H 40 150 6000 <10 
215 63 I;Tnce I aina M 110 180 100lJ <10 
216 174 Jt.-.L-u-l\sh-Va-'Iah !'-ina Q 35 20{) 6000 <10 
2\7 173 J1nm•Dt!h-tra-Tab mtt1a 0 3S 1;:.{1 1nov <10 
Z18 298 r.arr .ef.ne M .35 250 7000 10 (duplicate of No. 206) 
21? 9t l~"'7era Cbtca&o !to. 2 mina H 50 430 6000 <10 
(duplicate c! llo. · 211) 
210 280 ~l~ek ~asl• rntne o-tt 200. 170 7000 <10 
11.l ll#\ J~hn tea•eT Dine 0 bO 7S 7000 <10 
2:.2 102 ftetta ~bite mine K. 90 320 5000 30 
1.2..3 2..1r-3 Ct:1.ce B mlno li ~l L1 7000. <10 
22.lt- 170 ~~tt4 taitl~ c-u 320 320 6000 <10 
:225 112. 'K~~oyf:l-r mine M 23 150 6000 <'10 
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IN OU MllflllALS P'ROM TBR PICBD. FIELD 
E1Ell1lent .Mineral !lan&ea of ~ace Element conteat 
Minimum MaximUm 
Silver Galen. 0.2 p.p.a. 1.6 P•P••• 
G<enNlliua Spbalarit• 25 p.p.a. 380 p.p.m. 
Galliaa Sphaluite 15 p.p.m. 480 P•P·•· 
Cadaiua Sphalerita 4000 p.p.m. 7000 P•P•11• 
Indiua Spbale~ite 10 P•P••• 30 p.p.m. 
~! Pls£i1~~ion 
The ateal v.utat.ioaa ih the cODC.elltr&t.iOll& of •U.-r :tn c4l.c.a 
-.c1 Ge, G.a, Cd, eru1 tn ln lpkdft'1te vue HU.ght by ,lottiaa the 
coaceat~U.ou on OYeTlaysof a ld.ae. .ap of the Pidter fta14. Ctrclos. 
were uaed. for values ollt&i.Ded fl'OI\ pleoa ad epb&1e:d.te teken from 
M INad cr fne lower bed&... Solid ciotc .. r• u.a4 for ••W.• Obt.&i.De.d 
ft'Otl!. •pee~ fr:aa tbe upper ~ t as. ·~ 1n r~-- 76) 71, 18. 
and 7'i • This at:Jad)- ahoved. tk&t the tr&cc.t el--.u t.n the &&leu 
acd ttphnJ.et'tte of tile Pl.c.her ftel.ci cio 110t ah1bi.t prMOUacecl ueal 
&o~&iq. ~ium ill apulcrtte -&84 •llver in &&1-.. &~• ~1iptly WJre 
~t ~ud tbe ..SEC of tae •tc:lller field. GcJ:uaJ.um ea6 pll1um 
~ a(81Nhat aore &hwadat 1D •pbalerlte •~ the aortaw.tem eel&• 
_t)f tbt; Piner f&.a14. IN.t thue tnDd.a an aot •l1W4. 
Vertical !1• ~1-~tcm 
, 1'1\e. •trati&raphtc .aoucJ.... irl the coacaatra.t.ia& of &llftr ~ 
p•..W.• plltum. G•tum aad tacUum wre atacU.ed ~ plottiq tbuc 
•altlee aoool'lllaa to •tt"atip:.,lktc ..-., u ~ I.D l'i.,.r•··1o, 81. &2, 
&M 13. 
1:hc vuiatiou t.n eooc•traUoa.a of U..e •1-u within aac:h 
M4 ta lase. ad ... rtr u &l*lt •• tb&t Mt:wMn ~NNW. althwgb 
sU.ptly hiper V&lu&& w-ee olat&lM<I &om thO upfMr Mel$ ~- fron 
tho•• fr.-= the towar bed.G. 

























AREAL DISTRIBUTION OF SILVER IN GALENA 
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AREAL DISTRIBUTION OF GERMt.NIUM iN SPHALERITE 
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FiGURE 78 
AR[AL DISTRIBUTION OF GALl,. I Uf.-1 ! N SPHALERITE 
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AREAL DISTRIBUTION OF CAD_MIUM IN SPHALERITE 
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spread of determinations for ~y given bed preclude any generalization 
regarding stratigraphic control of trace elements. 
Relationship !£ Paragenesis 
A study of trace element distribution with regard to paragenetic 
position of sphalerite was undertaken. The ge~ium content and gallium 
content of early yellowish-brown sphalerite, later brown sphalerite and 
late red sphalerite are shown in Figures 84 and 85. The range of values 
for sphalerite of each color is great and no correlation seems to exist 
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FIGURE 84 
PARAGENETIC DISTRIBUTION Of GERMANIUM IN SPHALERITE 
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Underground observations in 37 mines, binocular examination 
of over 2000 hand specimens. petrographic and miueralographic study 
of 60 thin sections and 110 polifhed surfaces and spectrographic 
dete~iuations of the trace element content of 53 carefully selected 
galena and 44 sphalerite samples have permitted the writer to acquire 
a detailed knowledge of the mineralogy of Tri-State ore, to determine 
the. paragenesis of its minerals. the distribution of its trace elements 
and to offer eome ideas regarding its genesis. 
MINEIW.OGY 
~ifty-one minerals are known to occur in Tri-State ores. Three 
of these minerals, bornite, jarosite and starkeyite ere 11ste4 here 
for the first t~e. The presence of glauconite, covellite and organic 
matter about wllich there had been same doubt in Joplin ores were 
confirmed during the course of this study. 
The textural relationships between the various minerals have 
been studied in detail and same relationships ·are recorded here for 
the first time: 1) pyrite spheres coated by radial marcasite and 
pyrite. 2) geopetal fabrics of pyrite and sphalerite in banded jasper-
old, 3) inttmate. intergrowths of pyrite and marcasite with chalcopyritet 
4) sphalerite veining c~alcopyrite. 5) repetitive deposition of sphaler-
ite in atalactitic marcasite, 6) bornite and covellite veining 
chalcopyrite and marcasite. 
Mineral relationships previously believed to be lacking in 
Tri-State ores but observed and described by the writer are: 1) 
complete coatings of marcasite over galena, 2) chalcopyrite over 
sphalerite, 3) pyrite over chalcopyrite, and 4) chalcopyrite inclus• 
ions in sphalerite. 
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Mosaic breccias and intraformational breccies underlain and 
overlain in some places by undisturbed horiEOntal beds are illustrated 
and described. Alteration of chert nodules and fragments, and two 
ages of color banding in some cherts were also illustrated and des-
cribed. Some chert pebbles in the Carterville conglomerate were 
discovered to exhibit breccia fragments cemented by chert. Other 
textural relationships between Tri-State minerals as seen under-
ground, in hand specimens, and under the microscope have been abun-
dantly illustrated. 
P.ARACINISIS 
As a result of this detailed study of tDterr~latioaships of 
the minerals in Tri-State ore, their general paragenetic aequence 
has been worked out .and presented in Figure 72. Local deviations 
from this general aequenee have been noted and recurrence of crystal• 
li&ation of many.of the minerals was found to be more frequent than 
previously believed. Chalcopyrite and pyrite have been found to have 
been deposited at 8 different intervals, sphalerite and marcasite at 
232 •. 
least during 6. galena and quartz at least during S. 
Although earlier geologists noted the tendency of galena to 
crystalli£e before sphalerite in the eastern part of the Tri•State 
district and the reverse to be true in the Picher field, a strong 
tendency toward a systematic variation of paragenetic sequence with 
either geographic or stratigraphic position is l~tng. The .abundance 
of certain minerals~ like well. crystallized quartz and enargite, and 
the paucity of other minerals, like dolomite, in some areas appear 
to be local variants without great genetic significance. 
The writer has discoYered at least 7 cycles of repetitive 
mineralization in the Tri-State district •. Each is characterised by 
its own parqeaetic sequence. These cycles are aarJced by their own 
mineral suites and ere separated from QUe another either by an inter-
vening period of tectonic activity or solution, by a hiatus in 
deposition, or simply by the recurrent crystalli£ation of earlier 
fomed minerals. TAese sewn cycles are: 
1. Milsissippian Sedt.entation. 
2. Pennsylvanian Sedtme~tation. 
3. Disseminated epigenetic •eteoric ciaerali&ation. 
4. Main fracture-filling and 'V'tlg•filliag episnetic 
meteoric mineralization. 
S. Solution and redeposition or minor sulfide deposition. 
6. Further solution and redeposition or minor sulfide 
deposition. 
1. Present-4ay solution and redeposition of sulfides. 
In a further attempt to diseover some variation in mineralization 
in the Tri•State district either in regard to space or to t~e, the 
trace element content of the principal ore minerals, galena and 
sphalerite was studied. Of the 27 trace elements known to be present in 
233. 
these minerals, only silver in galena, and cadmium, gallium, ge~iWQ 
and indium in sphalerite were found to be persistent enough and in 
•ufficient quantity to permit a study of variance. In galena the 
quantity of Ag varies from .2 to 1.6 p.p.m.; in sphalerite Cd varies 
from 4000 to 7000 p.p.m., Ga varies from 15 to 480 p.p.m., Ge varies 
from 25 to 380 p.p.m., and In vaTies from 10 to 30 p.p.m. Plots of 
the abundance of these trace elements "Ylith respect to eres.l, stTati-
graphic snd pa.ragenetic position failed to revelll any striking trend 
in the variation of these constituents. 
THE CBARACTEil OF THE ORB-FORMING SOLUTIONS 
The ~ineralogy of the Tri-State district permits certain 
inferences to be drawn in regard to the genesis of the ore. The 
close association and intergrowth of certain mineral pairs, such as, 
calcite and marcasite, p}7ite and marc8$ite, and sphalerite and 
wurt~ite would seem to indicate that the pH of the ore solutions. 
while variable, never was far from 7. The numerous recurrences of 
the coumon minerals in the paragenetic. sequence suagests that the 
character of the ore solutions, as defined by pH, Eh and concentration, 
fluctuated but never was far removed from. an average value. The pres-
ence of organic matter and the presence of the sulfides themselves, 
suggest that the Eh of the solutions was negative. 
'I'he variation in paragenetic sequence and trace element content 
of galena and sphalerite thToughout the Tri-State district indicates 
that the nature of the ore-forming solutions varied not only through 
2~. 
t~e but also from place to place throughout the district. The lack of 
definite zoning indicates that the character of the ore-forming solu-
tions was nearly the same throughout the district. 
The uumerous recurrences· of the major minerals in the pare-
genetic sequence and the non-uniform variations in the trace element 
content of sphalerite and galena would be expected in ores formed from 
downward-moving, cold meteoric waters, but would be less likely to re-
sult from an upward-moving, cooling, hydrothermal solution. 
The writer concludes that the ores were formed .from ore-bearing 
solutions which were nearly the aame throughout the district and not 
very different from the ground water of the area aa it exists today, 
for the period of sulfide deposition still is going on at the present 
ttme. 
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216 174 Bta-!Ab•Va•rah mlma 0 30000 100 30 o.s <3 
217 17S BDa•D4h•Va·f~•LD• 0 10000 40 < 10 o.s <l 
216 298 aarr mf.u M 3000 20 ( 10 1 <3 
(duplicate of lo. 206) 
219 9t l..aWJttTa Chlc .. o Wo. 2 •lne M 1000 10 <10 o.s <3 
(dupllc.at• of tlo. ·211) 
!20 280 llack Iaale alae G•fl. 10000 50 20 o.s <3 
221 13s Joh1l !eftftl: alae 0 30000 ltO 10 1 <3 
222 102 ffet-tn White mine I. too 10 <to <O.S <3 
223 243 c .. ae. a mta H 10000 200 <10 1 <3 
224 170 ftett-.s atne e-n 10000 30 < 10 <0~' <3 
22S 112 Kenoyer alae M 10000 }0 10 <OcS <3 
T.dta Ul 
SPICtlOClAPDlC AWALtslS OP IP&~~I!! 
~-aa: =-1 I _II .1 I! I II = I 'III'C.t,:ft:! tl . ••• :!11111':!11:111 .. 
.r..-nalJelu Sample Locat1oa Bed HI I 2•!•!!1! 
!'fo. Ro. Fe !. Ctt Pb A& t .. 1 II 11 •• 
182 62 Betta atne M ZOO 100 30 50 
183 16 Lucky Bill aloe M 200 200 20 10 
184 277 llaek Eaale_•l~ K 200 200 20 10 
1a5 20 111 John alae 1t 200 80 20 10 
186 31 l.,ueky Jw atne M 100 100 20 30 
187 z bf 11Td alBa 0 5UO 80 10 10 
188 92 Kenoyer talne M .500 2ll0 10 1 
189 81 ~r• Cllteaao •· 2 atne M soo 100 10 80 
190 63 Graeit. I aine 1'1 500 100 20 2 
191 176 Jlta-34h•Va~Tah·m•n• 0 100 100 400 1 
192 7o \feb,er a1• It 1000 100 10 1 
191 31$ llue Goose lo. 1 alae G•ll "10:)0 400 10 2 
194 315 Blue Cooae lo. 1 slue It 1000 400 10 1 
195 315 lloe Caose 1lo. 2 atne • 1000 400 20 s 196 148 Blue Caoae Ito. l. tld.n8 tb. 1000 400 10 2 
197 307 Cree Walller mine I. 100 100 10 10 
198 30.5 Royal tttlne K .500 too· 100 .5 
19'9 21 Rev York mtn !t 500 100 10 
' 200 269 Tu Creek l!dt2e & 500 zoo 1000 2 
201 121 Crawfish niae Jt 500 100 10 2 
202 137 Uhit.titblr.t •lne M 1000 100 <10 1 
%03 llb Cardin towa.ite mine H 1000 100 <10 1 
20r. 101 Anna Beaver •1ne o-a 1000 400 40 2 
205 214 J'cr!"~ tt. mine K 100!.1 80 <10 1 
206 298 BarT !!Lne M 1000 100 <10 1 
207 8 Cord~ lo. 3 mtae Jl 1000 80 10 2 
208 276 Tar Creek min~ n 1000 400 60 2 ~ 
0\ 
• 
TABLI Xll (enfttlnued) 
' 
••=:= I I. I ! !:Ia • I 1: ll~m:to't"'~tl'nJDUiJ·= • -=r .. f!l 1 Ill: I 
-=· 
I I Ill 
AnaLJs1a Saapl.e l.Alcat1cm Bed !.t2111tl 
.1!2· l!\h Fe £!! n A& 
209 180 ffokee td.M G•R 1000 400 40 20 
210 .St at • .Joe aiDe H 700 ao <10 o.s 
211 9t J..,.n Cfttcqo lto. 2 mine 
" 
1000 200 30 2 
212 1St lteno,-er •f.M M 1000 100 20 2 
213 115 Jarrett M:lH M 1000 200 30 s 
214 216 .J.srre tt ad.fte M 1000 200 20 s 
215 63 Crue 1·as.ne·· M 1000 200 20 
' 216 174 Bam-lht.b•W&• T•h ai.ae 0 1000 200 2UO 1 217 175 ~lab•Wa•Tab mine 0 700 100 10 1 
210 298 n~ . .-.. eba M 70tl 100 10 1 
( ~upltcate of Jro. 206) 
219 9t LMT•rs Chteaao rm. Z 11dae 
" 
700 200 30 0.5 
(duplf.eate of Jfo. 211) 
2.20 2aQ Bla~k rest• •tn• C•B 700 200 20 1 
221 lla JC'"hn Bemrer mlwe f} 1000 100 200 0.5 
222 102 lfetta. Vhlte ad.ne J( 1000 400 10 o • .s 
223 21·3 Cr.at:e a tttno M lOOO 100 10 1 
226. 170 Jff!tta·m.iM C-B 1000 400 400 10 
22~ 112 &~P.('I.yer nina tt 1000 100 <10 o.s 
TABLE XIII 
SPECTROGRAPHIC ANALYSES OF SPHALERITE 
Analysis Sample Location Bed 2·:2·111· 
No. No. Ca Ms 
182 62 Netta mine M 100 40 
183 16 Lucky Bill mine M 100 40 
184 277 Black Eagle mine It 100 40 
185 20 Big John mine It 300 200 
186 32 Lucky Jew mine M 100 30 
187 2 Jay Bird mine 0 100 10 
1-88 92 ltenoyer mine }1 100 20 
189 81 Lat~rs Chicago No. 2 mine M 100 .50 
190 63 Grace B mine M 100 30 
191 176 Hum•Bah•Wa•Tah mine 0 100 30 
192. 1o Webber mine M 200 10 
193 315 Blue Goose No. 1 mine G·R 200 10 
194 315 Blue Coose No. 2 mine M 200 10 
195 315 nlue Goose No. 2 mine N 200 30 
196 148 Blue Goose No. 1 mine Ch. 1000 30 
197 307, Grace Walker mine K 300 ·so 
198 30.5 Royal min& l.f. 30000 100 
199 'l7 New York mine R 1000 100 
200 269 Tar creek mine ! 400 30 
201 121 Crawfish mine K 300 40 
202 13J Whi tebird mine M 100 20 
20.3 13b Cardin Townsite mine M 300 10 
204 101 Anne. Beaver mine G·ll 5000 200 
205 214 Jarrett mine M 600 70 
206 298 Barr mine M 600 70 
207 8 Gordon No. 3 mine }1 50000 700 





Analysis Sample Location .Bed p.p.m. 
No. No. Ca rts 
209 180 Piokee mine G-B 400 40 
210 59 St. Joe mine M 1000 40 
211 91 Lawyers Chicago No. 2. mine 11. 400 70 
212 159 Kenoyer'mine l1. 600 70 
213 215 Jarrett mine M 400 zo 
211• 216 Jarret.t mine· M 300 20 
215 63 Grace B. mine.~ M 200 .7 
216 174 Bum•BahwWa~Tah mine 0 600 40 
217 175 Hum-~ah-Wa-Tah mine 0 300 10 
218 298 Barr mine -· 11 10000 100 
(duplicate:,~f No. 206) 
219 91 Lawyers m1ieago No. 2. mine M 300 70 
· (duplicate of No. 211) 
220 280 Black Eagle mine G-H 1000 50 
221 · 1.3a John Beaver mine 0 400 30 
222 102 Netta White mine K 200 5 
223 243 Graee B mine ·. 1-1 10000 200 
22'• 170 Netta mine G-R L~oo 10 
225 112 Kenoyer mine M 600 50 
APPENDIX B 
Ele- Gray Pink 
ment Dolo. Dolo. 
Big John 
mine 
Si pres. tr. 
Al low b.v. 
Fe low low 
T1 b.v. n.d. 
Mn low lo1-1 
Na b.v. b.v. 
1t ll.d. n.d·. 
Cu b.v. f.tr. 
Zn n.d. n.d, 
Pb b.v. f.tr. 
v b.v. b.v. 
As n.d. n.d. 
Ni n.d. n.d. 
TABLE :XIV 
SPECTROGRAPHIC ANALYSES OF GRAY AND PINK DOLOMITE 
pres. - prt!sent 
low - mtnor constituent 
tr. - tr~ee 
Gray Pink Gray 
Dolo. Dolo. ·nolo. 
f. tr. • faint trace 
b.v. - barely visible 
n.d. - not detected 
Pink Gray .Pink Gray 
Dolo. Dolo. Dolo. Dolo. 
Pink 
Dolo. 
l-1hi tebird Grace Walker 
Grace B. m.ine mine Royal mine mine 
pres. tr~ pres. tr. pres. low pres. tr. 
low b.v. low b.v. low tr. low b.v. 
low low low low low low low low 
tr. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. ·. n.d. n.d. 
len~ low low low low low low low 
tr. b.v. b.v. b.v~ ·. ~ f.tr. tl.d. b.v. n.d. 
b.v. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. 
f. tr. f.tt:. b.v. b.v. tr. tr. b.v. b.v. 
n.d. n..d. b.v. b.v. n.d. n.d. b.v. n.d. 
b.v. f.tr. b.v. b.v. b.v. f. tr. f.tr. b.v. 
f.tr. n.4. b.v. b.v. b.v~ b.v. n..d. n.d. 
b.v. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n .d. n.d. 
b.v. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. 
Dolo• t 
mite In ide 
u. s. Bur. 




















Richard Davis Hagni was horn April 29, 1931 at Howell, Michigen. 
After being graduated from Rowell High School in 1949, he entered Hope 
College, Holland, Michigan, bUt transferred to Y.dchigan State University 
in 1951. He received his Bachelor of Science degree in geology from 
Michigan State University in 1953, and his Master of Science degree in 
geology from this same institution in 1954. 
He was employed by the Jones and Laughlin Steel Corporation for 
£eologics.l imrestigs.tions in uorthern Wisconsin, but in November 1954 
he was drafted into the United States Army. After receiving an hon-
orable discharge from the army in 1956 he joined the faculty of the 
Missouri School of Mines and Metallurgy, Rolla, Missouri, as part-ttme 
instructor in geology in order to continue graduate study leading to 
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